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This thesis describes hydrogen-line observations using the 
Cambridge Half-Mile telescope.. The initial chapters describe 
observations of two nearby galaxies af late spiral type, namely 
M33 and NGC 2403. The severe warping of the HI layer in the 
outer parts of M33 was clearly seen, and the origin of this 
phenomenon is disoussed. Sensitive low-resolution maps reveal 
only a very slight warp in NGC 2403, while maps at the full 
resolution allowed the dynamical parameters to be investigated 
and showed several features associated wj.th spiral structure. 
The later chapters describe observations of irregular 
galaXies, mr:my belonging to the class IrII which was of part-
iCUlar interest. NGC 1569, a dwarf irregular galaxy, has been 
the subject of interest due to its prominent I~ filaments. 
Observations reveal that the overall HI distribution to be that 
expected of a disc in normal rotation, although there are sev-
eral unusual features. Arp 205 consists of an IrII galaxy (NGC 
3448) and a dwarf companion less than one diameter away_ A 
nlodel for the HI dynamics is presented which suggests that there 
has been a planar tidal interaotion between these two galaxies. 
NGG 2805, NGC 2814, NGG 2820 and 10 2458 form a compact group 
of galaxies of which NGC 2805 is the brightest. HI was detected 
in all except NGC 2814, and there is good evidence for a HI 
bridge linking NGC 2820 a.nd Ie 2458. It is postulated -chat the 
HI bridge and disturbed nature of this group are the result of 
a gravitational interaction. Less detailed observations of 
other irregular galaxies are also presented in this thesis, 
including NGC 3432 and NGG 3310. 
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gRAFTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1 BACKGROUND AND AIMS OF THE I~VESTIGATION 
This thesis describes hydroge~-line observations of galaxies 
usi~g the Cambridge Half-Mile telescope. The aims of this Chapter 
are twofold: 
(1) To provide a background to, and give the aims of, the obser-
vations. 
(2) To describe the operation and characteristics of the radio 
telescope, together with the methods of data reduction and 
analysis. 
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1.1 Classificat;on of gala~ies 
The first step in the development of most sciences is a 
classification of the objects under study. If the classification 
is useful it may lead to hypotheses and predictions which, if 
verified, help to form the theoretical foundations of a subject. 
The most widely used classification scheme for galaxies is 
that due to Hubble, and is based on the images obtained by 
direct photography. The two basic classes of galaxies are the 
ellipticals and the disk galaxies. Elliptical galaxies are 
denoted EO-E7, depending upon their apparent axial ratios. 
Disk galaxies generally posses a nuclear bulge, which is similar 
in many respects to ellipticals, and a disk in which spiral 
structure can usually be seen. Disk galaxies without spiral 
structure are classified as lenticulars (denoted SO), the 
remaining ones are called spirals. 
Spiral galaxies can be subdivided into 'Hubble types' 
Sa, Sb, Sc & Sd according to: 
(1) The size of the nuolear bulge relative to the disk. 
(2) The openness of the spiral arms. 
(3) The degree of resolution into stars and HII regions of the 
arms and/or disk. 
A 'revised' version of Hubble's original classification 
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.0 and incorporates the additional 
distinctions of • ordinary' and 'barred' spirals (SA & BB), and 
'ring' and 'spiral' varieties (r &·9). As a matter of conven-
ience and history the terms 'early' and 'late' are used to 
refer to the two ends of the sequence. Thus SO galaxies are said 
to be earlier than Sc galaXies, and Sd galaxies are said to be 
later than Sc galaxies. These terms should not now be regarded 
as having chronological significance. 
(0) 
, ~sa(r) ~Sb(r) ~~ Sc(r) 1\~Sd(r) 
j ----------~ - . 1---- _ ~ / ) -..~ ./ 
so '-...... 1 
'-...... 1 " I' ~ (~ Sd(s) I --- 'e!\ --- • ) \ ~sa(s) Sb(s) ---./ Sc(s) '..;:;-
Figure 1.0 (a) Illus'tration of the Hubble sequeuoe of galaxies in 
its revised form, taken from Sandage (1975). Here the ordinary and 
barred spirals are separated onto opposite sides of e, box. Wi ~hin 
eaoh family, a separation is made l.nto the rand e strains, depe-
nding on whether the (l,rms s·tar't L"om a ring or fl'om the nucleu.s. 
(b) A cross-section near the region of 'the Sb and SBb spirals, 
showing the manner in Which the transition cases between ordinary 
(A) and barred (B) families, and the (r) and (3) strains can be 
accommodated (from de Va.uoouleul'Fl & de Vaucouleurs 1964). 
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1.2 Integral properties of galaxies 
Three main integral properties of a galaxy which can be 
assigned qU81'lti tative values are: 
(l) The total mass of hydrogen, MB, expressed in units of Solar 
mass (Ms )" MH 0<:. distance
2
• 
(2) The total mass I¥I'l" again in units of Ms. ~ 00:'. distancel • 
(3) The luminosity L, in units of Solar luminosity (L
e
). 
L Q< difltance2• 
The exact definitions and means of deriving these quant-
ities are explained later, but need not delay us here. 
In a statistical study of several hundred galaxies of many 
different morphological types, it has been found (Roberts 1969; 
Balkowski 1973) that the parameters MH/L and lVIrI/lVIT correlate 
well with Hubble type (Fig. 1.1 and Table 1.1). This correl-
ation shows that Hubble type reflects fundamental c.haracterist-
ice which are important in the formation of the galaxy. However, 
the physical significance of the classification scheme is still 
poorly understood. 
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J:i'i~. 1.1., (a) Hydrogen mass to luminosity rat6.io MIlL, 
in solar units, as a function of morphological type T, 
and (b) hydrogen mass to (indicative) total mass MH/MT 
as a function of T, taken from Balkowski 1973. The 
symbols refer to t4e luminosity but are not used here. 
The revised classification corresponding to a given 
value of T is given in Table 1.1. 
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T revised MH/L lViH/MT e'1assii'ication 
-3 -2 -1 0 E SO IrII 0.079 0.010 
1 2 Sa Sab 0.105 0.012 
3 3b 0.161 0.014 
if Sbe 0.178 ' 0.014 
5 Se 0.294 0.017 
6 Sed 0.530 0.041 
7 8 3d 0.673 0.038 
9 3d IrI 0.617 0.055 
10 IrI 0.942 0 •. 062 
fable 1.~ lYlean values of the integral parameters 
MH/L and lVI~lY.f':r (solar units) as a function of 
morphological type (from Balkowski 1973). 
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1.3 Irregul~r galaxies of type IrI and IrII 
Many of the galaxies whose observations are described 
in this thesis are of an irregular type, and particularly 
of the sub-type IrII. In this section definitions for the 
two irregular categories, IrI and IrII, are provided. 
A detailed discussion of IrII galaxies can be found in 
Chapter 5. 
Irregular galaxies are those which do not fit 
into the Hubble classification scheme. The distinction 
between IrI and IrII galaxies was first made by Holmberg 
(1958) in a study of the integrated colours of galaxies. 
He defines IrI galaxies as those with a predominant 
stellar population of type I, and IrII as those with 
(presumably) a stellar population of type II. The 
distinction was made primarily in order to preserve 
continuity of colour across his classification scheme: 
E IrII so Sa Sb Sc 11'1 
red ~<~---------------------------------------)~blue 
It also had the effect of redUCing the colour dispersion 
amongst the irregular galaxies. 
There were only six objects in Holmberg's original 
list of 11'11 galaxies (NGC 520, NGC 2968, M82, NGC 3077, 
NGC 5195 ::: Th15IB, and NGC 5363). All these galaxies have 
similar optical characteristics (as well as colour) which 
distinguish them from the IrI category. ~:he properties 
of the two classes are summarized by Sandage (1961): 
Ir1 galaxies are highly resolved into luminous 0 and B 
stars and HII regions. There is no circular symmetry 
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about a. rotatioJl axis. This group ifl'" itt effect, a. continuation 
of late Sc galaxies. 
!.!:!! galaxies also show no rotational symmetry. The photographio 
images are smooth in texture and show no signs of resolution into 
stars. They are often orossed by irregular dust lanes and patohes. 
The photographs of M81 and M82 in Sandage (1961) illustrate 
that 11'11 galaxies are not resolved into stars, since both 
galaxies are at about the same distanoe, and although stars are 
resolved in M81, none are seen in M82. 
The first edition of the Referemce Catalog of Bright Galaxie~ 
(de Vauoou1eurs & de Vauoou1eurs 1964, ROl) used a subdivisio:n of 
irregular galaxies similar to that of Holmberg. In the RCI soheme 
1m or Magellanic Irregular is equivalent to IrI, and 10 (non-
Magellanio Irregular) is equivalent to IrII. There are twelve 
10 galaxies listed in ROI. 
1.4 Warping of Normal Galaxies 
External galaxies with warped optical discs have been knowa 
for a long time. Well-known examples are NGe 3190, 4762, 5866 and 
the 'Integral-Sigal galaxy (Table 1.2). However, these seemed to 
have bee. regarded as rare cases, probably resulting from gravit-
atioBal interactions (Section 1.5). Our Galaxy is also know. to 
possess a similar large-soale bending in the outer parts of the 
gas layer (Burke 1957; Kerr 1957). A number of explamations have 
been proposed to explain this warp, the moat favoured being a 
recent tidal interaotion wi.th the Large Magellanio Oloud (HUAter 
& 'i'oomre 1969). 
In reoent years 2l-cm studies of external galaxies 
Table 1. 2 
..... .... 
Warped Galaxies 
Name 
" .. q 
!arp Inf~rred from 
The Galaxy HI 
NGC 4762 Optical photograph 
NGC 5866 do. 
NGC 3190=Arp 316 do. 
IvICG 12-7-28= do •. 
IlIntegral sign" 
lYl83 HI kinematics 
1133 do. 
NGC 5907 HI distribution -
NGC 4565 do. 
NGC 4244 do. 
NGC 4631 do. 
1\II31 Optical photograph 
HI kinematics 
10 342 HI kinematics 
NGC 2841 do. 
NGe 5055 do. 
NGe 7331 do. 
*' 
* 
* 
References 
Burke 1957 
Kerr 1957 
Sandage 1961 
do. 
Arp 1966 
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Richer et ~. 1972 
Rogstad et &. 1974 
Rogstad ~ ale 1976 
see Chapter 2 
* Sancisi 1976 
*' do. 
*' do •. 
* do. 
Baade 1963 
Newton & Emerson 1977 
Newton 1978 
Bosma 1978 
do. 
do. 
notes: * denotes that the galaxy is viewed nearly edge-on. 
Not all references are listed. 
have suggested that the neutral hydrogen layers of many 
apparently normal galaxies may be likewise warped. 
Where the galaxies are nearly edge-on (NGC 5907, NGC 
4565, NGC 4244 & NGC 4631) the warping can be seen 
directly from maps of integrated HI. However, in the 
majority of cases the warps are inferred from the 
kinematics of the HI •. The usual model is a set of 
concentric rings whose position angle and inclination 
change with radius; it was first suggested by Rogstad. 
~~. (1974) for M83. This type of model has now 
been applied to explain the kinematics observed in 
M33, M31, NGC 2841, NGO 5055, NGO 7331 & 10 342. In 
lVI31 the HI warp is of small magnitude and a slight 
optical warp is also evident. 
Due to problems of resolution and sensitivity, 
HI warps are very difficult to detect in distant galax-
ies (~ 5 Mpc). Since warps in nearby spiral galaxies 
seem to be a common phenomenon, it may be that all 
spiral .galaxies have warps. Although some warped 
galaxies have companions which might produce the warps 
by gravitational interactions, others do not, and the 
cause of these perturbations is not understood. 
1.,5.Gravitational Interactions 
"'"7 J 7a'£m_ :& __ ldN:a;.-.:a 
As far back as 1940 it was suggested that the 
bridges and tails seen in photographs of peculie.r 
galaxies were the result of gravitational interaction 
during previous close encounters of galaxies (Holmberg 
1940,1941; Zwicky 1953,1956). For many years this 
interpretation did not gain wide acceptance, a notable 
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critic being Vorontsov-Velyaminov (1961). When fast 
computers made simulations of galaxy encounters possible 
(Wright 1972; Clutton-Brock 1972; Toomre & Toomre 1972; 
Eneev et al~ 1973) 
--
it became clear that the original 
ideas of Holmberg and Zwicky were basically correct. 
These simulations showed that gravity alone can indeed 
produce bridges and tails during a close encounter of 
two galaxies, providing the relative velocity is suffic-
iently low. Although the computer models are relatively 
simple, remarkably good agreement with the observatioRs 
has been obtained in several cases, for example: 
M8l and NGC 3077 
NGC 4038 and 4039 
(The Antennae) 
NGC 4631 and 4656 
Cottrell 1976 
van del" Hulst 1977 
Toomre & Toomre 1972 
van del" Hulst 1977 
Winter 1975 
Weliachew, Sancisi & Guelin 1978 
Coombes 1978 
The distortions in these systems are asy~metri£ 
and are distinguished from the ~lmmetric warps seen 
in relatively normal galaxies (Section 1.4). A tidal 
hypothesis does not seem to apply in all the cases of 
symmetrical warps. 
The observations of irregular galaxies presented 
in this thesis show several cases where the HI is 
severely distorted in an asymmetrica.l manner, and in 
these cases a tidal interaction involving the most 
obvious companion galaxy can explain many observed. 
features of the distortion. The methods used to simulate 
galaxy interactions, and a description of the types of 
collision that tend to produce bridges and tails are 
briefly summarised in the AppendiX. 
1.6 Aims of the observations 10" _ 
Chapters 2 and 3 describe observations of two 
Rearby galaxies of late spiral type, namely M33 and 
NGG 2403. Chapters 4 to 8 describe observations of 
galaxies that are of irregular type or contain peculiar 
optical features. 
M33 is a good example for the further study of 
the warping phenomenon because it is strongly warped, 
has a large angular size, and its position in space 
relative to other nearby galaxies is well known. In 
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previous aperture synthesis observations of M33, emission 
from the outer regions has been seriously atten.uated by 
the primary response of the antennas. By combining 
three surveys each with high sen.sitivity and velocity 
resolution, it has been possible to make for the first 
time a detailed study of the neutral hydrogen at large 
distances from the nucleus of lVl33 .. 
NGC 2403 is a relatively nearby galaxy of type Sod. 
In optical photographs it bears a strong resemblance to 
M33 .. Sensitive neutral hydrogen observations were made 
to investigate whether NGG 2403 possesses a large-soale 
warp similar to that seen in M33. This information is of 
importance in finding out why many spiral galaxies are 
warped. High-resolution observations were also made 
with the aim of resolving the HI spiral structure, so 
that the density wave theory could be further tested. 
The remainder of the observations are of galaxies 
of irregular or peculiar type. In every case no previous 
aperture-synthesis observations of HI had been published 
at the time the observations were planned. Several of the 
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systems which appear to be very disturbed optically also show 
a disturbed HI structure. The velocity information gained 
from such observations enables simple gravitational-interaction 
hypotheses to be formulated. Many of the irregll.lar galaxies 
belong to the sub-class IrII .. .&1any data are lacking on these 
extremely puzzling objects. Their origin is not clearly under-
stood, but it has been suggested that they may all arise as the 
result of gravitational interactions. One of the prime object-
ives was to obtain as many 2l-cm data as possible on Irll 
galaxies, with a view to und.erstanding their origins better. 
2 OBSERVING PROOEDURES AND DA~A REDUCTION 
J 11 ..... 
Although hydrogen-line observations using the 
Half-Mile telescope are in principle straightforward, 
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they are, in. practice, very time-consuming. The telescope 
itself is a complex piece 'of equipment and great 
care must be exercised during its operation to ensure 
that it is properly calibrated and operating satisfact-
orily& Mechanical or electrical faults can become 
apparent during the course of observations and often 
require observations to be delayed or repeated. High 
winds are also a Cause of delay, preventing the dishes 
from safely being moved along the rail track , and thunder-
storms ce.n cause power supplies to I trip out' requiring 
the o"bservations to be repeated. During the last three 
years I have been allocated a total of 170 days of obser-
ving time, of which approximately half have been spent 
on tl;te·' sgurces, the remainder being on calibration 'and 
time lost due to faults. 
The data reduction for line observations involves 
many stages and usually takes more time than the obser-
vations themselves. Although all the required computer 
programs exist, many are still in a. state of development 
and have needed modifications by the author on several 
occasions .. 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a 
brief description of the telescope, an outline of 
the data reduction, and a summary of the formulae 
used to analyse the final maps. Much of this material 
is not original and can be found elsewhere, but includes 
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some useful information for future observers of line emission 
with the Half-Mile telescope which is not documented elsewhere. 
A few observations were made using the One-Mile or 5-km 
telescopes which are not described here, but they operate on 
essentially the same principles as the Half-Mile telescope. 
2.1 The H~lf-Mile Telescope 
Tha Half-Mile telescope (Plate 1.1) was built in the late 
1960s and originally comprised only two dishes (Baldwin et al. 
--
1970). Later two more dishes were added, the receiving system 
was updated, and f..t digi tal cros~-correlation spectrometer 
installed in place of the original device, which used a delay 
cable (Baldwin et 9.1. 1971; Winter 1975). 
--
The telescope operates at a wavelength of 21 em and can 
simultaneously record observations both of continuum radiation 
over a lO-MHz bandwidth and of line radiation using the digital 
spectrometer. The telescope uses the principle of Earth rotat-
ion aperture synthesis (Elsmore, Kenderdine & Ryle 1966).Each 
of the fOUl" parabolic dishes is 9 m (30 feet) in diameter, and 
they normally track a source between hour angleS~~ l' 
The declination range is from &N18° to SN900, and is set by 
hand. Two of the dishes (C and D in Fig. 1.2) are fixed 60 ft 
apart at the west end of an east-west rail traok 0.5 miles long, 
while the other two (A and B) are held 120 ft apart by a tie-bar, 
but can be moved along the rail track up to a maximum (BC) 
spacing of 2400 ft, corresponding to a resolution of 47 arcsec 
at A:21 cm. Phase-switching receivers correlate the 
P~ate ~.l. The Cambridge Half-Mile Te~escope. 
fixed moveable 
"..---------- ( 1 ( -
1-4E---- 60 feet --~I <E-------120 fee1------...., 
4 west 
half-mile railtrack / 
east .. 
Fig. 1.2 Configuration of the Cambridge Half- Mile Telescope 
.... 
I 
...... 
-.J 
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signals entering a selected pair of dishes to provide the 
amplitude and relative phase (A and ¢) data which are recorded 
during the l2~ observing period. These data provide one ring 
of the complete u-v or aperture plane. In fact, the signal in 
each of the moveable aerials is correlated with that in each of 
the fixed aerials, thus providing four equally-spaced rings in 
the aperture plane, after one 12h observing period. The normal 
observing prognam is shown in Table 1.3, so that after three 
l2h periods of observing the source, a fully filled aperture 
plane from 40 ft to 260 it has been synthesised (with rings 
every 2/3 of the dish diameter). After six periods of observ-
ation the aperture plane is fully filled from 40 ft to 500 ft, 
and: so on. 
The system needs to be calibrated. This is done by observ-
ing a bright source which is unresolved at the maximum resolut-
ion used in the survey, and whose flux density is known by 
other means. Because the path lengths from each receiver to the 
two dishes are unknown, it is also necessary to calibrate the 
relative phase. An accurate position for the calibrator 
(often obtained from the 5-km telescope) is therefore essential. 
For line work (Section 2.3) the relative amplitude and phase 
across the intermediate fr~quency (IF) passband also needs to 
be measured. The calibrator should therefore have a flat spectrum 
with no intrinsic absorption or emission features. It is normal 
to observe a oalibrator for a full 12h period prior to each 3 
days of source observation (cf. Table 1.3), and also to include 
as many shorter calibrations as possible (minimum 3h per day). 
~~2he 1.3 typical obse£ying ]rogram of the Hal!-Mil~ 
telescoEe (excluding ?a1ibration) 
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1 4 10 16. 22 
2 6 12 Iff 24 
3 8- 14 20 26 12 7 • .4 2.8 36 44 
4 28 34 40 46 
5 30 36 42 48 
6 32 38 44 50 24 3.75 2.0 25 31 
7 52 58 64 70 
8 54 60 66 72 
9 56 62 68 74 36 2 .. 5 1.6 21 25 
10 76 82 88 94 
11 78 84 90 96 
12 80 86 92 98 48 1.9 1.4 18 21 
13 100 106 112 118 
14 102 108 114 120 
15 104 110 116 122 60 1.5 1.2 16 19 
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The map of the region of sky observed is obtained 
by performing the two-dimensional Fourier Transform 
(FT) of the complete (complex) aperture plane. It is 
usual to weight or 'grade' the aperture plane using 
a Gaussian function of radius, truncated at 30 %. This 
results in a synthesised beam (or response to a point 
source) which has smaller sidelobes than if uniform 
weighting -is used. With uniformly spaced rings in the 
aperture plane (every 20 ft), the first gr-ating (alias) 
response which results is at a radius of IV 20 • All 
emission from. e:n:y source discussed in this thesis lies 
within this region, and hence no 'clean' procedures are 
needed. 
Spacings smaller than 40 ft (;i .. e. less "thEtn_~ahollt 
45X) cannot be physically obtained with two dishes 
of 15 ft diameter. This means that (1) no structure 
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on a scale larger than about one degree can be detected, 
and (2) a variation of zero level is introduced across 
the maps. The latter effect is most noticeable in the 
case of observations of galaxies of large angular size 
made with a relatively small number of spaci.ngs. This 
is the case for the observations of lVI33 (Chapter 2), 
and a simple correction (detailed in Newton 1978) has 
been made. Such corrections are not necessary for all 
the other observations, and have not been applied. 
In all cases structure gl?eater than .one degree is still 
absent. 
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~.2 Broad-band oontinuum emission 
Continuum radiation is oorrelated over a lO-}ffiz bandwidth 
whioh oan be oentred at 1411, 1413, 1415, 1417, 1419, 1421 or 
1423 MHz by altering the first looal-osoillator frequenoy. Eaoh 
paraboloid oan simultaneously reoeive linearly polarized 
radiation ®.t two perpendioular orientations, oalled PI and P2 
(Stokes' parameters I+Q and I-Q respeotively). For eaoh 
interferometer pair there are three reoeivers, one which corr-
elates both PI signals, one whioh correlates both P2 signals, 
and one which oorrelates PI-P2 or P2-Pl (oross-polarization). 
All the necessary information (A and ¢) is coded onto punched 
paper tape at -the telesoope. 
Fig. 1.3 is a blook diagram. showing the stages of tmalysis 
needed to produce a broad-band continuum map. Observations of 
oalibration sources are analysed to produce the required 
calibration data, and these are then applied to the observations 
of the source. The calibrated A and ¢ data which result, known 
as • spacings' , are stored on magnetiC tape .. The li'ourier IJ:l rans-
form is then performed, and the resulting map oontoured. Full 
details of the prooedures are given by Pearson & Warner 1977. 
The: receiving system of the telesoope has a noise 
temperature of 120 Kt and the noise level on the final maps 
is shown in Table 1.3, and varies as the number of spaoings 
included. 
Fig. 1 • .3.- Continuum data reduction process for the 
Half-Mile telescope. 
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2.3 Hydr,oge:q-line emiss'ion 
Hydrogen line observations utilize the l60-channel 
digital cross-correlation spectrometer which is fully described 
by Winter (1975).. The spectrometer performs a cross-
IF 
correlation with theisignals from each pair of aerials (i.e. 
a ~l:::er path cOMfel1scdio(}) pnas'l? rotatton J phase switchln!]) IASI(,9 q., 
series of time delays. The resul t1lL_ are recorded on magnetic 
tape. The cross-correlation is equivalent to the Fourier 
Transform of the frequency spectrum. By performing such a 
Fourier Transform during analysis, it is possible to obtain 
data for a set of aperture planes, where each is similar to 
that for the broad-band system but corresponds to a different 
frequency of observation. By employing the same Fourier Transform 
procedure as described for the broad-band system to each aperture 
plane in the set, it is possible to obtain a corresponding set of 
maps. Each map (refEn"red to as a 'channel' map or 'output' map) 
correBponds to 2l-cm radiation within a different range of 
frequencies (corresponding to neutral hydrogen within a diff~rent 
range of radial velocities). /' ~'21.') ? 4- X 8'0 
The usual arrangement is to share the 160-channels of the 
spectrometer amongst the four interferometer baselines which are 
simultaneously observed, and to obtain· 32 ohannel maps. 
Bandwidths of 2 or 4 MHz are used for extra-galactio observations 
and oorrespond to the 32 channels spanning a range of 422 or 844 
km/s (respectively) in radial velocity. The individual velocity 
response and separation of the ohannels are shown in Table 1.4. 
Smaller bandwidths are available for Galactio observations. 
Table 1.4 Velocity resolution of the digital 
Iil_ ~
spectrometer used on the Half-Mile telescope. 
BANDWIDTH (MHz) 
2 
4-
S}~p ARAT I ON Oli' 
CHA1\TNELS 
62$5 kHz 
13,,2 km/a 
125 kHz 
26.4 km/s 
WIDTH OF 
CHANNELS 
(FWHP Gaussian) 
75 kHz 
15 .. 8 km/s 
150 . kHz 
31.7 km/s 
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The second 10 frequency determines which part of 
the IF band (40-50 MHz) is used for the line observa.tions, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The centre of the 
observing bandwidth can be set between 40.0 and 49.9 
1YlHz in 0.1 1YlHz steps. The absolute frequency and 
corresponding radial velocity of the observing band 
depends on both the first and second LO settings .. 
The digital spectrometer is fed with signals 
of only one polarization (either PI or P2). The 
theoretical noise per beam area on a single-channel 
rna}') depends upon the number of spacings included and 
the choice of bandwidth, and is shown in Table 1.3 .. 
The initial stage of reducing line observations 
are illustrated in Fig. le5. Data from the telescope, 
on magnetic tape,are first checked for correct format. 
The calibration of the data is similar to that already 
described for continuum observatimns, with the additional 
complication of amplitude and phase variations across 
the IF passband .. 
Sometimes the A and ~ plots show features which 
are clearly ££i intrinsic to the sourc~ e~g. terrestrial 
interference, or correlated signals due to 'aerial 
overlap': at low declinations the dishes 'look through' 
one another at HA 1V18h and HA 1\16h • If untreated, such 
data would give rise to spurious features on the maps. 
It is therefore necessary to remove discrepant data and, 
where feaSible, replace it with values obtained by 
interpolation of the good data. This is most easily 
accomplished manually from A and ; plots where the 
calibration has been applied. The modifications are 
Oh32 
40 MHz 
I 
"" 011_ 
2 or 4 lVIHz 
observing band 
IF passband. 
50 MHz 
Fi~. l~! _ Intermediate frequency band of the 
Half-Mile telescope. The position of the centre 
of the observing band (channel 16$'75) is set by 
the second LO frequency. 
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Figure 1.5 The initial stages of the reduction process 
for hydrogen-line data from the Half-Mile telescope. 
made during the FT stage. This procedure can also be 
employed in the reduction of broad-band data (although 
this is not illustrated in Fig. 1.3 .. ) 
Each of the 32 channel maps will, at this stage, 
also contain continuum emission. lVlany galaxies have a 
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continuum source at the nucleus, and several background 
sources are usually seen in the vicinity of the galaxy. 
It is desirable to remove these effects to produce 
maps solely of line emission. This is usually done by 
averaging the maps which contain no significant line 
emission and subtracting the resulting map from those 
which do CIng. 1 .. 6).. The mean value of rms noise on the 
'continuum-free' channel maps is denoted (T. 
II1he I continuum-free' channel maps are combined 
to produce profiles of HI intensity against radial 
veloci ty at each pOint over the map. (i'he values are 
first interpolated using a sin 9/ e function). F~ach 
profile is examined in turn, and if the peak value 
exceeds a specified gate level (usually 1.5 () then 
valuesof 'integrated HI', 'velocity', and 'width' are 
assigned. The integrated HI corresponds to the area 
under the profile, and the velocity to the mean of the 
velocities corresponding to the half-power points. 
In some cases a least-m:ean-squares Gaussian fitting 
procedure is used instead of the standard procedure, 
since it produces a velocity field which exhibits 
slightly less noise, but the agreement between the 
two methods is very high. The integrated HI maps, made 
in the manner just described, have a noise level of 
~~ , where n is the number of channels included 
32 channel maps ~i tl;- no correction}. 
for continuum em1ss~on 
.. --.. - ----- -- - "--_._-_. __ .---. ------
} c.ontinuum subtraction 
-
32 channel maps free from } continuum emission 
----
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Figure 1.6 The final stages of the reduction process 
for hydrogen-line data from the Half-Mile telescope. 
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at any given :point (typically lt N 3). The rms error in the velooity 
field, V, is given by 
(AV2)i = w/(2.15(S/N», 
and the rms error in the fitted Width, w, is given by 
(6;2)i = w/(2.4(S/N», 
where S is the peak brightness in the profile and N is the rIDS 
noise level (WarDer, Wright & Baldwin 1973). 
All the velooity fields presented in this thesis must be 
im:tHlu:'preted with oaution due the phenomenon oalled • beam smearing'. 
Warmer II &. (1973) explain the effeot, and show that the only 
situations where the apparent velooity differs significantly from 
the aotual velooity at the oentre of the bemn are when: (a) the 
gradient of surfaoe density has a oomponent in the same direotion 
as the gradient in velocity; (b) the gradient in velooity ohanges 
significantly across the beam-width. 
A oomvenie.t method of displaying both HI intemsity ed 
velooity information is by means of a Right Asoension-velocity 
plot~ or deolination-velocity plot. These plQts are used in 
Chapters 6 and 7 to illustrate how the HI shifts from channel to 
channel in a systematic matter (associated with the rotatio~ of 
the galaxies). The plots are oonstructed by summing each channel 
map along lines of declination (for a RA-velocity plot) or lines 
of RA (for a deo-velocity plot). A gating procedure (similar to 
that desoribed for maps of integrated HI) is often used to help 
minimize the effects of noise. In oases where a high gate has 
been used (e.g. 3~) the resulting plots are then unsuitable for 
oaloulations of the absolute HI mass. 
Except where specifioally stated, none of the maps presented 
in this thesis has been correotea for the primary polar diagram 
of the anteanas, since this oorrection causes a further Variation 
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of noise level over the maps whioh makes them diffioult to 
interpret~ The correction oan be taken as the inverse of a 
Gaussiu. of Ful1-Width-Half-Power (FWHP) 94 arcmillt, applied 
at the map centre $ The pointing accuracy of the dishes is 
estimated to be less thaa 3 aromin. 
Throughout this dissertation all radial velocities are 
heliooentric, and all map coot-dittatee are for epooh 1950. o. 
*' f\lr'the\M()re/i~e CMTec+I'Df\ \8 il\~~j"'(:i'callt 11\ Mcsi-
C C\ s·~s (.eJ>( ceV't M '3 '3 CAl\d N G-e '2.4-03) .. 
£,.4 AnalysiS 
This section is intendea as a summary of the 
methods and formulae used to analyse the maps. 
a) An unresolved' source of flux density S jansky 
(1 Jy :;:: 10:-.20) ~y m-2 Hz-l ) will produce the same defle etten 
on a synthesis map as a well-resolved source of bright-
ness temperature T, where 
T = Dmax2 sin(dec) S 
1380 
D is the maximum interferometer spaCing in meters, max 
and dec is the declination of the map centre. 
b) The surface' density of HI atoms at any point on 
a map is given by 
18 r nH = 1.82 x 10 J Tdv 
where T is the observed brightness temperature in 
K and dv is the linewidth in kID/s.. k small 
optical depth is assumed (see below). 
, '; 
c) The total mass of hydrogen in a galaxy is given 
by 
5 2 MH = 2.36 x 10 D ~ S dv lVI@. 
D is the distance to the galaxy in lVipc, and ~ S dv 
is the total :iintegrated flux of the galaxy in units 
of Jy kID/s. ~ S dv corresponds to the area under an 
HI profile constructed by integrating the flux in each 
of the continuum-free channel maps. The most accurate 
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values for ME are achieved from ~hannel maps where the 
emission is (spatially) unresolved. This is because maps 
at a higher resolution tend to be less sensitive to low-
brightness features arid also because the numerical 
integration can introduce errors which become especially 
significant on noisy maps. ~Phe formula for lV1H assumes 
a small optical depth for the HI. This is widely regarded 
to be the case for most observations of external galaxies .. 
d) The intrinsic luminosity of a galaxy, L, is related 
to its apparent magnitude, m, and to its assumed distance, 
D, by 
L is normally expressed in units of the Solar luminosity 
1. • ]) is the Solar distance (4.84 x 10-12 Mpc), and ® @ 
fi@ is the apparent magnitude of the Sun (-26.16 in the 
B system). Whenever possible,apparent magnitudes are 
values of 'Bg I taken from de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs 
&; Corwin (1976, and hereafter referred to as H02). These 
are blue ma~litudes corrected for Galactic and internal 
absorption, redshift, and inclination (to 'face-on' view). 
e) The inclination of the plane of a disk galaxy to 
the line of sight, i, can be' estimated using the relation 
(Holmberg 1946) 
c:os2i == (E2 _ E 2)/{1 _ E 2), 
o 0 
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where E is the ratio of the observed major to minor axes, and 
Eo is the rati.o of the intrinsic principal axes of the light 
distribution. Values of Eo for different types of galaxy are 
given by Heidmann, Heidmann & de Vaucouleurs (1971). 
f} Where the angular resolution is sufficiently good so that 
a detailed rotation curve is available, the total mass of a. 
galaxy (and the variation of mass with radius) can be derived 
using the method of Burbidge, Burbidge & Prendergast (1959). 
Where the angu.la.r resolution is not so good, the total mass, 
MT, can be estimated by assuming the gas to be in circular 
motion about a point m&ss, and using the relation 
~ == 6.79 x 104 D Rm (Vm cosec i)2, 
where Rm is the maximum radius (arcmin) at which HI is observ-
ed, and Vm is the corresponding observed velOCity (in kID/s 
wrt the systemic velocity of the galaxy), D is the distance 
of the galaxy in Mpc and i is the inclination. The relation 
gives the mass interior to a radius of Rm, and the assumption 
of a point mass is only strictly true in the case of a spher-
ical distribution of matter. The discrepancy is not large, 
however, and even for a disc of axial ratio 0.1 the mass 
obtained from this relation is too great only by a faotor of 
two. Where observations are unable to resolve the HI spatially, 
it is impossible to obtain values for Vm and Rm. In such 
cases an estimate for the total 
mass can be obtained by replacing Vm and Rm by half 
the width of the global line-profile, and the optical. 
radius (respectively). Masses determined in this way 
are known as Indicative Total masses. 
g) Measurements of the line-of-sight component of 
velocity do not permit a unique interpretation of 
the velocity field. Considering the galaxy as a thin 
inclined plane with rotation dominating over expansion 
or other peculia.r motions, the velocity .field may be 
characterised by the following dynamical parameters 
(which are not all independent): 
(1) RAnuc and decnuc ' the centre of rotation 
(2) Vsys ' the systemic velocity 
(3) Pit, the position angle of the major axis 
(measured anticlockwise from north) 
(4) i, the inclination of the plane (i=O is 
I face on 1 ) 
(5) Vrot(R), a rotation curve, where R is a radial 
distance in the plane of the galaxy from the 
rotation centre. 
A method of obtaining a best-fitting set of parameters 
is outlined by Warner, Wright & Baldwin (1973). The 
observed radial velocity, Vobs ' is then given by 
Vobs = Vsys + Vrot(R) cos(theta) sin(i) 
where theta is the azimuthal coordinate in the plane 
of the galaxy measured from the major axis .. Further 
terms may be added to describe expansion in the plane 
and motion normal to the galactic plane. 
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Distortions of the HI disc :i.n the outer parts of 
M33 have been known for some time (Gordon 1971; Wright 
Warner & Baldwin 1972; Huchtmeier 1973). They take the 
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form of 'wings' to the NW and SB of the nucleus and have 
been attributed to symmetrical warping of the galactic 
plane (Hogstad, Wright & Loclrhart 1976) such as that 
which has been observed directly (Sancisi 1976) in 
several edge-on galaxies .. Perturbations jm lVJ83 and M31 
have also been interpreted as evidence of wa.rping 
(Rogstad, Lockhart & Wright 1974; Roberts & Whitehurst 
; 1975; Newton & Emerson 1977). Al though some warped 
galaxies have companions which might produce the warps 
by tidal interactions, others do not, and the cause 
of these perturbations is uncertain. 
2 OBSJ5RVA~~I ONS __ w ... ____ _ 
The Cambridge Half-Mile telescope was used to make 
three separate surveys of M33 (Table 2.1), one centred 
on the optical nucleus, and the others on the wings to 
the NW and SE of the nucleus. ~'he former survc::w was made 
by lVIr K Newton as part of a .h.igh-resolution survey, 
while the two surveys of the wings were made by myself. 
In each case 12-hr observations were made at 12 interferometer 
bs.salines from 12,,2 m to 79 .. 2 m in 6.1 .... m intervals. 
Complete coverage of the u-v plane was obtained, except 
in the SE survey where 5 per cent of the (lata Vlere 
missing. The resulting low-resolution maps are id.eal 
for the purposes of this study, where sensi.tivi ty to 
large-scale emission of low surface-brightness is required. 
The HI emission was measured using the digital 
spectrometer over a 2-IVIHz bandwidth. :rhe output spect~~ 
rum had a resolution of 16 km/s and was sampled at 
values of radial velocity separated by 1.3.2 km/s to 
provide 32 output maps. Continuum radiation in the 
10~lVIHz bandwidth was also measured and the surveys 
were caJ.i bre:ted by observations of 3C 48 and 30 286. 
The absence of interferometer spacings smaller 
than the diameter of the p"1.raboloids (i. e. S 45 ~ ) 
means that (i) no structure on a scale larger than tV 
one degree can be detected and (ii) a variation of 
zero level is Introduced across the maps. A correction 
for th(~ latter effect has been made (chapter l), 
but structu.re greater th~ln one degree is still absent. 
lVlaps of integrated hydrogen, radial velocity, 
and velocity disl:>ers:Lon were made from continuum-free 
channel maps in the way described in chapte·.r. 1. The 
Table 2.~ Details of the observations of M33 with 
the Cambridge Half-Mile telescope. 
Survey North South Centre 
Map centre (1950.0) 
RA (h m s) 01 29 30 01 31 00 01 31 00 
Dec (degrees minutes) 31 10 29 40 30 24 
Mean epoch of observations 1975.8 1975.9 1975.2 
Calibrators 
Name 3C286 3C286 3C286 
Assumed flux density (Jy) 14.4 14.4 14.4 
Name 3C48 3C48 
Assumed flux density 15.3 15.3 
Angular resolution in RA X dec (arcmin) 
12-spacing observations 7 XIS 7 X 15 7 X 15 
60-spacing observations 1.5 X 3.0 
RMS noise over a 16 km/s range of velocity (K) 
12-spacing observations 0.09 0.13 0.09 
60-spacing observations 0.82 
Heliocentric central velocity (km/s) -210 +1 -210 
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three maps of radial velocity were combined fn sections 
divided at the 300 and 31 0 lines of declination. The 
maps of integrated hydrogen were similarly oombined 
after application of individual corrections for the 
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primary response of the antennas. The maps were integrated 
over the velocity range -306 to --28 krn/e. The rms noise 
1€~vels of the surveys are indicated in Table 2.1, but 
the brightness of the faintest features detectable is 
determined by the sidelobe level (5 per cent) and varies 
according to the emission present' on each channel map. 
The distance to lYI33 is taken to be 690 kpc (Warner 
et al. 1973; Hogstad at a1 .. 
-- --
1976 ) so that r.:' :,) arcmin 
corresponds to 1 kpc. 
3 TIm NlsUTRAL HYDROGBN DIS~\RIBUTION 
"",,;!in 'e< __ __ on",""'''''''. .._ _ ___ ..... _ 
JJ TheJ.1?-rge-~_c~~tr·¥c.!!:4r.e 
Fig. 2.1 shows the combined integrated hydrogen 
maps with a resolution of 7 x 15 RY.'0min and corrected 
for the primary response of the dishes; the three map 
centres are marked as crosses. The outer (dashed) 
contour is taken from the individual channel maps 
and indicates the 30" limi tccof detected hydrogen. ~~he 
HI 'wings' extend to about 70 arcmin (14 kpc) from the 
nucleus in the plane of the sky, both to the NW and the 
SEe They are features of very low brightness, with low 
HI masses, and there is no associated excess of optical 
emission visible on the Palomar Sky Survey prints. The 
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relationship of neutral hydrogen in the outer parts of 
M33 to the optical emission is illustrated in Plate 2.1. 
The observed masses of HI in the wings beyond. 
radius R ::: 6 kpc, and derived from Fig. 2.1 are 2.5 x 
107 Me ill the north and 1.0 x 107 Me in the south. 
On the assumption that the hydrogen is optically thin, 
the average column densities in the wings are "'" 1020 
at;om/cm2 in the north and AI 5 x 1019 atom/cm2 in the 
south. The total observed HI mass of 11'[33 is 1. 0 ~ 109 
Me" The velocity dispersion (defined as FWHP corrected 
for the instrumental response) in each wings is tV 25 km/s, 
which may be compared with the value 23 km/s for the outer 
parts of lVI31 (Newton & Emerson 1977). In the present 
survey no extended continuum emission has been detected 
coincident with the HI wings. 
Fig. 2.2 shows two maps at 1.5 x 3 arcmin resolution, 
integrated over a radial velocity range in which HI 
emission from the wings was detected at low angular 
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Figu~e 2.1. Oomposite integrated HI map of M33. A oombination of th~ee separate 
surveys, oorreoted for primary beam ~esponee, joined along the 31 an~ 300li~ee of 
deolination. The integration was performed ove~ a radial-velooity range -306 to 
-28 km/a. The map oentrea are marked with oroaaes. The outer (dashed) oontour 
shows the 3~limit of deteoted HI from the ohannel maps. Dotted oontours start, at 
50 K km/e with an interval of 25 K km/s. Potted oontours are hot shown around the 
main body of the galaxy in order to avoid oonfusion. Solid oontours begin at 200 
K km/s with an interval of 150 K'km/s. The hatohed ellipse represents the'HPBW of 
7 x 15 aromin. The oentral diso has an inolination of 540 and a major axis PA of 
22 0 (Warner £1~. 1973). 
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Plate 2.1 Optioal photograph of M33 with the outer (daehed) 
oontour from Pig. 2.1 superimpoeed. The we.tern edge ie nearer 
to tbl observer if it is assuae4 that the spiral .tructure i. 
trailing. (Photograph oopyright by ~he Kation&l Geographic 
Sooiety-Palomar Sk;r SuneT. aeproduced bT perai.e1on fl'om the 
Bale Obeervatories.) 
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Figure 2.2 Integrated hydrogen mapa of the wing areas from 
the oentral survey with a resolution of 1.5 x 3 aromin 
(hatched ellipee). The outer (dashed) contour is from the 
low-rellolution maps '(Fig. 2,1). The maps were made o.e 
described in Chapter 1 using a gate of 3~, and include HI 
integrated over the radial velocity range -253 to ··292 lan/a 
in the north, and -68 to -95 lan/a in the sO\l.th. NCI polar 
diagram oorrection has been appli.ed. The first oontour 
(dashed) is 50 Klan/a. 'fhfl first two solid contours at'e 100 
and 150 K Ian/s. Higher contours start at 200 and are in 100 
K Ian/s intervals. 
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resolutton. No oorreotion has been applied for the pri.mary 
polar diagram, and so the rms noise is uniform over the 
map. It can be seen that the patohy HI struoture reveal-
ed in the oentral disc by high-resolution observations 
(Wright ~~" 1972) extends to the wings. 
Fig. 2.3 shows a profile of the total flux density 
of HI in M33 as a funotion of radial velocity. The 
values are about 25 per oent smaller than those of 
Dean & Davies (1975). This is unli.kely to be beoause a 
signifioant fraotion of the HI emission has a saale 
larger them 1 0 (and henoe not deteoted in the present 
survey), sinoe: 
(1) Dean & Davies (1975' measured an HI size of only 
about one degree; 
(2) a discrepanoy of similar magnitude was found by 
Winter (1975) for NGC 4490, a much smaller galaxy 
also observed both at tT odrell Bank and by the Half·~lVlile 
'11elescope. It seems more probable that the discrepancy 
lies in the calibration of brightness. 
Hogstad, Wright & Lookgart (1976), i.n observations 
made at Owens Valley, found evidence for a weak component 
of hydrogen superposed on the main dj;sc but with radial 
velocities differing from the strong component. This 
weak component exhibits itself as extended or double-
peaked emission profiles. The present central survey at 
high-resolution gives no clear evidence for the weak 
component but would not be expected to, because of the 
low signal·-to-noise ratio .. The 7 x 15, aromin data reveal 
tails to some of the velocity profiles in the oentral 
diso, but the low spatial resolution and resulting 
beEUll-smearing do not allow detailed measurements to be 
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Fi~r~ 2.J Profile of HI flux density in M33 
as a function of radial velocity. 
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made. 
.. 3.2_Aslmmft'tries 
It is well known that the HI distribution of M33 
is not symmetrioal (e.g. Wright, Warner &, Baldwin 1972) .. 
Fig. 2.1 shows that in the oentral disc, emission to the 
west of the major axis is brighter than emission to the 
east, with the brightest in the SW quadrant. Although 
the linear extent and shapes of both wings in the sky 
are similar, the NW feature is about twice as bright 
and more massive than the SE. The high sensitivity of 
the present observations reveals two further asymmetries 
il"1 the outermost regions: (i) the low-brightness feature 
running perpendioular to the end of the NW wing, referred 
to here as the 'NW turnover', and (ii) extended emission 
down the west side of the galaxy. 
3.2.1 THE NW TURNOVER 
This feature is observed on four output maps in 
the northern survey (Fig. 2.4.lt from -266 to -227 km/s) 
with average brightness temperatures of about 0.7 K. 
It is conneoted to the main wing both sl)13.tially and 
in radial velooi ty, at -279 lcm/s, and there is a radial 
veloci ty gradient of AI 9 km/( s kpc) along its length. 
This continuity strongly suggests that the feature 
belongs to M33 and is part of the large-scale distort-
ions of HI at large distances from the nucleus. The 
observed mass of HI in this feature, derived from 
individual channel maps is 4 x 106 M@, with an average 
oolumn density of 2 x 1019 atom/cm2• The feature may 
extend further south, and on the channel maps there 
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Figgre 2.4. Ohannel maps with a reaol~tion of 7 x 15 aromin, eaoh oover~ng a range 
of 16 kID/s in radial veloOity. These maps have not been oorreoted for the primary 
polar diagram of the dishes, so there is a uniform noise level (Table 2.1) over eaoh 
map. The dashed oontour is 0.3 K. Solid oontours are at 0.7, 2, 4, 6, 8'jlO and'12 
K. Numbers indioate the peak emission in K. Orosses indioate the map oentres. (a) 
-292 to -227 )~/Sl from the north survey. The wings are olearly viaible,and the 
westernmost isolated emission at -266 to -227 kID/a forme the ~orthern 'turnover'. 
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¥iSMro 2.~ (oontinued). (b) -187 and -174 km/al ohannel mapa from the oentral 
survey, ahowing the low-brightness feature at the western edge.' (0) -94 to -55 
km/ml ohannel mapa from the southern survey showing the souttiern wing. 
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is some evidence that emission at the 0.3 K level extends 
from the turnover to join the 'western extension', 
described beloVIT, at about -200 kIn/s. 
There is no evidence for a similar • turnover' 
feature of the SE Wing, but such a feature, with a 
surface-brightness half of that of the 'NW turnover' 
(reflectil'lg east-west asymmetry), would no·t have been 
detected by these observations. 
3.2.2 THE WESTERN EXTENSION 
The oentral elliptical distribution of HI exhibits 
a steep gradient around its edge at a distance of about 
7 kpo in the plane of the galaxy, and it can be seen 
from Fig. 2.1 that to the east this gradient extends to 
the limit of detected emi.asion, producing a sharp 
cut-off and an extremely regular outline. This is not 
the Case to the west where, beyond the initial steep 
gradient, low-brightness HI with an irregular outline 
extends to greater radii (Figs 2.1 and 2.4B). It may 
be that this effect is a refleotion of the east-west 
aysmmetry in the central regions, and further observat- . 
ions with better sensitivity are required to establish 
the reality of the eastern out-off. 
The line-profiles in the region of the western 
extension are broad andfla.t-topped. Fig. 2.5 shows 
the variation of dispersion over the galaxy. Dispersions 
in the western extension are considerably higher than 
elsewhere in M33 (exoepting the nucleus where beam-
smearing effects are large), and often reach 70 km/s. 
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4 THE RADIAL VELOOITY FIELD 
'. "'~'''_bII'''' ... ,!/Ii .... u1\i;t_ ..... 
A.l. Q,bservation,s 
From a plot (Fig. 2.6) of the radial velooity 
field, it oan be seen that the well-behaved oentral 
diso, in normal differential rotation, extends to 
2-16 
± 30 aromin (6 kpo) along the major axis. The variation ~ 
of observed radial velooi-cy, VObS ' with radius along 
the major axis (FA 22°) is shown in Fig. 2.7A, from 
whioh the rotation ourve, Vrot :for R< 6 ltpo (cFig'. 2.7B), 
has· been derived by assuming an inolination of 54°. 
It should be noted that these ourves are smoothed by 
the resoluti.6n of the synthesised beam along the major 
axis (2.2 kpo). The rotation ourve is seen to rise 
smoothly to Vrot == 107 kID/s at R = 6 ~po. A deorease 
in Vrot beyond R = 6 kpo would explain Fig. 2.7'A, but 
in view of the perturbations to orbits at larger radii, 
disoussed below, oaloulations of Vrot oannot be 
extrapolated with any oertainty. Aooording to the 
model presented in section 4.2, radial velooities 
in the wings are consistent with a flat rotation curve 
having Vrot = 107 kID/s at larger radii. 
Fig. 2.8 shows the residual velOCity field obtained 
by subtracting model radial velocities from those 
observed. The model used Was a thin flat diso with 
inclination 54 0 and major axis PA 22°, with the measured 
rotation ourve for R < 6 kpc, and a constant Vrot == 107 
km/s at greater radii (Fig .. 2.7B). In the outer parts 
of M33 there are residuals as large as 70 kID/s and the 
ve100ity perturbations themselves show some asymmetry; 
the magnitudes of the residuals at oorresponding posit..;,,·· 
ions in the two wings differ by up to 30 km/a. 
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NE 
6 
OlSTANCE Ikpci 
RADIUS I kpcl 
!i~F~ 2.7, (a) Observed velocities, V obs' in lVl33 northwards 
and southwards along the matjor axis, FA 22°. (b) Rote/bion 
curve for M33, calculated for R < 6 kpc from (a) above, 
assuming an inolination of 54°, PA 22°, and Vsys -180' km/a. 
The rms error in V obs and Vrot is;v:2 lon/s, and both ourves 
are smoothed by the resolution of the synthesised beam 
along the major axis (2.2 kpc). 
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Figure 2.8 Residual ~elocitiea betweew. observations (Fig. 2.6) and 
a model of normal differential rotation (Vays -180 km/s; major ax:!.s I 
PA 22°; inolination 54°). Solid oontours are positive, dotted are 
negative, The contouring intervEll is 10 lon/a. The outer limit of HI ' 
from ths single output maps is shown dashed. ~eh(l HPBW of 7 x 15 
arcmin is represented by the hatohed ellipse, The map oentre of the 
oentral survey is marked with a cross and 'bhe maj or axis is marked 
at PA 22 0 • 
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These new observations of HI and radial velocity 
distribution in the wings shed more light on the geom-
etry of the perturbations. Rogstad, Wright &, I,ockhart 
(1976) have interpreted the wings in terms of hydrogen 
rotating about 'the nucleus in cir.cular orbits whose 
inclination and PA of the (projected) major axis vary 
with radius. A similar interpretation has been made 
of distortions in the outer parts of other galaxies 
(cf. an 1,1390,,1.4). This model explains the wings as 
due to the enhancement of the column density for lines 
of sight through the ends of eaoh orbit. 
2-20 
The model by Rogstad !! &. was produced to explain 
three main phenomena: (i) the shape of the HI wings, 
(ii) the steep cutoff in HI density on the minor axis, 
and (iii) the tweak' component of HI in front of the 
main disc, disoussed in seotion 3 above. In its 
original form t the model is not oonsistent with these 
new observations, as may be seen from the perspeotive 
drawing of the model, shown in Fig. 2.9 together with 
an outer HI oontour from the present survey_ It is 
olear that the wings observed in the prs:sent survey 
extend much further from the nucleus than the oorreSP-
onding features in the model, even after convolution 
with our beam. Furthermore the model does not acoount 
for the observed radial velocity field in t~e Wings, 
since both the inclination and FA of the major axis 
increase too quiokly with radius in the model, nor 
with the western extension on the minor axis. It oan 
be EHil~n from Fig. 2.6, nevertheless, that the position 
20' 
(4 kpc) 
N 
Lw 
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Figure 2.9 Outer HI oontour of Fig. 2.1 superimposed on a perspeotive drawing of 
the bending model for M33 by Rogstad £1 &~ (1976). The pla.ne of the sky oorresp-
onds to the plane of the paper. The ma.p oentre is shown as a oross. 
I 
angle of the dynamioal major axis (defined as the loous 
of maximum deviatj:on from systemio velocity), deviating 
in opposite senses in the NW and SE, changes oomparat-
ively smoothly with radius, while the radial velooities 
towards the ends of eaoh wing are oonsistent with HI 
rotating in orbits edge-on to the line of sight at 
R ~ 14 kpo, and with Vrot = 107 km/s. The narrowing 
of the wings towards their ends also implies a change 
of inoline.tion with radius. If one assumes the western 
extension to be one aspect of the overall asymmetry 
2-22 
in brightness distribution, so that simile,r emission 
may exist along the eastern edge but below the sensitiv-
ity of this survey,. then a model not oonstrained by 
the 'out-off1 oan be constructed, although it must 
still expl\ain the high gradient of emission observea 
in these regions. 
The proposed model (Fig. 2.10) is inherently 
symmetrics,l, and therefore does not describe the asymm-
etries noted. a'bove, but it indicates well the sense and 
magni tude of the observed perturabtions. It is similetr 
to that of Rogstad et 13.1., but with orbital parameters 
--
changing more slowly with radius. In Fig. 2.J.1 the 
radial velocities caloulated from this model are shown, 
together with a oontour indioating the extent of the 
model HI distribution, for comparison with J1ig. 2.6. 
The differenoes between the observed and model radial 
velooities do not exoeed 30 km/s, and over most of the 
region are less than about 10 kID/s. Sinoe asymmetries 
in the observed.velooity field reach 30 km/s, MY 
symmetrioal model must leave residuals of at least 
15 km/s. The fits in both HI shape Md velocity for 
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Figure 2.10 The parameters of a warped disc model of M33. The solid line represents 
parameters giving an optimum fit to the HI and radial velocity in both the NW alII.d SE 
wings of M33. The dotted line is the model of Rogstad ~ ale (1976). Inclinations 
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ligure 2.11 Radial-velooity distribution of the model of Fig. 2.10 (solid ourve), 
surrounded by the approximate HI extent obtained by oonvolution of the model HI 
distribution with the telesoope beurn. This diagram should be oompared with Fig. 2~6. 
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ei ther one of :the wings could, be improved, but not 
without worsening the fit to the other. If the variation 
of PAend inolination in our model is extrapolated 
to greater radii, then velocities in the region of 
the 'NW,turnover' are similar to those observed, but 
the extrapolated model oannot reproduoe the exaot 
velooity gradient or' HI shape of the 'turnover' feature. 
Suoh a model puts hydrogen in front of and behind 
the main disc, with radial velooities differing from 
those of the main disc ( R·!( 6 kpo). One of the reasons 
given by Rogstad!! &,.. for the rapid variation of 
inolination and of the major axis FA in their model 
was to obtain a gradient in radial velOCity of the 
weak oomponent across the disc steep enough to fit 
their observations. The model presented here displays 
a smaller gradient, but fits observations of the weak 
oomponent by Rogstad !!~. to about ± 20 kID/a. 
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:2 DISCUSSL91i 
Although gravitational interaction between galaxies 
is capable of producing violent distortions of stars and 
, 
gas (e.g. Hunter & Toomre 1969) there are, in the case 
of M33 and several other warped galaxies (e.g. Sancisi 
1976), no obvious companions nearby. Since M33 is the 
warped galaxy for which we perhaps have the most detailed 
information concerning the kinematics of the bending 
phenomenon, it is important to discover whether or not 
a tidal explanation is possible. 
In view of the gross distortions in M33, the most 
likely c.an<iidate for an interaction is M3l and evidence 
in favour of such an interaction is given below: 
(1) M31 is the nearest galaxy to M33. 
(2) Recen-t;ly 1VI31 has been found to be symmetrically 
warped in its outer parts (Newton & Emerson 1977). 
The distortions in M33 are relatively much more 
severe than in M31 as would be expected from the 
faot that M3l is 10 times more massive than M33. 
Oalculations by Baldwin (1978) show that the ratio 
at which warping occurs in the two galaxies is 
consistent with a tidal origin. 
(3) The present separation of the two galaxies is only 
about 180 kpc or three times the HI diameter 
measured by Newton & Emerson (1977), and their 
radial velocit'ies differ by only 64 km/s (corrected 
for galactic rotation). 
(4) Although the force currently exerted by M31 on M33 
is unlikely to be large enough to have any signif-
ioant effect, it is easy to envisage an orbit suoh 
2-27 
that M33 would have had a perigalacticon distance from M31 
of about 40 kpc, some 1.3 x 109 yr ago (Baldwin 1978). 
This interval would oorrespond to about two rotation 
periods of M3l and M33 in the regions of the warps. 
One of the factors affecting the lifetime of a warp is 
differential precession (Ka.hn & Wol tjer 1959).. Rogstad, Lookhar·t 
& Wright (1974) have discussed the effects of differential 
preoession in relation to M83. Their model for the HI dist-
ribution in M83 is similar to that for M33, and they find that, 
for a reasonable mass distribution, the variation of position 
angle of the orbit with radius, after differential preoession 
over a period of 2 x 109 yr, is not very different from the 
best-fitting values to their observa.tions. Calculations of 
preoession rate are highly dependent on the mass di.stribution 
at large radii, which is not known, but if warps ca.n last for 
about 109 yr then the time scales for differential precession 
and an interaction between M33 and lVf3l may be consistent. 
Two other theoretioal explanations for the warping phenom-
enon which also involve an interaction with the medium external 
to the galaxy, are (i) accretion of intergalaotio gas clouds 
(Haud, in preparation), (ii) the 'interga.lactio wind' hypothesis 
of Kahn & Woltjer (1959), in which the pressure distribution 
around a galaxy caused by its movement rels,tive to the inter-
galaotic medium may result in symmetrical bending of the disc. 
There are other explanations which treat the galaxy as 
an isolated system and the warping as an inherent instability 
(e.g. Lynden-Bell 1964). However, the HI clouds seen near IV131 
(Davies 1975; Newton & Emerson 1977), together with the 'NW 
2-28 
turnover' and large perturbations of HI in lVI33, are suggestive 
of an external interaotion rather than an inherent instability. 
A tidal interaotion between lVI3l and lVI33 is an attraotive 
explanation for the warps. More semsi tive observations of the 
gas around and between galaxies of the Looal Group would be the 
best way of solving this problem. 
.6 OONOLUSIONS 
The most :i.mportant conclusions of this study are 
summarised here: 
(1) The HI 'wings' of M33 extend to 70 aromin (14 kpc) 
2-29 
from the nucleus, both to the NW and SE, with masses 
of 2.5 x 107 and 1*0 x 107 Me respectively. The 
total HI mass observed is 1.0 x 109 Me. 
(2) Although the rotation is normal for R< 6 kpc, 
there are gross' deviations from normal differential 
rotation in the outer parts of the galaxy reaohing 
70 km/s in the wings. The wings are no·t oompletely 
symmetrioal in radial velocity or HI distribution. 
(3)' A feature of 4 x 106 lVI is detected, whioh runs $ 
~ 
perpendioular to the end of the NW wing and is 
continuous spa·tially and in radial velooi ty wi th 
the wing. No equivalent feature is detected in the 
SE. 
(4) While the eastern edge of the main HI diso has a 
sharp cut-off, the western edge has a'plateau' of 
low-brightness emission, with large velooity 
dispersions. 
(5) A\ model (Figs 2:iB & 2.10) comprising HI in a set 
of inclined oiroular orbits indicates the sense and 
magnitude of the distortions in the outer regions 
ofM33. 
(6) A gravitational interaction between M31 and M33 
involving a close passage with periga1ac·ticon 
of about 40 kpc, some 1.3 x 109 yr ago (Baldwin 
1978), is a possible explanation for the large-
scale distortions observed in both galetxies. 
CHAPTER J 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
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NGC 2403 is a bright Scd galaxy, and the illustration 
in The Hubble Atlas of Galaxies (Sandage 1961) is reproduced 
•••• _ P'I __ 
in Plate 3.1 .. It has an indistinct nucleus, broad and i1l-
defined spiral arms, pronounced resolution into stars, r~d 
olosely resembles the 100a1-group galaxy M33. The main 
optioal parameters are summarized in Table 3.1. 
3-1 
NGG 2403 is at the western edge of the M81 group of 
galaxies, at a distanoe estj.mated by Trunmann & Sandage (1968) 
as 3.25 Mpa. This value is adopted here, although values in 
the range 2 .. 2 to 3 .. 4 IVlpo have been quoted elsewhere ( Sandage 
&, Tarnmann 1974; Madore 1976; Sandage & Tamrnann.1976). 
The neutral hydrogen in NGO 2403 has been previously 
mapped at high resolution by Shostak & Rogstad (1973) and 
Love (1975). A comparison of the resolution and sensitivity 
of these and the present surveys is given in Table 3.2. 
Love's observations were made with the Half-Mile telescope; 
since then there has been a oonsiderable improvement in 
sensitivity and. ve100ity resolution (cf. chapter 1, seotion 
2.1) and it wa.s used again for the present survey.. Both.-the 
spatial and velooity resolution of the latter are somewhat 
greater than that of Shostak & Rogstad's survey, although 
the sensitivity at this high resolution is not so good. 
Throughout this ohapter the results of all these surveys 
are oompared in detail. 
An important aim of these observations was to investigate 
whether NGCr2403 possesses a large-soa1e warp similar to that 
seen in M33. The low-resolution maps from the present survey 
Plate 3.2 Photograph of NGC 2403 rep~oduced from The Hubble 
Atlas of Galaxies. Copyright Hale Observatories. 
----------------,----------------------- -----------------------------------.---~-
!~1?lJt.l:J:. Opti ca 1 Parameters of NGC 2403 
Parameter 'l 
Coordinates of nucleus (1950) 
- RA 
- dec 
Classification (tcvised type) 
Total Iface-on l B magnitude 
corrected for galactic and 
internal absorption 
Isophotal major diameter 
corrected to Iface-on l 
Ratio of-apparent major to 
apparent minor diameter 
Heliocentric radial velocity 
Corrected colour index (B-V) 
* Assumed distance 
Value 
7h 32m.05 
650 421.7 
SAB(s)cd 
8.30 
17.0 arcm"j n 
1.62±O.02 
l3l±4 kmjs 
0.37 
3.25 fvlpc 
Notes: Values are from de Vaucoul eurs ~~~. (1976) 
except that marked *, which is from Tanunann. & 
Sandage (1968). 
3-3 
3-4 
Tab1e 3.2 Oomparison of recent aperture-symthesis observations 
of HI in NGO 2403. 
Survey 
Resolution in RA (arcmin) 
Velooity resolution of one 
ahannel (km/s) 
Measured rms noise per 
beam area per channel 
Shostak & 
Rogstad (1973) 
2 .. 0 
21 
0.6 
Love Ueakes (1975) (this chapter) 
1.05 1.5 
39 16 
6.8 1.8 
are more sensitive per beam area than those previously 
published, and are ideal for mapping low-brightness features 
such as warps. 
The high-resolution maps were made with the aim of 
3-5 
more clearly seeing the HI spiral structure" asa.result of 
the improved resolution, and thus further testing the density 
wave theory. 
3-6 
2 OB.SERV A,;r]:. ~N.§. 
The survey oonsisted (initially) of 12-hr observations at 60 
equally-spaoed interferometer baselinee as il!ldicated in IDable 3.3. 
Results at some of the small baselines were subject to oonsiderab1e 
interferenoe from the SUn, mainly between hour angles (HA) 18b. and 
2lh.. The first six hours of these observatiolts (18~.HA~ 24h) 
were replaoed by additional interferenoe-free d~l,t&, oolleoted m.t 
a later time of the year. Although a small amount of data wall!! 
lost due to resid.ual • spikes· of iltterferenoe, almost oomplete 
ooverage of the u-v plane was aohieved. 
The HI emission was measured using the digital speotrometer 
over lit 2-MHz bandwidth. The output speotrum had lit resolution of 
16 kID/s and. was sampled at values of r8.dial velooi ty separated by 
13.2 km/s to provide 32 ohannel maps. Continuum radiation in the 
lO-MHz bandwidth was also measured 'and the surveys were oalibrated 
by observations of 30 309.1. 
Ohannel maps were made at three different spatial resolutions 
by selecting different sets of interferometer baselines (Table 3.3). 
The maps made at low resolution were more sensitive to low-
brightness features than those at the full resolution. A oorrection 
for oontinuum emission was made by forming a map of average 
oontinuum emission from those channel,maps whioh oontained no line 
emission (-73 to -7 km/s inolusive, 270· to 296 lan/s inolusive, plus 
the channel at 322 km/s. The ohannels at 309 and 336 kID/s were not 
inoluded beoause they exhibited a greater than average noise level). 
The resulting map was then subtraoted. from eaoh of the ohannel ma.ps 
in turn to obtain continuum-free maps (Jil:i.gs 3~lat 3.lb and 3.10). 
Maps of integrated hydrogen, radial velooity, and velocity 
disperSion were made from the oontinuum-free channel maps in the 
way described in Ohapter 1. 
I 
f 
I 
i 
I [, 
r ~ i 
Table 3.3. Details of the observations of NGC 2403 with 
the Cambridge Half-Mile telesoope. 
Dates 
Map centre (1950) RA 
deo 
Interferometer baseline 
total number 
smallest 
increment 
largest 
Calibration source name 
flux density 
reference 
Largest structure present 
Diameter of first grating response 
Continuum bandwidth 
centre frequency 
Hydrogen line bandwidth 
velocity range 
channel separation 
ohannel width 
1978 February 
7h 32m 01s.20 
65 0 42' 57".00 
60 
12.2. m 
6.1 m 
298.7 m 
3C309.1 
7.9 Jy 
Kellermann !i~. (1969) 
~ 1 0 
'" 2
0 
10 MHz 
1419 MHz 
2 MHz 
-73 to +336 km/s (heliooentric) 
13 •. 2 km/s 
16 km/s (FWHP Gaussian) 
Number of interferometer baselines included 
12 
resolution RA x dec (arcmin) 7.4x8.1 
(low) 
Brightness temperature 
Conversion Faotor (K/Jy) 
Rms noise levels (mJy/beam) 
continuum 2.8* 
one HI-line channel 46 
* ~ theoretical value 
36 60 
2.5x2.7 1.5xl.6 
(medium) (high) 
33.6 91.3 
1.2 * 
26 20 
3-7 
-21 
HPBW 
~ 
I 
!1sure 3.1 Channel maps ot NOC 2403, tree ot oontinuum 
emission. The numbers at the top left of' eaoh box indioate. 
the heliooentrio velooit~ in' km/s. The lArge cross is the 
map,centro, and tha' ~all or~esee are the poeiti~ne of stare 
tor alignmant with optioal p~otographa. The oroeses Ara the 
aame·on subeequent figures. In all oaees solid oontours are 
positive, dashed oontours are negative, and the zero oontour 
ha., been, omittsd. 
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3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
... Ilk 
3 .. 1 The total !II ~a~s 
The in"tegrated HI spectrum for NGC 2403 is shown in Fig. 
3.2. This was constructed by integrating the flux from NGe 
2403 observed in the continuum-fre~ channel maps with a 
resolution of 7.4 x 8.1 arcmin (Fig. 3.la). The area under 
the curve was used to evaluate the total HI mass, Ma, as 
described in section 2.4c of chapter one. J.ilIH cbtained in this 
way is (3.2 ± 0.3) 109 Me' in agreement with values obtained 
by other means. Table 3.4 inoludes a comparison of the MH 
values of various authors. The values are consistent with the 
exception of those of Roberts (1962) and Burns &, Roberts, (1971), 
which are significantly higher. The discrepancy is probably 
the result of differences in oalibration, rather than the 
absence of' large-soale struoture (~l 0 ) i~ the :present 
observations. 
3.2 The HI distibution at low-resolution 
-.,.. ...... 
The oontinuum-free HI maps at low resolution are shown as 
Fig. 3.1a, and have been combined to produoe an integrated HI 
map (Fig. 3.3). These maps are more sensitive to low-brightness 
emission than the high-resolution maps presented later, and 
show emission olearly assooiated with NGe 2403 over the veloc-
ity range -7 to +270 km/s, and up to distances: of 22 arcmin 
(21 kpo) from the nucleus (allowing for the beam size). 
The channel maps at -7 and +6 km/s show, appart from the 
peaks of emission associated .with NG(," 2403 at Rk" N7h 30m & dec 
60,N 5 50't other emission in the form of a • spur' running both 
to the north and south for about 20 arcmin. This may be due 
to hydrogen in our Galaxy, as is almost certainly the case for 
emissionl at :RA N7h 28m & dec N6;0 21' in the -7 km/s channel. 
3-20 
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~.(~1?le ,2 •. 4. Integra.l Pars.meters for NGG 2403 
Parameter 
...... t _ I. Willi 
HI ma.s s, lVlU 
Total mass, ~ 
R < 18 arcmin 
11 < 13.5 aromin 
R < 13.5 aremin 
R < 21 arcmin 
IJuminosi ty, L 
NIH/L 
lVlT (R < 18 aromin ) /L 
y_~.lue 
.. 9 
(3.2 ± 0.3) 10 Me 
(3.2 ± 0.4) 109 Me 
(3.5 ± 0.7) 109 M0 
4.6 x 109 )'l e 
4.,6 x 109 lVI G 
this ohapter 
Love (1975) 
Shostak & Rogstad (1973) 
Burns & Roberts (1971) 
Hoberts (1962) 
(4.0:± 1.6) 1010 M0 Fig. 3.15 
(3.3 ± 0.5) 1010 MG Fig. 3.15 
(3.6 ± 0.,3) 1010 1Y10 Shostak & Rogstad (1973) 
(4.1 ± 0.9) 1010 M0 Love (1975) 
6®7 x 109 L0 Seielstad & Whiteoak (1965) 
0.48 ± 0.04 M@/LG this table 
6.0 ± 2.4 M0/Lo this table 
6.1 lVIO/~0 Love (1975) 
0.08 ± 0.04 this table 
0.08 + 0.03 
-
Love (1975) 
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Fi~xre 3.3 Integrated HI map of NGC 2403 at a resolution of 
7.4 x 8.1 arcmin (hatched ellipse). The contours ere lO. 50, 
lOO, 500, and lOOO K k!!:/s. The gate employed in construction 
was 80 riWy (-20-). 
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All the chw1nels from 85 to 138 km/s show a region of 
low-brightness emission about 15 aromin to the NW of the 
bright emission assooiated with normal differential rotation. 
This feature is isolated at velocities 98-138 kID/s and shows 
little systematic change in position from ohannel to channel, 
exoept where it blends with the brighter emission e:t 85 km/s. 
It is possible that this feature is an instl~mental artefact, 
although! it does not posses:s the oharacteristios of e1 ther a 
spatial or a frequenoy sidelobe. There is no sign of a corres-
ponding feature in the south of NGC 2403. 
Recent work (of. section 1.4 of chapter 1) has shown that 
the HI in many nearby spiral galaxies is warped out of the 
plane of the optica,l diso. ,&, particularly severe warp is seen 
in M33 (chapter 2), a galaxy whioh oloselY' resembles NGC 2403 
in optioal appearanoe and is of similar Hubble tY'pe. Other 
phY'si,Qal properties of Fti33 and NGC 2403 are compared in Table 
3.5. The values of the parameters for NGC 2403 depend upon its 
distanoe which lies in the range 2.2-3.4 Mpo (with 3.25 Mpo 
adopted elsewhere in this ohapter). M33 and NGC 2403 have very 
similar properties if the latter is assumed to be at a distance 
of 2.2 lIJ.[pc tU\l.d, if' a warp of' magnitude similar to that of the NW 
wing of M33 existed i11l. NGC 2403, it would be de'teoted in the 
channel maps (Fig~ 3.1a) at about the l~ level~ The adoption of 
3",,25 1VIp~ as the distal1l.ce to NGO 2403 implies that it is a galaxy 
of about twice the size of lV.!33, , and any warp would h.aVElc to 
be oorrespondingl.y larger to be deteoted at the same confid-
ence level. 
The present observations show some evidenoe for a large-
scale warp in NGC 2403. Direot evidenoe oan be seen in the 
channels at 19 and 32 km/s (Fig 3.1a) whioh show emission 
3-24 
Table 3.2 Comparison of the properties of lVI33 and NGC 2403. 
PARAMETER M33 NGC 2403 NGC 2403 
distanoe (D) 0.69 lVlpo 2.2 Mpo 3 .. 25 lVIpo 
optioal diameter~l 15.9 kpo 17.2 kpo 25.3 kpc 
luminosity*2 (ilCD2 ) 2.9 x 109L& 2.7 x 109L@ 9 6.0 x 10 L@ 
HI diamete.l" ",~28 kpo 1'1128 kpo N 42 kpo 
lVIrr (ocn2 ) 9 1.0 x 10 M@ 1.5 x 1091Vl$ 9 3.2 x 10 M@ 
Rotation curve NI0'7 km/s .-,130 lon/a as for 2.2Mpo 
beyond 6.5 kpo beyond 10 kpo 
~*3 ~"D~) 2.9 x 10I0M 3.9 x lOIOM 5.8 x 1010M ;);- .. @ • (I) 
*1 Photometric dianleter reduoed to faoe-on view at the galao'tio 
pole (Balkowski 1973) 
*2 Intrinsio luminosity reduoed to faoe-on view at the galaotio 
pole (Balkowski 1973) 
*3 Indioative total mass (Balkowski 1973) 
3-25 
bending westward at the north-western edge. A,i; the southern 
end of the ge.laxy, emission at 243, 256 and 270 lon/s shows a 
marginal bend in the oPPosite sense. Indirect evidence of warp-
ing is also provided by the skewing of the veloai ty con'tours 
on -the higher resolution maps (section 3.6.4). 
More senei-Give observations are requ.ired for a detailed. 
study of warping in NGC 2403 .. Huohtmeier (1975) has made' very 
sensitive observations of the HI along the major axis of NGC 
2403 in order to obtain deta1L«s; o::.t' the rotation curve in the 
outer parts. His rotation curve is flat at large radii, while 
the warp in M33 produced rotation velocities along the major 
axis which droFped steeply at large radii unless the distort-
ions due to the warp were taken into account (of. l~g~ 2.7a 
in chapter 2). Nevertheless', these faots do not preclude a 
large-soale warp in NGC 2403 of a different geometry .. 
If one aooepts that NGO 2403 is warped, one may speoulate 
that the • spurs' of emisslon t previously assumed to be Galaotic, 
are really associated with the warp. Similarly the isolated 
feature seen on the ohannels at 98-138 km/s and whioh blends 
with the bright emisSlion at 85 lon/s may also be associated with. 
the warp; similar extensions toc~th.e bright emisf.Ecti.on were seen 
in the channel maps of M33 (e.g. the -227 kID/s channel in 
Fig. 2.4a of chapter 2). Further interpretation of both feat-
ures is not justified without better observations. 
J.3.~~~.~~_~i!~rib~tion at moderate res9~~~ 
The integrated HI map made from the smallest 36 spaoings 
is shown in Fig. 3.4. This map is in exoellent agreement with 
that presented by Shostak & Rogstad, and both maps show the 
distinotive 'ring' of three peaks of emission surrounding the 
nuoleus, a1 thouglhi there is adifferenoeinth€rrel'at:tve heights 
HPBW 
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7 36 0 
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t 
7 32 0 
~igure 3.4 ~~egrated HI msp of NGC 2403 at a resolution of 
2.5 ~ 2.7 aramin (hatched ellipse). ~he first conto~ is 100 
K hils and higher contours are _at intervals of 100 K m/s. 
The gate employed in construction was 50 mJy (- 20- ). 
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of the three peaks, the westernmost peak being ,relatively less 
bright on the present map.. The general reliability of the ,two 
maps is oonfirmed by the similarity of many features, including 
some a't low-brightness levels~ Common features inolude': 
(1) The depressions between the two brightest peaks. 
(2) The ridge running SW from the westernmost peale. 
(3) The low-brightness' ridge running eastwards at the NE edge 
of the galaxy. 
(4) The trough running North-South to the east of "hhe 
easternmost peak. 
(5) The NS ridge to the W of -the westernmost pealt. 
(6) The ridge running NE from the northernmost pe~l,k. 
,3.:;;4 ,The HI~ di!:trib_uj,;'<2~.}3.t hl~h ...E.!~~~vJcm. . 
3.4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The full-resolution integrated HI map is shown in Fig. 
3.5 and Plate 3.2. The map shows a ridge of HI, not previously 
deteoted, whioh starts near the nuoleus and spiTals outwards, 
antiolocltwise through N 1800 , towards the limit of deteoted 
HI at the northern edge of the galaxy. The broad arm whioh 
runs NW-SE from the northernmost HI peak is a feature mention-
ed. by Shostak & Rogstad. 
The radial distribution of the HI is analysed in Seo. 
3.4.2, and asymmetries in Seo. 3.4 .. 3. A detailed disouss:ton 
of the HI spiral struc.ture is presented in Sec. 3.4.4 (see also 
Seo. 3.6.4 for velooity perturbations assooiated with spiral 
struoture), and the oorrelations of spiral arms with HII 
regions and dust are examined in Seotions 3.4.5, and 3.4.6. 
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HI in NGC 2403 2t a resolution of 1.5 x 1.6 2rcmin. 
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3.4 •. 2 RADIAL DISTRIBUTION 
The variation of HI brightness with radius is shown in 
Fig. 3.,6. ':(1his has bean derived b;V sampling the high-resolution 
map (Fig. 3.5) in ellipses in the sky, oorresponding f,o an 
inolination of 60° and a position angle of the major axis of 
1250 (\i. e. the dynamic parameters foundl by Shostv,k 1973 - see 
seotion 3.6.2). The p,oints plotted are the mean of twentY" 
sampling points around eaoh ring, and; the l1'ings. are separated 
by 1 aromin. 
The radial distribution of HI presented by Love (1975) at 
a resolution of 1.5 arominl is in good agreement with Fig. 3.6, 
whioh shows, a fairly flat distribution out to a radius R == 4 
aromin, although til slight minimum is evident at R == 2 aromin. 
Beyond R == 4 aromin the HI brightneeHll' fallLs off steeply to 
about R == 7 aromin, where the gradient beoomes less steep •. 
(The edge .of.the opt.ioally cbright galaxy is at R == 4.8 a:romin). 
Okamura, Takase &j Kodaire (1977) have performed detailed 
surfaoe photometry of NGC 2403 and note a 'ring-like' region 
(2 aromin < R < 4 aromin ) with an exoess af B luminosi ty 
relative to the smooth exponential distribution. The ring is 
just inside the ring of three bright HI peaks on Fig. 3.4, and 
Okamura !i~. suggest that it may be du~ to the presenoe of 
abundant young stars. 
Love (1975) . also presents the radial distribution of HI 
at a resolution of 63 x 68 a~oseo· and claims that: this reveals 
a oentral minimum~ It is likely thav this result is spurious, 
and due to -lihe high noise level of his maps. No suoh minimum 
is apparent from his data at a resolution of 1.5 arcmin. There 
is no signifioant central minimum in the H] distribution in M33. 
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Figure 3.6 Radial distribution of HI in. I'iGC 2403, constructed 
from Fig. 3.5 as described in the text. 
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3.4.3 ~SYMMETRIES 
Love's observations at a resolution of 63 x 68 arcsec 
show an asymmetry in the outer parts of the integrated HI 
distribution, with the southern half of the galaxy oontaining 
more HI than the north·. He, found the ratio South/North for HI 
between the radii 10 and 15 kpo to be Nl.8. I have oarried 
out a similar analysis on the integrated HI map of Fig .. 3.5 
(resolution 1.5 x_ 1,,6 arcmin). The HI Was sampled. in 'ellipses 
using Shostak's parameters, as described earlier. The ra~ios 
of theRI on either side of the major and minor axes are 
plotted in Fig. 3.7, as a functi.on of radius. 
There is a slight, but not signifieant, indication of a 
North-South asymmetry with BIN/HIS (1~ R:~18 a.rcmin) = 0.92 ± 
0.17 (the error istl' for the mean) .. However, an East-West 
asymmetry at large radii is significant, where HIw/HIE 
(11' 11.,20 arcmin) = 0.82.±. 0.08. Such asymmetries are by no 
means unusual for late-type galaxies. 
The poor signal-to-noise ratio of Love's observations 
prabably account fot' this discrepancY4> 
3.4.4 THE SPIRAL STRUCTURE 
The I HI is distributed (Illig. 3",5 and, Plate 3~ 2) in 
the form of bright 'knots' , an effect not 'due 
The nucleus does not coincide 
with either a knot or a hole, and so is in accor~ with the 
study of the radial distribution of HI (section 3.4.2). 
Bright knots of HI are usually seen in h.igh-resolution HI 
maps of spiral galaXies, and recent surveys of M33, lVI31 and 
IO 342 (Newton 1978) have shown a good correlation 
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Figure 3.1 Asymmetry of the HI distribution in NGC 2403 (Fig. 3.5). 
(a) Ratio of 'HI to the north of the minor axia' to 'HI to the 
south of'the minor axis', aa a funotion of radius. (b) Ratio of 
'HI to the west of the major axial to 'BI to the east of the major 
axis', 'as ,a fUnotion of radius. 
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( a ) 
( b) 
between HI spiral features and the optical tracers of spiral 
arms. As has already been mentioned, spiral features oan be 
discerned in NnC 2403, and it is tempting to examine if the 
oorrelation also exists here. 
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The most obvious features of the HI distribution whj.oh 
could be interpreted as spiral arms are sketched in Fig. 3.8. 
It should be emphasised that these are purely subjective. 
Unambiguous spiral patterns are very difficult to tra,oe even 
in the best observations, .s and here the angular resolution 
is only just suffioient_ to -resolVe any spiraL structure, so 
that great caution must be exercised. 
The distribution shows no ~~g~~ underlying spiral 
pattern. The most prominent features are 1, 2 and 8, whose 
lengths are 15, 10 and 15 arcmin respectively, while the 
others are of order 5 arcmin in length. The arm-interarm 
oontrast ratio is defined as 
where B is the brightness temperature of the HI. The parameter 
is of import~Uloe When oomparing observations with density wave 
theories. Arms 1, 2 and 8 have C = 0.3 ± 0.1, while the other 
features have 0.1 <: C < 0.5. These values are aimilar to those 
found for other galaxies, but there are serious diff-
ioulties (notably lack «f resolution) in determing 
this parameter .. 
The pitoh angle of spiral arms, t, is defined as the angle 
between the arm (viewed faoe-on) and a oirole at tha't radius. 
Shostak (1973) measured the mean value of t for the optioal 
arms of NGC 2403 as t~18°. The HI arms 1, 2 a,ud 9 seem to 
have a roughly oonstant pitoh angle, while features 3-8 show 
7 36 0 
7 
+ 
7 32 0 
Figure 3.8 ~bjec~iye sketch of the HI spiral features in 
NGC 2403 (derived from Fig. 3.5 and Plate 3.2). 
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a much greater dispersion in values of t. 
A sketoh of the optical spiral arms is shown superimposed 
on the HI distribution in Plate 3.3. The sketch was construoted 
from a combination of the Palomar Sky Survey prints and the 
Hubble Atlas photograph (Plate 3.1). The latter was used to 
trace the spiral stroture in the inner regmons where the Sky-
Survey prints were 'burnt-out'. As with the HI distribution 
the optioal arms do not show a ~}~!le underlying spiral pattern; 
the pattern is multi-armed and complicated, with several bifur-
cations. Only in the very centre of the nucleus does the 
pattern resemble a olassioal two-arm spiral. There is much. less 
dispersion in pitch angle in the optioal arms than was found for 
the HI. All the segments appear to belong to the same basio 
type of spiral. 
The generaJ. agreement between the spiral patterns seen in 
the HI and optical distributions (Fig. 3.8 and Plate 3.3) is 
remarkably good, although no detailed quanti tat.!:!:!. ii tting to 
logarithmic spirals has been attempted. Probably the best 
agreement oocurs for HI in arms 4 and 6, which are in almost 
exact agreement with two of the outer arms seen on the PSS 
prints. HI arm number 5 can be considered as an ext.ension of 
arm number 4, where the optical arm is too faint to be visible. 
There is also no optical counterpart to arms 3 or 9. Arms 1 
and 2 lie very olose to several optical arms, and have very 
similar pitch angles to them. Arm number 8 is not in such good 
agreement, and appears to out across several optical arms, 
having a different pitch angle from them. The worst agreement 
is for feature 7 which cuts radially across the ends of two 
optioal arms. 
7 36 0 7 32 0 
Plate 3.3 Subjeotive sketch of the optioal spiral arms in NGC 2403. superimposed 
on a photographic rspresentation of the integrated HI map at a resolution of 1.5 
x 1.6 arcmin (Plate 3.2). 
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3.4.5 HII RE:GIONS 
,. 
Veron &. Sauvayre (1965) oa"balogued 52 HII re!gions in 
NGC 2403, the large~tt of which are similar to NGC 604 in lVI33 
and 30 Doradus in the LMC. Hodge has extended the work and 
catalogues 109 HII regions (1969A), and discusses their 
radial distribution (1969B). Searle (1971) discusses evidence 
for gradients in the composition of the HIl regions across 
the discs of spira,l galaxies (including NGC 2403) t while 
Deharveng & Pellet (1970) derive a rotation curve for NGC 
2403 from the radial velocities of the HII regions (see 
, Sec·cion 3.6). Hamijima & Tosa (19'75) have found a correlation 
of a power-law type between the rate of star formation measur-
ed by the surface density of HII regions, and the HI gas 
density from Shostak & Rogstad~s map. 
Fig. 3.9 shows the HII regions mapped by Hodge (1969A) 
supe,rimposed on the integrated HI map at a resolution of 
1.5 arcmin. As has been previously reported, there is a good 
correlation between the position of the HII reg:i.ons 
and the peaks and ridges ofRI emission. A ring of HII regions 
surrounds the peak of br:Lgh"test HI emission to the SE of 'the 
nuoleus. The existenoe of a ring rather than a centrally 
condensed group of HII regions is probably due to increased 
optical obscuration at the HI peak. Hodge's lUI regions 
clearly show a spiral pattern which is well aligned" with 
several of' the HI spirt,l features noted earlier (partioul-
arly features 1, 2, 4 and 8 in Fig. 3.8) •. The HII regions 
seem to correlate bett~r with the apparent HI spiral arms 
(Fig. 3.8) the,n the sketch of optical spiral arms (Flate 3 .. 3). 
o 
7 33 0 7 32 (1 
Figure 3. 9 ~e IITI regions of Hodge (2969A) superimposed on 
the high-resolution. integrated lIT map of NGC 2403 (Fig. 3.5). 
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3 .. ,4.6 DUST 
Plate 3.4 shows the high-resolution integrated HI map 
superimposed on the Hubble Atlas photograph of NGC 2403. 
There are several regions where optical obscuration by dust 
is evident, but such regions are not olearly oorrelated with 
the HI emission. Suoh a correlation has been found in other 
galaxies (e.g. M3l, M82, and M33) but would not necessarily 
be visible in the present observations on aooount of the 
limited angular resolution and sensitivity. 
~. 5 Ra,q.io 9.2.n~i~:p.~ 
Van der Kruit (1973) has presented high-resolution 
observations of NGC 2403 in the radio continuum at 1415 MHz. 
His map shows an absence both of a nuclear radio source, and 
of :radio spiral structure. The highest peak in the radio 
-
brightness oorref3Ponds to the brightest HII region, and 
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he suggested that the emission may be non-thermal, by analogy 
wi th 30 Doradus. 
Fig. 3 .. 10 shows the broad-band continuum map from the 
present survey, centred at 1419 MHz. Both the sensitivity and 
angular resolution of this map are similar to that of van der 
Kruit's map, although comparison is difficult because Fig. 
3.10 inoludes line emission diluted over the 10-l'JJHz bandwidth. 
After correction for the HI emission, an upper limit of 10 mJy 
(approxima,tely- 1 K) 'can be placed on any nuolear source. The 
peak of emission 1.8 arcmin to the east of the nuoleus is 
partly a genuine oontinuum feature and in fact corresponds to 
the brightest HII region, discussed above and also seen in 
van der Kruitts map. 
Plate 3.4 Contours of integrated HI in NGC 2403 (resolution 
1.5 x 1.6 arcmin) superimposed on The Hubble Atlas photograph 
(copyright - Hale Observatories). 
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Fi~e 3.10 Broad-band radiation centred-at 1419 MHz, and thus 
including line emission diluted over the lO-MHz band. The rms 
noise level is 1.2 mJy and the resolution is 1..5 x 1.6 ar~ 
The contours ere jn intervals of 10 mJy (zero omitted). All 
the unreso17ed sO"~rces are from ba,~kgr=d objects, not· 
associated with NGC 2403. 
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3.6.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Fig. 3.11 shows the velooity field of NGC 2403 at a 
resolution of' 2.5 x 2.7 aromin; it was produoed by means of:'the 
Gaussian-fitting prooedure as desoribed in Seotion 2.3 of 
Chapter 1. Plate 3.5 shows the velocity field at a resolution 
of 1.5 x 1.6 arcmin, superimposed on the optioal representat-
ion of the integrated HI distribution. The latter velocit1 
field was produced using the standard fitting-procedure and 
has a noise level of about 3 lon/a. Plate 3.5 is in 
exoellent agreement with that presented b1 Shostak & Rogstad 
(1973), and generally similar to the 1.5 arcmin-resolution 
velocity field presented by Love (1975). IJove1s map is, 
however, much more noisy than that presented here, and he 
interprets several features as real which are most prob~:a.bly 
only noise (e .. g. the 'kink' in the 108 lon/s B.nd adjaoent 
contours at a position about 2 aromin north of the nucleus). 
3.6.2 DYNAMICAL PARAMETERS AND THE ROTATION CURVE 
The dynamical parameters for a galaxy are defined in 
Seotion 2.4 (g) of Chapter 1, and a method of deriving them 
from observations is outlined. Values of the dynamioal 
parameters for NGC 2403 obtained by both Love (1975) and 
Shostak (19'73) are compared in Table. 3.6. Clearly there aro 
some disorepancies between the two values for deo and i, 
a1 though Shos"tak does not quote any errors.. !rlhs new data 
obtained from the present survey reveal that Shostak's values 
ara more nearly oorrect than those Of Love. 
Beoause of dif:ficul ties with the computing, and lack of 
time, it was not possible to deri va new dynamical par-arne"ters 
from the present observations using the method mentioned above .. 
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Figure 3.11 Velocity field of NGC 2403 at a 
resolution of 2.5 x 2.7 ercmin. 
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Plate 3 .5 Contours of velocity in NGC 2403 (resolution 1.5 x 1.6 
arcmin) superimposed on a photographic representation of the 
integrated HI (Plate 3.2). The numbers indicate the velocity 
in kID/s, and the rms error is typically about 3 kID/s. 
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Table 3 ft 6,
Summary! 'of HI dynami c parameters for NGC 2403
SHO$TAK LOVE
(1973) (1975)
RA 07h 32m 01.2s* 07h 31 m 51 . s± 4
dec 65° 42 1 57"* 65° 42' 17 ± 811
Vsys 128 ± 3 km/s 138 ± 2'kmjs
PA 125.5 '£ 1° 126 ± 1°
i 60°* 55 ± 2°
NOTES
3-46
* no error quoted.
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Instead, the analysis was restrioted to producing two maps 
(Fig. 3.12) of 'residual-velocity' diffe~enoes between the 
present high-resolution velocity field and a model of cirou1ar 
rotation for each set of parameters. It is clear from the 
greater magnitude of the residuals in Fig. 3.12(a) that 
Shostak's parameters are more nearly oorrect than those of 
Love. More specifically the residuals resulting from I,ove' lEI 
parameters have an overall negative excess of about 10 km/s t 
which corresponds to V~y being too high by the same amount. 
i<)', s 
When this effect is removed a syertematio residual still 
remains whose synunetry oorresponds to an error in the posttion 
of the nucleus along the minor axis of the galaxy. When both 
these corrections are applied to Love's parameters, they bring 
them into good agreement with those of Shostak. 
It is difficult to disoern any large-scale 
systematio error in the residual field based on Shostakts param-
eters, exoept a slight hint of the symmetry whioh oorresponds 
to an error in the p~sition of the nuoleus along the major 
axis. There is, however, a looalised posi tiveresid:ual of -10 
km/s running northwest-southeast ina band about 3 arcmin 
south of the nuoleus. This is ooinoident with an 
optioal spiral arm, and will be disoussed presently. 
The dynmhioal parameters quoted by Shostak (1973) 
describe well the large-scale motions of HI in NGC 2403, and 
are adopted for the deri vati. on of the rotation ourve It This 
was obtaitl:sd from the high-resolution veloai ty field using 
the method of Warner !1 al. (1973, see Chapter 1 Seotion 2.4), 
and is d:i.sp1ayed in Fig. 3.13. Hotation velocities rise 
steeply for R < 4 arcmin a.nd then flatten -lio a platerau. of 
about 130 km/s a.t greater radii. For H ~ 15 aromin, V rot :::: 130 
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l\'igure 3.12 Residual velooity fields mad\) by subtracting model velooity fields 
from the observed velocity field (Plate 3.5). (a) A model using the parameters 
of Love (1975). (b) A model using the parameters of Shostak (1973). In both 
cases the numerals 1-9 represent positive residuals, the letters A-I represent 
negative residuals, the oharaoter intet'Val is 9 knI/s, a blank oharaoter repre-
sent.s a zero residual, and a dash represents a residual of magnitude greater 
than 90 knI/s. Ths values of residual velooity are only meaningful in regions 
where the observed radial velocity field is well-defined (of. Plate 3.5). 
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Figure 3.13 liotation curve for NGC 2403. derived from the 
high-resolution ve100ity field (F1ate 3.5) as desoribed in 
the text, assuming t~e dynamic parameters of Shostak (1973). 
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km/s is assumed since the rms errors are high. This is 
seen to be a fair assumption from Fig.' 3.14, whioh shows Vrot 
obtained from the maps at a resolution of 7.4 x 8.1 arcmin, 
using the same method. These observations are more sensitive 
to lOW-brightness emission in the outer parts of the galaxy 
and allow V
rot to be determined with reasonable aoouraoy out 
to 20 aromin from the nuoleus. Beam-sm.earing is importan't at 
this resolution and aooounts for the underestimated values of 
V
rot m:t small radii, but the effeot is negligible at large 
radii (R~ 14 aromin) where the rotation ourve is approximately 
flat. There is some indioation of rotational velooities at R 
~ 18 aromin greater than 130 km/s, but generally . these 
data, those of Huohtmeier (1975) and those of the extrapolated 
high-resolution rotation ourve,are consistent (within the 
errors) with a fairly flat rotation ourve at large radii. 
Deharveng & Pellet (1970) derive a rotation curve for R<6 
aromin from the radial velooities of the HII regions. Both 
Love (1975) and Shostak (19"'(3) noted that these rotationl:al 
velocities were system:atioally higher than those obtained 
from HI data. While part of this 'discrepancy may be attribu":" 
ted to resolution effects, the remainder is probably real and 
may be due to the gas in the spiral arms (where the HII regions 
are located) rotating faster than in the disc - see Section 
3.6.3 THE MASS DISTHIBUTION 
The rotation ourve oan be used to derive the variation 
of mass with radius, by mode~ling the galaxy by oonoentric 
spheroids (Burbidge, Burbidge & Prendergast 1959). The 
intrinsio axial ratio of these spheroids was taken as 0.1 in 
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Fiffi.!re .9 .• 11 Comparison of the rotational '1elooi ties in the 
outer parts of NGC 2403. The filled oiroles are derived from 
the present observations assuming the dynamio parameters of 
Shostak (1973). The HPBW resolution for these points is shown 
by the horizontal bar. The open oiroles and orosses are data 
from Huohtmeier (1975). The solid line is the high-resolution 
rotation curve shown in Fig. 1 .13. 
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accordanoe with the meen value for Sed galaxies (Heidmann f 
Heidmann & de Vauoouleurs 1971). The oumulative total mass, 
MT, as a funotion of radius, R, derived using this method, is 
shown in Fig. 3.15. The errors were derived by repeating the 
analysis using the maximum and minimum rotation ourves allowed 
by the errors in Fig. 3. 13. The total mass within a radius of 
18 aromin is (4.0 ± 0.1) 1010 M@, a value similar to that of 
other au"thors (Table 3.4, page 3-21). 
Also shown in Table 3.4 are the integrated parameters for 
NGC 2403. K.coording to Balkowski (1973), the ratio MaiL 
adopted here is typical of an Sod type galaxy .. The ratio M:a/lVJT 
seems to indicate an earlier type (Sab or earlier), but this 
campa,rison requires considerable oaution beoause of the many 
ways in which MT oan be defined. The ratio ~\/L is close to 
the type-independent mean of 11 ± 1 found by Dickel & Rood 
(1978). 
3.6.4 VELOCITY P]:R~'URBATIONS AND SPIRAL STRUCTURE 
Many authors have oompared the velocity fields of spiral 
galaxies with the predictions of the linear density-wave theory 
for spiral structure (e.g. Lin, Yuan & Shu 1969). The theory 
assumes brofild, symmetrioal spiral arms (usually two), unlike -the 
narrow multi-armed features seen in NGC 2403 or other similar 
galaxies (e.g. M33 and IC 342, Newton 1978). Therefore, since 
this theory is not lil~ely to represent well the gas d.ynamics 
in NGC 2403, it will be compared only Q.ualitatively. 
The main velocity-perturbations expected from the linear 
densi ty-wave theory are illustrated in Fig. 3.16., Along the 
major axis (where the a-component is visible) the theory 
predicts an increase in rotational velocity on the outside of 
an arm and a decrease on the inside, with no change at the 
5 10 15 
R (arc min) 
!'l@re 9.15 Cumulative total mase as a funo'tion of 
radius for NGC 2403, ~(R). 
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Figg.re 3.1.6. Schematic representation of the perturbations to 
lines of constant velooity in NGC 2403, expeoted on the basis of 
a density-wave theory of spiral struoture. If the spirals are 
trailing, the SW end of the minor axis is olosest to the observer. 
Along the minor axis, perturbations are equivalent to an apparent 
radial oontraction of the gas, while along the major axis the 
perturbations are equivalent to a deorease in rotational velooity 
on the inside of the arm and an increase on the outside. 
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centre of the arm. Along the minor axis (where the I' motion 
is visible) the theory predicts an apparent radial contraction 
of the gas in the arm, relative to the interarm gas. This 
assumes that all points are within the co-rotation radius, at 
which the pattern speed equals the rotation speed of the gas. 
Outside this radius the sense of the velocity perturbations 
are reversed. Spiral arms are unlikely to occur at the co-
rotation rfldius, where a resonanoe exists, and Roberts, Roberts 
& Shu (1975) argue that this is probably the radius at which 
the feasmly visible' optical spiral struoture ceases. In the 
case of NGC 2403 this is a.pproximately 12 kpc. The pattern 
speed oan then be determined from the rotation curve as £lap i!V' 
11 km s -1 kpc-1 (of. 20 km s -1 kpc-1 for M8l quoted by Rots & 
Shane 1975; 11 km s -1 kpc-l for M31 quoted by Guibert 1974) • 
The maximum amplitude of the velocity perturbation is given by 
where t is the pitoh angle of the spiral as previously defined. 
With t=lSo (Shostak 1973), velocity perturbations of about 10 
km/s result, although 'non-linear' effects disoussed by Roberts 
(1969) oan result in amplitudes of up to about 20 lon/s. 
Love (1975) and Shostak (1973) not!oed several velooity 
peouliarities of amplitude about 10 km/s, which they claim are 
in qualitative agreement with the density-wave theory. Many 
of these features are olearly reproduced in the new high-
resolution velooity field (Fig. 3.17). 
The velocity oontours at the ends of the maj or a.xis are 
slightly skewed, having a smaller position angle than the best 
estimate from model-fi tting (125~5). This effect Would be 
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expected from the density-wave theory, but could easily be due 
to other reasons, such as an error in the dynamical parameters, 
or a warp in the HI plane" (see Section 3.2). 
The velocity perturbations seen within region A (Fig. 3.17) 
are the clearest evidenoe in favour of density waves in NGC 2403 
(cf. Fig. 3.16). They were notioed by Love and by Shostak but 
are more clearly seen in the present observations. The eastern-
most end of the line of pertu,rbations closely follows the 
ou·cermost spiral arm to the SW of the nUCleus, whi.le at the NW 
end it follows HI spiral feature 9 (Fig. 3.8). This indios.tes 
that the HI and optioal spiral segments are part of the same 
feature. 
Other evidence for density waves can be seen in the area,s 
B, 0, D and E. Region B is in good agreementr with the most 
prominent HI spiral arm - feature 1 in lJ'ig. 3.8. The t dou'ble-
Wave t evident in. the two velocity contours p~lssing through 
both regions o and D has previously been reported by Love, 
and is oonfirmed here; the perturbations seem to be assooia-
ted with the two easternmost optioal arms (Plate 3.3). Although 
region E shows some velocity peculiarities, the evidenoe does not 
confirm a large-amplitude 'wave' in a oontour at 168 km/s, 
reported by Love. q!here is no clear optical or HI spiral 
feature in this region. 
3.6.5 VELOCITY DIS1'El1SION 
The HPFW, w, of the line-profiles measured in high-resolution 
observations have been evaluated in concentric rings in the 
plane of NGC 2403. These widths are a measure of the velocity 
dispersion of the gas Y!5.j:p':~~n .. ~h..e sln~!:,~sised. b~~......!..~e~t' 
convolved with the velOCity response of each ohannel of the 
spectrometer (Gaussian with a HPFW, wc " of 15.84 km/s). The 
latter effect can be corrected using 
o-rms = 
3-59 
where the constant in the denominator corrects to rms values. 
Values of O"'rms decrease from about 35 kID/s at a radius of 
3 arcmin, to 15.+ 4 km/s at larger radii (mean of 15 to 25 
-
arcmin). The majority of this effect is due to the larger 
velocity-gradient across the synthesised beam at small radii. 
Model fitting is necessary to investigate the intrinsic 
~t;atol""'lIfI" .. ,, ___
velocity dispersion as a function of radius, but at large 
radii the dispersion quoted above is similar to that reported 
for the gas in other galaxies (Table 3 in Allsopp 1978). 
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4 OONCLUSIONS 
• • ~ •• 1 .. 
The main conolusions of this study o:f HI in NGO 240.3 are 
summarised here: 
(1) HI is seen between velooities of -7 and +270 kID/s 
(heliocentric) and up to 21 kpc from the nuoleus. The 
total mass of HI is (3.2 ±. 0.3) 109 M0~ 
(2) The HI disc is slightly warped~ There is direot evidence 
of this in Fig. 3.1a, and indirect evidenoe in the 
skewing of the velooity contours (Fig. 3.17). 
(3) A low-brightness feature seen in the north of NGC 2403 (Fig .. 
3.1a between 85 and 138 km/a) requires confirmation. 
(4) The radial d.istribution o:f HI shows no significant oentral 
minimum .. 
(5) The HI distribu'tion shows no significant north-south 
asymmetry, but does show a signifioa,nt east-west asymmetry 
for radii grea,ter tha.n 11 arcmin .. 
(6) Several HI spiral features are seen and these a.ppear (as 
far as the limited resolution allows) to be correlated 
with the optioa1 spiral arms and HI1 regions. 
(7) The dynamioal parameters suggested by Shostak (1973) 
represent the underlying circular rotation of NGO 2403 
be·tter than those suggested by J~ove (1975)., (cf. ~'able 3.6). 
(8) The rotation curve for radii greater than 14 aromin has an 
approximately oonstant value of 130 kID/s. 
(9) The total mass and in'liegral parrune'bers of NG·O 2403 are 
displayed in Table 3.4. 
(10) The high-resolution velocity fie::l.d of these obseravtions 
(l')late 3.5 and ]lig. 3.17) olearly shows several perturb-
ations assooiated with the spiral arms. The perturbations 
are in qualitative agreement with the density-wave theory 
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of spiral structure (summarised in Fig. 3.16). 
(11) The rms velocity dispersion of the HI gas in NGC 2403 is 
(15 ± 4) km/s, a value typical of many galaxies. 
':' 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE ImGALAlf! NGC 1569 (ARP 210) 
1 INTRODUCTION 
""" . 
NGe 1569 is No. 210 in the Arp (1966) Atlas of Peculiar 
Galaxies (Plate 4.1a). It is well resolved into stars and lUI 
regions and has been. classified as a '1\flagellanic irregular with 
a bar' (IBm) in RC2. A summary of the optical parameters is 
given in Table 4.1. Ables (1971) presents isophotes altd 
discusses two bright centrally-located star-like objects, A 
and B (Plate 4.lb), which he suggests may be foreground stars. 
He' estimates the distance to be 3.3 Mpc so that 1 arcmin 1: 
0.96 kpc; this value is adopted here. NGC 1569 is probably 
a,ssociated with the G2 (= M81 :::: Ursa Major - Oamelopardalis) 
group of galaxies (de Vaucouleurs 1975). 
H«. plates (Hodge 1974; Plate 4.1o)'reveal that 'the 'whole 
galaxy is contained in an intense H I)(. envelope, with an extan ..... · 
sive filamentary system reaching out to a radius twioe that of 
the optical. De Va.ucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs &, Pence (1974) 
estimate that the Hot. emission is an" order of magnitude more 
intense than for an average 1m system. The fain"ber filaments 
have a radial trend, while the brightest filament, originally 
deteoted by Butslov ~~. (1962), ourves out of the most 
southerly region of the galaxy and could be oonsidered as a 
spiral arm. 
De Vaucouleurs ~!:l. (1974) have obtained. Fabry-ParSt 
interferograms of the H~ filaments in order to derive the 
velocity field. This is chaotio, apparently not oonsistent 
with normal rotation of a disc galaxy, but displaying a general 
velocity gradient per1?endiculaz: to the major axis of 1160 
determined from the outer isophotes. 
Plate 4.1 Three photographs showing different aspects of NGC 1569. In all cases 
north is at the top and east is on the left. (a) Long-exposure plate from Arp 
(1966). (b) Short-exposure plate from Hodge (1974) showing the two 'star-like' 
objects A and B. (0) H~ plate from Hodge (1974) showing the extensive radial 
filaments and 'arm'. 
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Plate 4.1 (continued) 
Table 4.1 Optical parameters for NGC 1569. 
Parameter 
Coordinates of nucleus (1950) 
RA 
dec 
Classification 
revised type 
Holmberg type 
Total 'face-on t B magnitude 
corrected for galactic and 
internal absorption 
(correction 
Isophotal major diameter 
corrected to 'face-on' 
Ratio of minor·to major 
diameter, R25 
Major axis FA 
SystemiC radial velocity 
(Heliocentric), Vsys 
Distance, D 
Colour index (B-V) 
Inclination 
Lumina si ty, L [ oc D2 J 
Value 
04h26m04 s .. 5 
64 0 44 ' 24ft 
IBm 
IrI 
10 .. 58 mag 
1 .. 4 mag 
2.75 arcmin 
0.49 
1160 
-87 km/s 
3.3 Mpc 
0.23 mag 
63 0 
9.4 x 108 L0 
Source 
RC2 
RC2 
RC2 
RC2 
RC2 
RC2) 
RC2 
Ables 
Ables 
RC2 
(1971 ) 
(1971) 
Ables (1971) 
Roberts (1968) 
Ables (1971) 
4-4 
from magnitude and 
D given in this 
Table. 
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Lequeux (1971) has observed the radio continuum from the 
galaxy at 1420 MHz using an interferometer. He found an 
extended disc component plus an unresolved source « 1 arcmin) 
B.t a., posi tiOl"l olose to the two star-like obj ects. However, 
the radio position was too inaocurate for a oertain indentif-
ioation. 
Zwicky (1971) and Hodge (1974) have suggested that the 
appearanoe of NGC 1569 results from an explosion within the 
galaxy. De Vaucouleurs !i al. (1974) also support this view, 
on the basis of their observations of the chaotic and intense 
H~ emission. They argue that the two star-like objeots may be 
part of the galaxy and that the unresolved radio oompon~nt of 
Lequeux (1971), which has a flat radio spectrum unusual for a 
late-type galaxy, might arise from A or B. Indeed, NGC 1569 
exhibits many of the features characteristio of 11'11 galaxies 
suoh as lV182. 
The most reoent observations of NGC 1569 have been in the 
radio oontinuum at 2695 and 8085 MHz with high resolution 
(Seaquist & Bignell 1976). Their map at 2695 1V1Hz olosely 
resembles the isophotal maps by Ables (1971), with the bright~ 
e.st radio emission coinciding with the brightest region of blue 
light in the west of the galaxy. This is consistent with the 
observations of Lequeux (1971), and the high-resolution map 
now shows that neither of the star-like objects coincides 
with any radio continuum feature.. Seaquist & Bignell have, 
therefore, strengthened the suggestion of Ables (1971) that 
A and B are foreground stars, although association with the 
galaxy oannot yet be excluded. The map at 8085 MHz shows the 
emission to be due to many unresolved souroes, some of whioh 
coincide \tvi th HII regions. The spectra of many of these sources 
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are rather flat, indicating thermal emission from an optically 
thin ionized gas. The strongest souroe, however, contains a 
nonthermal component and is coincident with the brightest 
oontinuum feature on a blue photograph of the galaxy 
(excluding A and B). 
The present observations ar.e of both radio oontinuum and 
neutral hydrogen. The latter provide maps of the integrated HI 
and velocity fields with the highest angular resolution avail-
able to date. (Limited observations of HI using the Westerbork 
Synthesis Radio Telescope are also known to exist in an unpub-
lished form; de Bruyn, private communioation). In Section 2 
details of the observations are briefly described, while in 
Section 3 the resulting maps are presented and analysed. Further 
discussion is presented in Seotion 4, and tne main conclusions 
are ~mooarised in Section 5. 
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2 OBSERV AT IONS 
The survey of NGC 1569 consisted of 48 equally-spaced 
interferometer baselines as detailed in Table 4. 20 The HI 
emission was measured using the dlgi tal spectrometer over a 
2-lVlHz bandwidth. . Continuum radiation in the lO-MHz bandwidth 
centred at 1419 MHz was also measured and both the surveys 
were calibrated by observations of 30 309.1. 
In order to correct for the presence of continuum emission, 
the eight channel maps which contained no significant line 
emission (-258 to -192 and +72 to +98 kID/a inclusive) were 
averaged and subtracted from those which did. The resulting 
'continuum-free t ohannel maps at a resolution of 1.9 x 2.1 
a.rcmin,l:.\re shovm in Fig .. 4.1. 
~,ablei4. 2 Details of the observations of NGC 1569 with 
the Cambridge Half-Mile telescope 
Dates 
lVlap centre (1950) 
RA 
dec 
Interferometer baselines 
number 
smallest 
increment 
largest 
Calibrator 
name 
flux density 
reference 
Response 
synthesised beam. (HPFW) 
R& x dec 
struoture absent 
radius of first grating 
response in RA 
Continuum Survey 
bandwidth 
centre frequency 
theoretical sensitivity 
per beam area 
Hydrogen-line survey 
bandwidth 
heliocentric velocity 
range 
channel separation 
channel width 
mean rms sensitivity 
per beam area 
1977 November/December 
04h 26m 54 a 
64° 44' 24" 
48 
12.2 m 
6.1 m 
298.7 m 
3C 309.1 
7.9 Jy 
Kel1ermannl €It al. (1969) 
--
1.9 x 2.1 arcmin 
>1° 
10 l\flJiz 
1419 JViJiz 
1.6 mJy 
2 r.1Hz 
-284 to +125 kID/s 
13.2 kIn/a 
16 km/a (FWHP Gaussian) 
21 mJy 
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Figure 4.1. Continuum-free ohannel maps of NGC 1569 at a resolution of 1.9 x 2.1 
aromin (hatched ellipse). The contour interval is 50 mJy (per beam area) with the 
first positive contour (solid) at 50 mJy (-2~) and the first negative contour 
(dashed) at -50 mJy. The zero oontour ie omitted. Eaoh map oorresponds to HI within 
a 16 km/s range of radial velooities oentred at the velocity (km/e) shown at the 
top left of each panel. The large orosses represent the map oentre, the medium 
Orosses represent the optioal nuoleus of the galaxy (Table 4.1), and the emaIl 
crOsees are star positions. No polar diagram/has been applied. 
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3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
_ "" ZI W 
3.1 ~adio C~n~~nuum 
The broad-band continuum map centred at 1419 MHz is shown 
in Fig. 4.2.. At the resolution of 1.9 x 2.1 aromin, the 
emission from NGC 1569 is slightly resolved along a position 
angle of about 1170 t in good agreement with the optios,l maj or 
axis (Table 4.1). Most of the features outlined by the -5 and 
+5 mJy (N3~) oontours are not real, but result from the side-
lobes of the syntheSised beam. The extensions of the +5 mJy 
contour along the major axis may, however, be partly real. 
The ooordinates of the peak of emission (Table 4.3) are in 
exoellent agreement with the position of the optioal nuoleus 
determined by Ables and shovm by the medium-sized Cr"08$ in 
Fig. 4.2. The integrated flux density is estimated to be 450 
+ 20 mJy, in agreement with the spectrum presented by Seaquist 
-
& Bignell (1976)$ The present line observations reveal that 
approximately 30 mJy of the flux may be attributed to the 
line emission. 
1.2 Th~ tot~l, HI mass 
The integrated HI spectrum for NGe 1569 (Fig. 4.3) was 
obtained from observations at the twelve smallest interfer-
ometer baselines (giving a resolution of 7.4 x 8.2 arcmin). 
Assuming the HI to be optically thin, the total HI mass is 
(1.9 ± 0.2)~108 Me (Table 4.4). NGC 1569 lies only 11° out of 
the galaotic plane, and the effeots of large-scale Galactic 
hydrogen are evident in both the strong negative feature seen 
at -7 km/s (If'ig. 4.3) and the la.rge-scale negative features 
seen on the channel 'maps 
These effects result from 
centred from -21 to +6 km/s 
I sfr\.A ctv~ I"; t~ 
Galaotic~hydrOgen . 
(Illig. 4.1). 
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Figure 4.2 Map of radio continuum emission over a lO-ll1Hz ba.""1dwidth 
centred at 1419 MHz. The HPFW resolution is 1.9 x 2.1 arcmin. Solid 
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Table 4.3_ Parameters resulting from the observation of radio 
continuum in NGC 1569 centred at 1419 ]}lHz 
Parameter 
Coordinates of peak emission 
(1950) 
RA 
dec 
Integrated flux density 
Coordinates of optical 
nucleus (1950) 
RA 
dec 
Vla1ue 
04h26m04 s .6 ± 1.2 
64 044'26" ±. 7 
450 + 20 mJy 
-
0411261'Xl04S.5 
64 °44 t 24t1 
Source 
Fig. 4.2 
Fig. 4.2 
Fig. 4.2 
Table 4.1 
flux 
density 
(Jy) 
1.2 
1. a 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
o 
+72 +6 -60 -126 -192 -25B 
heliocentric velocity (km/s) 
Figure 4.3 The integrated HI spectrum of NGC 1569. The squares and 
circles represent the peak flux centred on NGC 1569 seen in the 12-
spacing channel maps (nct corrected for continuum emission). The 
horizontal dashed line represents the mean level of continuum emission, 
and was obtained by averaging the data represented by circles. (These 
channels were also used for continuum subtraction FrOtn the 
high-resclution maps). The shaded area was used to evaluate the total 
HI mass. The velocity range -34 to +19 kID/s is affected by lcoal HI. 
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Table 4.4 HI parameters for NGC 1569 
Parameter Value Source 
Coordinates of nucleus (1950) Plate 4.2 
RA 04h26m06 8 .5 ± 1.2 
dec 640 44 ' 24 u ± 7 
HI dimensions at the 200 K km/s 
level after deconvolution with 
the telescope beam Plate 4.2 
major axis 5."9 ± 0.4 arcmin 
minor axis 
ratio (minor/major) 
l\IIaj or axis position !:tngle 
channel maps 
HI distribution 
Systemic radial velocity 
(heliocentric) 
Integrated profile width 
(FWZP), AV 
HI mass, MH [0.: D2 ] 
Mean rms velocity dispersion 
To'tal mass, 1fT [0( D ] 
Luminosi ty, L [0( n2) 
Integral parameters 
~/L [0<. nO] 
MT/L [0<: n-l ] 
[0<. D J 
2.8 + 0.4 arcmin 
-0.48 ± 0.01 
124 ± 3° 
117+ 1° 
-77'-± 1 kIn/s 
12 + 4 lon/s 
7 ; 108 Me 
9.4 x 108 L@ 
0 .. 20 + 0.02 
-
cf. 0 .. 20 
0.52 ±. 0.06 
0.39 ±. 0.09 
Fig. 4.1 
Plate 4.2 
Fig. 4.3 
Fig .. 4.3 
Roberts (1968) 
corrected to D=3.3 Mpc 
see text 
Fig. 4.1 
Table 4.1 
this table 
Roberts (1968) 
this table 
this table 
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from the galaxy at these velocities, thus aocouting for part 
of the asymmetry of the profile. If the hydrogen mass is 
computed using a symmetrical profile, by doubling the area 
under the half of the profile further from the effects of 
8 Galactic HI, the hydrogen mass, MH, is about 2 .. 0 x 10 1V10 ' 
a value not significantly different from that adopted. 
Both NIH and the luminosity, L (Table 4.4), of NGG 1569 
are consistent with an Im galaxy, although these parameters 
are not strongly correlated with type. The ratio MH/L normally 
corr€-)lates well with type but the value for NGG 1569 is unusual 
for an 1m type, being that more commonly found in galaxies 
of So or Sd type (Ba1kowski 1973). 
3. ~ Unusual"l~2-tures s~~n il!-. the .2.£l~nne1 maM 
HI associated with NGG 1569 can be seen in the channel 
maps (Fig. 4.1) centred on velocities from -165 to -21 km/s 
and the general pattern of emission resembles that expected 
from an inclined disc in differential rotation. However, 
apart from the underlying rotation, several interesting 
features are observed, which are discussed below. 
(1) Several of the channel maps show low-brightness extensions 
emerging radially f'rom the brighter emission. This is seen 
espeCially clea.rly at -73 kID/s, but is also evident at -113 
and -100 kID/e. 
(2) Isola.ted patches of emission are seen at about 7 arcmin 
to the NE of the .nucleus (RA 4h27m, dec 64 0 47( at -60 and -47 
km/s) and a similar distance to the SW (RA 4h25m20s , dec 64 040' 
. at -73 km/e) .. 
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rr:-eCt-tvr@$ (1-)-(3) Shc.lAtd te tr--eO\--\-tP t1 With CCt~dIO/) )aM 
~,q V ~ f\Q Il\CAer Pf\-O @'f\o-/~ t on P, rl'hD.;~Y\; 
One possibility 
is that they are due to Galactic emission) 
since, at these coordinates, the bright Galactio HI 
Eh:./srs I V\ 
km/s (\ifeaver &; 
the (heliocentric) velocity range -20 to +20 
ClAd HVC QA,A I VCs I\A'Ie 6~(>1\. tePOf'.~d fIe&lr6::J ("@~~vr 
Williams 1973), ~ "fhe present high- l~i3) 
resolution observations are not sensitive to 6ar~e-s~ 
emission (~ 1 0 ) ... 
If the emission in features 
(1) and (2) originates from the vicinity of NGe 1569, it 
indicates that the gala.:xy is disturbed not only in its optical 
appearance, but also in its HI distribution. 
(3) The bright emission from NGe 1569 seen on the channels 
at -60 and -47 km/s has clear extensions to the NW along the 
major axis. These extensions are on the opp'posite side of the 
be due to t:he. ~ locd51 o\\'S}"fS'IOf' of.! f:J'e EJjC!\ S' or 
nucleus to the bright emission and may ~indicate a component of M/!!? ~ 
fII rotating about NGC 1569 in the opposite sense to the bright 
emission • 
..l.4 The_Integrated HI Distribution 
The integrated HI map is shown superimposed on a blue 
photograph from the Palomar Sky Survey in Plate 4.2. Two 
distinctive features are visible at low brightness (i.e. in the 
200 K kID/s contour): (i) an isolated patch of emission to the 
NE of the nucleus (corresponding to feature (2) of the channel 
maps), and (ii) an 'arm-like' extension towards the sf from the 
wesf-
~ernmost end of the major axis (corresponding mostly to 
feature (1) of the channel maps). The arm-like extension is 
much larger than the He( arm noted in SE~cti.on 1 (Plate 4.10), 
Plate 4.2 Integrated HI map of NGC 1569 superimposed on the blue PSS 
plate (copyright Hale Observatories). The map encorporates 10 continuum 
-free channel maps over the velocity range -1 .39 to - 21 lon/so The HPFW 
resolution is 1.9 x 2.1 arcmin (hatched ell ipse). The contours start 
at 200 K lon/s and are at intervals of 100 K lon/s o The noise varies a s 
the number of channels included at any point, and is typically ·· .30 K lon/ so 
The crosses a re explained in Fig. 4.1 
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and does not coincide with it, but both arms appear to have a 
common root. Apart from this correspondence, neither of the 
two HI features has any obvious optical feature coincident with 
it. 
The contours of brighter emission (~300 K km/s) show 
good axial symmetry, although they are not perfectly elliptic-
al. Parameters derived from Plate 4.2 (including -the coordin-
ates of the peak emission, the dimensions of the HI and the 
position angle of the HI) are shown in Table 4.4. The HI 
parameters are in good agreement with the optical values 
(Table 4.1), except that the HI extends about twice as far from 
the nucleus as does the optical emission. 
,3. 5 ~~~ . .v.!..lo.ci tL~:iel§:. 
Fig. 4.4 shows the velocity field obtained from the line 
observations. The velocity contours are approximately perp-
endicular to the major axis (PA"",ll7o) defined by both the 
optical and integrated HI distributions, thus confirming that 
the galaxy is rotating. 
The velocities observed along the major axis, Vobs ' are 
displayed in Fig. 4.5. The steep drop in velocities ocurring 
beyond 2 arcmin from the nucleus is partly a manifestation of 
the peculiar radial extensions seen in the channel maps 
(Section 3.2), since these extensions comprise HI at large 
distances from the nucleus with velocities close to that of the 
system as a whole. 
~ .. 6 The l~.oj~~ t i C?!L.Ql;!!:y'! 
A rotation curve for NGe 1569 was derived by assuming that 
circular rotation predomima.tes, so that 
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Figure 4.4 Velocity field for NGC 1569, The oontours of constant 
heliocentrio velocity are shown as solid lines, except in regicns 
of low signal-to-noise ratios where they are shown dotted. The 
dashed lines are the 100 K km/s oontours of the integrated HI. The 
velooity resolution is 16 km/s and the spatial resolution is 1.9 x 
2.1 arcmin. The orosses are the same as in Fig. 4.1, and the line 
marks a FA of 117 0 • 
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Figure 4.5 Observed velocities at 0.5 arcmin intervals along the major 
axis of NGC' l569. The values were centred at RA 4h26m073 dec 640~4t24~ 
and measured along a PA of ll7°. The error bars were computed accord-
ing to a formula in Warner ~ al. (l973). No allowance has been made 
for beam smearing. 
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The systemic velocity, VSys ' of NGC 1569 evaluated from Fig. 
4.5 is -77 ~ 1 km/s. This value is confirmed in Fig. 4.4 
since the -80 kID/s contour passes very close to the cross 
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marking the position of the optical nucleus, but the value is ~ot 
significantly different from the optical value of -87 km/s .± g 
(Table 4.1). Adopting the values VsyS = -77 kID/s, inclination=63° 
and the curve of Vobs (Fig. 4.5), the resulting values of Vrot 
rise in direct proportion to radius, R, reaching a peak value 
of about 25 km/s at R = 2 arcmin, and then fall steeply beyond 
R = 2 arcrnin, to V rot <tV 10 kIn/s at R == 3 arcmin. This rotation 
curve has, however, been significantly affected by the instru-
mental response of the telescope. Such 'beam-smearing' effects 
were mentioned in Chapter 1, and tend to make the observed 
rotation curve rise less steeply at small radii than is 
actually the case. Calculations of the velocity profiles expected 
from a model galaxy have been made, taking due account of the 
telescope's velocity resolution and synthesised beam size. One 
particular model which can provide a good match to the Vobs 
curve (Fig. 4.5) comprises a true rotation curve which rises 
linearly to Vrot '" 40 kID/s at R ::; 2 arcmin, e..nd then fs,lls to 
Vrot~ 20 km/s at R = 3 arcmin. This linear increase of Vrot 
with radius is that expected for a rigid disc 
in rotation, and. is typical of the dynamics found by Tully !1 
&. (1977) for several dwarf irregll.lar galaxies. The rapid 
fall of Vrot beyond R :: 2 arcmin (fa,ster than the Keplerian 
law, VrotOCR-l ) is highly atypical for a rotatj.on C'llrVe, 
but is not so surprising in this case ,since unusual HI 
emission is knmvn to exist, which would not necessarily be 
expected to exhibit circular rotation. 
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J ... 7 Velocity Dispersion 
The modelling procedure just described also allows the 
velocity dispersion of the gas in NGC 1569 to be evaluated. 
This was done by comparing the widths (FWHP) of the HI line-
profiles predicted by the model with those observed at several 
points over the face of the galaxy. Since the model allows for 
both beam smearing and velocity convolution, any excess width 
has been interpreted as the intrinsic velocity-dispersion of 
the gas. The rIDS velOCity-dispersion within one synthesised 
beam area was found to have an approximately uniform value 
over the face of the galaxy of' 12 ±. 4 km/a. This value is 
typical of many galaxies (Allsopp 1978, Table 3). 
,,3.8 Total Mass 
An estimate for the total mass of NGC 1569 (Table 4.4) was 
calculated using the forlnula given in Section 2.4(f) of 
Chapter 1.. This is based on HI associated with NGC 1569 
existing in channels 60 km/s away from the systemic velocity 
and up to 3 arcmin from the nucleus. The pressure term in the 
equation of motion has been ignored, but the method of Tully 
at al. (1977)shows the effect to be less than 10 per cent. 
~ ...... ~ --
The value of MT is low for an 1m galaXY, although not 
inconsistent with this type of galaxy. 
3.9 ASlmmetries in the ve~ocitl field 
The velocity contours of Fig. 4 .. 4 resemble the pattern 
expected of a flat disc in normal rotation, but also show a 
significant deviation from axial symmetry.. The -90 and -110 
km/s contours to the NW of the nucleus are nearly perpendic-
ular to the major axis, while the -60 and -70 km/e contours 
to the SE are clearly not perpendicular, but have a signific-
antly gras,ter PA. One explanation of this effect is that a 
localized region of NGG 1569 (to the SE of the nucleus) is 
exhibiting a radial expans10n of about 10 knI/e. (It is 
necessary to assume that the northern edge of NGG 1569 ie 
nearer to the observer.) 
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Alternatively, it may be that the simple model of circul-
ar orbits is not adequate for NGG 1569. Like other galaxies 
with an optical bar (Bosma 1978) NGC 1569 may 
be warped. The orbits may' be elliptical rather than 
circular, and the isophotal major axis may no longer be coinc-
ident wi-eh the dynamical major a.xis (line of nodes). A non-
uniform HI field. may also distort the velocity contours. 'rhe 
present observations aI'S unable to dinstinguish Which of these 
possibilities is the correct one.. The MOS'" 1I~€?~e-xpl~f\.tt'hOl'\ IS ~ 
(\0(\ VN~~ wt ~\el& (ctf.1Sfc! b:> i'hose (ea~s f\f)~{JJ ;11\ .3,3 . 
.l.:..lQ .. 9.ompa.!'~_~9E".oJ ~h~. I!L!!!l_U~ vel021.~~ .f~lds 
A comparison of the HI velocity field (li)ig. 4.4) with the 
Hd velocity field presented by de Vaucouleurs ~~. (1974) 
has been made in the region where they overlap (approximately 
4 arcmin2 surrounding the nucleus')~ It is clear that there are 
""",,,.,ifi!ljllI"'.""IIIW "'_ sctd-. .. 
!:gm~f~~~r,~~_i!l:, commoa. While the velocity field of the HI 
shows a fairly uniform gradient consistent wi.th a rotating 
disc (PA 1170 , incli.nation 6)0), the velocity field of th(') Ho( 
shows, as reported in Section 1, a chaotic patterninconsist-
ant with normal rotation and having a 
gra,dient perEen;g..ioular tq .:the maj or.: axil!. 
general velocity 
A velorlJ:; jrlAtAl;'~ ct 14r~Ih;t'\ Jer 13 kf\.\Js a;f- t\..- Sf?lIs;fl';'~ ef 
~o ~1~ Sh()",ld ~tle(tr~ riSible 
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4 DISCUSSlQ!! 
The similarity of many optical properties of NGC 1569 
with those of the much-studied galaxy M82 was mentioned in 
Section 1 and is smnmarised in Table 4.5. NGC 1569 is 
approximately the same size and luminosity as ]1[82, although the 
former is muoh lower in both HI and total mass. 
The most important similarity is the extensive 
sy:stem of luminous He( filaments arranged in a radial pattern 
in both galaxies. The similarity is even more striking since 
the velocity gradient of tM filaments in M82 is perpendicular 
to the major axis, exactly as for NGC 1569. 
Lynds & Sandage (1963) originally interpreted the filam-
ents in ]1[82 in terms of ionized material that had been ejected 
from the nucleus in an explosion." Later, an accumulation of 
additional radio and optical data (notably that. the emission 
lines were found to be polarized identioally to the continuum) 
brought this theory into disfavour, and the luminous filaments 
in M82 are now interpreted in terms of an extensive halo of 
dust particles scattering light from the main body 
of the galaxy. M82 is known to be enveloped in a giant HI 
cloud which engulfs the whole of the 1l1!81 group, and Solinger 
et a.l. (1977) suggest that lVI82 is merely an interloper in the 
--. 
group, moving through this dusty HI cloud in such a wa.y that 
its drift velOCity accounts for the obseI~ed Doppler shift 
seen in reflection. 
So far, all the publications concerning the origin of H~ 
filaments in NGC 1569 favour an explosion. In view of the 
close similarity between the properties of M82 and NGC 1569, 
it seems clear that a model involving the sca.ttering of 
light by dust should be investiga.ted for NGC 1569, similar to 
that for M82. 
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Table 4-.5 Comparison of the properties of M82 and NGC 1569 
... -- .. 
!!§.g, ~QC 1569 
Distance 3.2 Mpc 
Optical magnitude 9.2 
Optict={,l diameter "1113 kpc 
Luminosity 1.8 x 109 L0 
Exhibits chaotic dust lanes. 
Optioal image not resolved. 
into stars. 
Galaxy surrounded by iutense 
H~ filaments with a radial 
orientation. 
H~ filaments above and below 
the galactio plane show 
Doppler shifts with the 
opposite sense. 
Distanoe 3.3 Mpc 
Optical magnitude 10.6 
Optical diameter NIO kpc 
Luminosity 0.9 x 109 L0 
Dust lanes present. 
Optical image resolved into stars 
and HII regions. 
Galaxy surrounded by intense H~ 
filaments with a radial orient-
tation, although the brightest 
filament curves out of the SW 
part of the galaxy in an 'arm'. 
H~ filaments show a chaotio vel-
ocity field with a general 
gradient perpendicular to the 
major axis. 
Over-lmninous central region. Two star-like objects may be part 
of the galaxy .. 
Radio source in nucleus 
has a complex geometry. 
Components have 
complex spectra, and no 
polarization is observed. 
Emission lines from the 
luminous filaments are 
polarized .. 
1\1'''' 1.7 x 109 Me 
MT ~1.0 x 1010M
e 
The radiCD continuum a.t 8085 MHz 
oonsists of a number of unreso-
lved point sources, many ha.ving 
flat spectra. The strongest 
source contains a non-thermal 
component and is coincident 
with the brighest optical cont-
inuum feature(except the star-
like obj ects). 
No data. 
x 109 Me 
10 
x 10 Me 
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Perha.ps NGC 1569 was once a normal late-type spiral 
or 1m galaxy which has drifted into a tenuous cloud of dust 
and gas that. is postulated to pervade at least part of the G2 
group of galaxies? Its sudden inlJnersion into this ambient 
gas caused a burst of star formation in the gala.xy and accounts 
for its peculiar optical appearance. The dust particles in 
the cloud act like 'moving mirrors' and reflect the H« light 
from the nucleus. The drift of NGC 1569 relative to the cloud 
causes the light refleoted at the leading edge of the galaxy to 
be blue-shifted, and that at the trailing edge to be red-shift-
ed. Thus the velocity gradient perpendicular to the major 
axis is explained. Measurements of the polarization of the 
filaments in NGC 1569 are desirable, since a high degree of 
pola,rization almost certainly indicates that the light is 
scattered, rather than being emitted directly. 
The hypothesis described above may also help to account 
for the unusual HI features reported in Section 3.3. In this 
view they could be localized enhancements of HI caused by the 
passage of NGC 1569 through the cloud of gas and dust. 
There are, of course, some differences between NGC 1569 
and :&182. For example v the image of NGC 1569 is well resolved 
into stars and HII regions while none oan be seen in M82, and this is 
the reason for their different classifications. In the 
hypothesis described above it is the dust in M82 which obscures 
the star images. We must therefore presume that there is 
enough dust around NGC 1569 to reflect H~ light, but not 
enough to cause its stars to be obscured" Another difference 
between the two galaxies is that in M82 there are 
clear signs of a tidal interaction with the nearby galaxy M8l. 
For NGC 1569 there are no bright companions within a radius of 
25 arcmin (9 diameters), so that a tidal interaction is 
unlikely. But the hypothesis proposed is capable 
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of explaining all the disturbances seen in the galaxy wmthout 
the need to invoke a tidal interaction. 
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.~ CONQLVSIONS 
The observations presented in this Chapter have yielded 
the following information about NGC 1569: 
(1) The radio-continuum parameters, summarised in Table 4.3, 
and the HI parameters in Table 4.4. 
(2) The overall HI distribution is that expected of 
a disc in norm.al rotation, but there are several unusual 
feature: namely: .;j;- These ~te SOMe wh,:vr sf~(,fAl(/ifl V@ et/v.:/ 
I'eq t.t I 're Md~ tjPff.dp~ Cell ~Ir~ el 11 ~ (a.)IJow-brightness extensions with a radial trend, 
on the channels at -73, -113 and -100 kID/s; 
(b)Isolated patches of HI about 7 arcmin both to the NE 
and SW of the nucleus; 
(alBright emission at -60 and -47 kID/s which is 
extended a,long the m.a.j or axis, and may indicate HI in a 
retrograde orbit. 
(3) The integrated HI map shows a prominent HI extension tow-
ards the SW of the nucleus, and an isolated patch of HI 
to the HE. 
(4) The galaxy appears to be rotating as a rigid body for R ~ 
2 arcmin, but the rotation velocities fall steeply at 
larger radii. 
(5) The velooity'field to the NW of the nuoleus shows a more 
or less normal rotation, but to the SE of the nucleus 
the velocity gradient is at a PA significantly greater 
than that defined by the optical and HI distributions. 
This could be due to a radial expansion of ""10 
kID/s, but it is not possible to distinguish betwee~ 
this and other explanations. 
(6) The HI gas has a velOCity dispersion of 12 .±. 4 km/s, a 
value typical of many other galaxies. 
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(7) There is no correspondence between the HI velocity field 
(Fig. 4.4) and the HlXvelocity field of de Vaucouleurs 
!!~. (1974). The former shows normal rotation, while 
the latter is chaotic B.nd exhibits a general velocity 
gradient perpendicular to the major axis. 
It·, is proposed that the unusual properties seen in HGe 
1569 (notably the velocity gradient of the He( ) are due 
to the galaxy having drifted into a tenuous cloud of dust 
and gas, as originally advocated by Solinger !! a~. 
(1977) for M82. An important test of this hypothesis 
would~emeasurement of the polarization of the H~ 
filaments. 
CHAPTER 5 
IrII GALAXIES 
1 A SAMPLE OF ALLEGED IrII GALAXIES 
. 
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Holmberg's introduotion of the IrII oategory of galaxies, 
aad their properties, were desoribed in Chapter 1 (Page 1-7). 
Holmberg llEUned six galaxies belonging to this type. An. 
equivalent olassifioation, 10 (ROl), was also mentioned and 
contains twelve galaxies. To date, more than 40 galaxies have 
been suggested as being of IrII type (Table 5.1), although it 
should be emphasised that the classifications of many of these 
are ulacertain. 
Mamy of the less distant galaxies in Table 5.1 were the 
subjeot of a preliminary observing program, with the intention 
of seleoting objeots suitable for further study. Both radio 
continuum and neutral hydrogen were observed and the results 
are described in Section 2. 
A large amouat of optioal and radio data was assembled 
on the alleged IrII galaxies. These data were examined to see 
if the sample possessed a1\y well-defimed properties or displayed 
any unusual oorrelations. The results of this work are desoribed 
in Seotion 3. In Seotion 4, theories for IrII galaxies are 
reviewei, while in Section 5 the hypotheSis that 'IrII galaxies 
taRd to have more olose oompanions than other types of galaxies' 
is investigated. Seotion 6 is a summary. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
name 
NGC 51 
NGC 442 
NGC 520 
NGC 942 
NGC 972 
source 
COR ? 
UGC (1) 
HOL 
COR? 
RC1 
NGC 1012 uac (2) 
UGC 2172 UGC (1) 
NGC 1275 uac (3) 
nGC 2824 uae (3) 
NGC 2388 COR? 
NGC 2415 COR? 
NGC 2814 RCl? 
NGC 2968 HOL 
NGC 3034 HOL 
NGC 3067 PilAR 
NGC 3077 HOL 
nGO 5456 RC2? 
NGC 3341 nGO (2) 
NGO 3448 ROI 
NGC 3499 ROl? 
NGC 3656 RCI 
NGC 3912 UGO (1) 
NGC 3952 ROl 
weight 
3 
3 
10 
3 
10 
4 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
5 
10 
10 
7 
10 
5 
5 
10 
5 
10 
3 
10 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
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name source weight 
NGC 3955 ROI 10 
NGC 4194 COR? 3 
NGC 4248 R01? 5 
NGC 4253 K+H 6 
NGC 4433 K+H 6 
NGC 4438 K+H 6 
NGC 4691 K+H? 3 
NGC 4753 RCI 10 
NGC 4922B COR ? 3 
NGC 5195 H01 10 
NGC 5253 K+H 6 
NGC 5273 CRR 7 
NGO 5360 RC1 10 
NGC 5363 H01 10 
NGC 5393 K+H 10 
NGC 6185 nao (1) 3 
NGC 6240 R02? 5 
NGC 6622 COR? 3 
NGC 7070A RCI 10 
NGC 7250 UGC (1) 3 
NGC 7625 DEM 6 
NGC 7752 COR? 3 
NGC 7800 RCI? 5 
~able 2.1 Sources of galaxies alleged to be of IrII type. 
Abbreviations are as follows: 
?Uncertain classification 
HOL Holmberg (1958) 
RCI de Vaucouleurs & de Vaucou1eurs (1964) 
RC2 de Vaucou1eurs, de Vaucouleurs & Corwin (1976) 
nGe Nilson (1973). The numbers in parel'ltheses indicate the 
certainty which Nilson placed in the classification., 
and range from 5 ('under lit-tIe dispute') to 0 (, very 
doubtful' ). 
K+H Krienke & Hodge (1974) 
COR Corwin (1970) 
CHR Ohromey (1973) 
MAR 11arkarian (1963) 
DElV! Demou1in (1969) 
Tlte-co1.um.ns headed • weight , display the Author's estimate of the 
certainty which can be placed in the IrII classification. Weights 
lie in the range 0-10, with large weights implying a certain 
classification as IrII. 
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2 OBSERV AT IONS 
, 
This section briefly describes preliminary observations of 
seven of the alleged IrII galaxies from Table 5.1. The majority 
of the observations were made with the Half-Mile telescope, 
although two One-Mile observations are reported and one optical 
spectrum was obtained using the Isaac Newton telescope. 
Optical parameters for the seven galaxies are displayed in 
Table 5.2; these galaxies were seleoted as being amongst the 
nearest and brightest of the IrII sample, with the largest angular 
diameters (excluding well-studied galaxies such as m82 and NGC 
3077). 
The observations were designed to identify objects suitable 
for further study, particularly by detailed HI mapping with the 
Half-Mile telescope. In fact none proved suitable for further 
study since the instrument was unable to detect HI in any of 
these seven galaxies. Two other IrII galaxies are described 
elsewhere in this thesis - NGC 3448 in Chapter 6, and NGC 2814 
(a member of the NGC 2805 group) in Chapter 7. 
2.1 NGC 51 Ii'." 
NGC 51 is the brightest in a group of six galaxies. The 
galaxy was observed for one day in 1977 October using the Half-
lVlile telescope (spacings of 40, 100, 160 and 220 ft). In the 
absenoe of a redshift, the radial velOCity r8~ge 527-1345 kID/s 
was chosen for the 4-MHz bandwidth. No hydrogen line was detected 
with a 3u upper limit of 200 mJy, and no l419-MHz continuum 
radiation was detected from the galaxy (3ffupper limit of 120 
mJy). 
Table 5.2 Optical :parameters for 
Name NGC 51 
Coordinates (1950) 
RA 00~lm57s 
dec 47°5S'42" 
Redshift (km/s) unknown 
* Distance (M:pc) unknown 
Photogra:phic mag 
a:p:parent 14.6 
absolute unknown 
Optical dimensions 
arcmin 1.4 x 1.3 
kpc unknown 
seven IrII galaxies. 
NGC 972 UGC 02172 IC 334 
02h31mlSs 02h3Sm54s 03h38m48s 
29°05' 43°09' 76°29' 
1555 unknown 3300:!;,500# 
21 unknown 44 
12.1 14.6 13.2 
-19.5 unknown -20.0 
3.7 x 1.7 1.8 x 1.1? 6 x 6 
23 x 10 unknown 77x77 
Notes 
* Assumes H = 75 km s-l M:PC-l 
o 
# Not available at time of observations. 
? Uncertain 
Most data are from UGC. 
NGC 2968 NGC 3067 NGC 5273 
09h40~2s 09h55m24s 13h39m48s 
32°10' 32°07' 35°54' 
160S 1506 1022 
22 21 14 
13.1 12.7 12.7 
-18.6 -18.9 -18.0 
2.4 x 1.7 2.2 x 0.8 2.8 x 2.3 
15 x 11 13 x 5 11 x 9 
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2.2 NGC 972 
A photograph of NGC 972 appears on page 23 of The Hubble 
Atlas of Galaxies (Sandage 1961). McCutcheon & Davies (1970) 
found Mg/n2 = (5.1 .:t 3.7) x 106 Me/MPc2. The galaxy was obser-
ved for six days in 1976 September using the Half-Mile telescope 
(see Table 1.3, page 1-19. for details). No hydrogen line was 
detected in the velocity range l120-l937km/s with a 2u upper 
limit of 70 mJy. Ass~ming D = 21 Mpc (Table 5.2), this corres-
ponds to ~ .$ 2.3x 109 Me' a result consistent with that of 
McCutcheon & Davies. 
The radio continuum source ooinoident with the galaxy was 
found to have a flux density of 0.31 ± 0.05 Jy, using the Half-
Mile telesoope. The galaxy was observed for two days with the 
One-Mile telescope, which revealed a 40B-MHz flux density of 
0.48 .:t 0.08 Jy. The l407-MHz observations detected the galaxy, 
but grating rings from other nearby souroes prevented a reliable 
analysis. Both.the continuum fluxes quoted here are in agree-
ment with previous determinations (Haynes!! &. 1975). 
2.3 UGC 02172 
UGC 02172 was observed for a single day in 1977 October 
using the Half-Mile telescope (spacings of 40, 100, 160 and 220 
ft). In the absence of any optical redshift, the radial velocity 
range 528-1345 kID/a was chosen for the 4-Miz bandwidth. No 
hydrogen line was detected, with a 3uupper limit of 200 mJy. 
No l4l9-MHz continuum radiation was detected from the galaxy 
(30- upper limit of 120 mJy). 
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2.4 Ie 3,3:4-
The nuolear region of 10 334 (alias UGO 02824) appears 
bright and oomp1ex, and an absorption lane runs eastward from 
the centre. Three days of observation were undertaken in 1976 
November using the Half-Mile te1esoope (Table 1.3, page 1-19). 
The spectrometer used a 4-Nlliz bandwidth and, in the absence of 
an optical radial velocity, a range of 950-1767 kID/s was ohosen. 
No hydrogen line was deteoted with a 3uupper limit of 160 mJy, 
and no l4l7-MHz radio continuum was observed from the galaxy 
(3~ upper limit of 20 mJy). 
Subsequent to these observations (1977 January), an optioal 
speotrum was taken with the Isaac Newton telesoope. The speotrum 
of 10 334 showed a strong NaD absorption line, a strong H~ 
emission line, Oa:K and Oa+Fe absorption features, and weak 
Cadi and Cal:g absorption features. The mean redshift was 
estimated to be 3300 ± 500 kID/s. Thus, the radial-velocity range 
used for the HI observations was inoorrect. 
2.5 NGC 2968 
NGC 2968 has a small bright nucleus with a dark lane. The 
galaxy is in a small group, its nearest neighbour being NGO 2964 
which is 5.8 arcmin away. Observations for two days were under-
taken with the One-Mile telesoope in 1977 J'anuary. 'l'he aim was 
to gain information about the spectral index, since the only 
published radio flux density was 0.10 ± 0.10 Jy at 1400 MHz 
(Haynes !!~. 1975). Unfortunately, no radio continuum was 
detected from the galaxy, with 2~upper limits of 0.2 Jy at 408 
MHz and 0.04 Jy at 1407 MHz. No hydrogen line observations were 
undertaken. 
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2.6 N'GC 3067 
De Vaucouleurs & de Vaucouleurs (1964, R(1) describe NGe 
3067 as a 'bright complex bar or lens with bright knots and dark 
lanes - similar to NGO 972'. Chromey (1974) has investigated 
the stellar population, and finds that it closely resembles that 
of a normal Sb galaxy. The galaxy is almost coincident with the 
strong QSO 30 232, and Grewing & Mebold (1975) and Rashick & 
Burke (1975) have detected a narrow HI-absorption feature. Three 
days of observation were undertaken with the Half'-Mile telescope 
using a 2-MHz bandwidth during 1976 April. The available resol-
ution and sensitivity (Table 1.3, page 1-19) was not sufficient 
to detect the absorption feature, and no other HI features were 
seen in the velocity range 1152-1560 kID/s. 
2.7 NGC 5273 
NGC 5273 lies 3.3 arcmin to the NW of a fainter galaxy, NGC 
5276. Optical studies (Chromey 1973) suggest a stellar populat-
ion for NGC 5273 which is similar to that of a normal elliptical 
galaxy. Three days of observation were undertaken using the Half-
Mile telescope in 1976 May (Table 1.3, page 1-19). No hydrogen 
line was detected in the 2-MHz bandwidth (velocity rs.nge 814-1223 
km/s) with a 3~upper limit of 170 mJy. At an assumed distanoe of 
13.6 Mpc this corresponds to MH~ 3 x 109 M@e Subsequent to 
these observations, Knapp (1977) found lVIH·~ 0.37 x 109 Me 
(assuming a distance of 14.6 Mpe). No 14l7-MHz radio continuum 
was detected from the galaxy (30" upper limit of 25 mJy). 
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) .. GE~L~RAL PHOPEHTIE.S. 
All available optical and radio data were assembled on the 
alleged IrII galaxies. Apart from the characteristic optical 
morphology described in Chapter 1, the Irll sample generally 
showed a large dispersion in most physical properties. However, 
some well-defined properties and oorrelations were found and are 
described below. 
1:.J Spec.tra~ .. .!'lpe _~nd colour 
De Vaucouleurs (1959) was the first to note that several 
of' his 10 category seemed to have early-type spectra and yet 
late-type colour. That is, the spectra suggested a predominance 
of early-type stars (which are blue) and yet the photomeiiry 
showed that the galaxy was quite red. IJater Markarian (1963) 
reported that this was a characteristic of most of the 11 'M82-
type' galaxies in his list, and Krienke &; Hodge (1974) showed 
that the same was true of many of their sampl.e of 18 IrlI galaxies. 
The data available Ol'll. the colours and spectral 
types of the galaxies in the IrII sample are displayed in Fige 
5.1. The trend noted above is revealed by the faot that the 
maj ori ty of the points lie above the mean. line for normal 
galaxies (de Vaucouleurs 1961). The wide dispersion in colours 
of the sam.ple is also apparent. (A sample of 'early' or 'late' 
type spiral galaxies shows a. significantly smaller dispersion 
in colours). 
A combination of late-type colour with an early spectrum 
is in conflict with current ideas on the interstellar medium. 
~orml!l early-type galaxies tend to lack (a) internal 
reddeming, (b) dust, (0) HII regions, and (d) 
the 011 (372.7 urn) emission line. These signs are taken to 
imply little or no interstellar medium. IrIl galaxies often 
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Figure 5.1. Colour-Spectral type plot for IrII galaxies. The numbers give the 
NGC identity. The curve indicates a mean value for 'normal galaxies' (de Vauc-
ouleurs 1961). 
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seem to have fit new stellar population while at the same time 
bein.g red.. They often show dust lanes and yet seem to lack HII 
regions. 
l:2 Radio Continuum 
Normal galaxies show no correlation between Hubble type and 
radio luminosity, and there are conflicting claims as to whether 
l')eculiar mad interacting galaxies have an excess radio flu.x 
(Wright 1974; Sulentic 1976). For the sample of IrII galaxies 
the distribution of radio luminosity is not significantly differ-
ent from that for normal galaxies .. 
( .-1. -<X) 'rhe distibution of spectral indices '-;., where S<::cV 
for the IrII galaJdes (Fig .. 5.?) is generally flatter than that 
found for normal galaxies. The mean value of 0( (-v< 1400 PtfHz) 
for IrII galaxies is 0.50 + 0.12 (of. 0.71 + 0.07 for ~ormal 
- -
galaxies, l\IIcCutcheon 1972), and the mean value of Q(. (17 > 1400 Iflliz) 
is 0.53 + 0.17 for I1'II galaxies (cf .. 0.88 + 0 .. 05 for n.orma.l 
- -
galaxies, Mcw-Geheon 1972).. TO'Vlnasyan (1967) also noted the 
tendency for flat spectral indices for his '~82-type' galaxies. 
J.l Hl~rogen m~,~s to Llf~~·p:'esi tl. R~~io 
Values of ll1HiL for the IrII sample shov'I' a mean value consist-
ent with an early-type galaxy, al bei t with a rather la't"'ge dispers-
ion. It is in'tel"'esting to plot MaiL against colour index 
(Fig. ;.3:L. Normal galaxies (Gallagher, Faber & Ealick 1975) 
increase in MHiL. and· are bluer towards later types .. 
Although the points for IrII galaxies have a oonsiderable 
s(u:ttter, muy o:f the syste:mswi th a 
certain. classification as IrII show ,an excess o:f l~HiL :eor their 
colour "'hen compared wi th normalgalaxies~ Iie'vertheless, there are 
a few galaxies (notablyNGC 3448) for which the'opposite is true. 
.5253 
41..33 7752 L,f:?J3 
303/. 53631521.0 972 520 
_I. I 
~ ........... 
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-
30341972 520 1275 3 L.1.8 
I 
-0.8 -0./ ... o 0.4 0.8 1.2 
Figure 5.2. Histograms showing the distribution of Radio Spectral Indices for 
the IrII sample (the numbers indicate the NGC identity). (a) Spectral index for 
frequencies greater thwl 1400 MHz, (b) Spectral index for frequencies less than 
1400 MHz. 
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Figure 5.J. Hydrogen mass to Luminosity ratio plotted against colour index, C~. 
(Top) A sample o:f So and early-type galaxies (Gallagher, Faber & Ealick 1975). 
(Bottom) The IrII srunple. The numbers give the NGC identity. 
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4 THEORIES 
4._1 A Homogeneous cl.ass? 
The wide dispersion in most properties of IrII galaxies 
noted in the previous section has been variously interpreted. 
Van del" Hulst (l.977) suggested that the IrI] categorY' is 
not a homogen,eou's class, but merely a catchment area; for 
unusual and peculiar galaxies. He therefore suggests that IrII 
galaxies should be treated as individual cases. 
Krienke & Hodge (1974) introduced three subclassifications 
for IrII galaxies, in an attempt to reduce the dispersion of 
properties. (1) Dustl Gal.axies. They suggest that early 
stellar spectra could co-exist with late-type oolours if dust 
had oaused greater than normal redenning. Examples were NGC 972, 
2968, 3067, 3955, 4753 5360 and 5363.. Many of these ga,laxies 
oontain normal HII regions, show normal rotation ourves, and 
resemble SO galaxies with an extra dust content. (2) Ti~alll 
Interact;tP-! "Galaxie~.. Krienke & Hodge suggest that the irreg-
ularities of form possessed by this subolass might result from 
tidal effects, which have distributed material normally confined 
to spiral arms. Examples are NGC 520, 3448 and 5195. (3) Explo,s-
ive Galaxies. H~ filaments and excess radio emission character-
ise this subclass. • Spiral-like , examples are M82 and NGC 4691, 
while 'E or SO-like' examples are NGC 3077 and NGC 5253. 
The subclassifications suggested by Krienke & Hodge have 
been criticised by Cottrell (1978) on the basis that galaxies 
such as M82 and NGC 3077 are now known to have suffered the 
effects of gravitational tides, and so should perhaps be re-
classified as tTidally Interacting' rather than 'Explosive'. 
Cottrell suggests that all I.rII galaxies have a tidal origin, 
a theory which is disoussed further in the next section~ 
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4.2 A tidal ori~in for all IrII~t 
Cottrell (1978) suggests that all IrII galaxies have a tidal 
origin, the mechanism being 
Galaxyl + Galaxy2 !!2!!! _______ ~ Galaxy3 + Ir1I, 
interaction 
where either Galaxyl or Galaxy2 must be a hydrogen-rich galaxy 
(i.e. of spiral type) .. Cottrell considered the populations of 
galaxy types need.ed for the process, the efficiency of the process, 
and how long the tidal relics remain in 9" state which causes them. 
to be classified as. IrI1. He concludes that he can account for the 
observed fractioJ). of 1rIls (about 1% of' a.ll classified galaxies) 
providing they are found in ga.laxy groups w"ith slightly higher than 
average density .. 
An attempt is made, in the !lext sectj.on, to investigate 
whether the sample of alleged. 11'11 gale,xies has an excess of close 
companions, as might be expected on the basis of Cottrell's theory. 
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5 A SEARCH FOR COMPANIONS 
If gravitational interactions cause the peouliar optical 
morphology of IrI1 galaxies, then one might expeot a tendency 
for alleged IrI1 galaxies (Table 5.1) to have oloser companions 
than a control sample of 'normal' galaxies. The control sample 
was an equal number of Sc galaxies chosen rand0111ly from UGC but 
constrained to have an apparent magnitude distribution almost 
identical to that of the 11'11 sample. The underlying morphology 
of many 11'11 galaxies resembles spiral or SO galaxies rather 
than ellipticals, so that a control sample construoted from 
spiral galaxies was considered to be the more suitable. SO 
galaxies were avoided because of the fine distinction between 
$O-peculiar and 11'11 galaxies. It is assumed that Sc galaxies 
are not implicitly associated with gravitational interactions 
in the same way as is being suggested for IrIle. This is thought 
to be reasonable, but ideally the analysis should have been 
repeated with control samples selected from other galaxy types. 
Unfortunately, this was not possible because of the large amount 
of computer resouroes required. 
The distance from each oandidate galaxy to the nearest 
'companion' galaxy was determined. This value was expressed in 
diameters by dividing by the blue major-axis diameter (UGC) of 
the oandidate. A oompanion galaxy was only counted as such if 
its magnitude was close (± 2 mag) to that of the candidate. 
This helped to ensure that the companion galaxy was physioally 
close to the candidate rather than just being a line-oi-sight 
ooincidence. Only in three cases were the redshifts of both the 
candidate and its companion known (NGC 3034, 5195, 4258 and 
7752), and in all these the difference in redshifts is small. 
The analysis was performed using the IBM 370/165 computer 
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to scan a catalog containing the positions and magnitudes of 
all Zwicky galaxies (Zwicky et al. 1960-1968, CGCG). Zwicky's 
--
catalog is virtually complete down to 15.5 mag, but covers only 
declinations above _3°, so that companion searches for only 37 
out of the 46 IrII galaxies could be performed. The faintest 
IrII galaxy was 14.9 mag, and for a few oases the ± 2-mag search 
goes outside the range of completeness, but the effect is not 
considered to be important. 
The results of this analysis 'are displayed in the form of 
two histograms (Fig. 5.4). The two distributions were compared 
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test (Siegel 1956). 
This tests the null hypothesis that the two independent samples 
have been drawn from the same distributio~. With a sample size 
of 37, the null hypothesis is disproved with more than 95% 
confidence if a parameter called K:n exceeds the value 12 (i.e. 
there is less than a 5% chance that the two samples are drawn 
from the same population entirely by chance). The computed 
value for Kn is 5; consequentxy, one cannot say that there is 
a significant differenoe between the distribution of nearest 
neighbours in the IrII sample and those in the control sample 
of Sc galaxi_9s. 
Several of the IrII galaxies which are classified as 'double 
systems' and others which are known to possess close companions 
(e.g. NGC 520, 942, 3448, 3656, 6622, 4922B and 7625) are listed 
in CGCG as only single galaxies. Such cases have been treated 
as single galaxies in the statistics. If these cases are treated 
as galaxies whose nearest companion is less than one diameter 
away, then the Ir11 sample does have a tendenoy to possess 
-
closer companions than the Sc sample. However, such an adjust-
ment is not considered to be valid because it is ,by no means 
obvious whether many of the so-called '<iouble galaxies' are in 
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faot two separate galaxies or one distrurbed galaxy. 
On Cottrell's theory (Seotion 4.2), IrII galaxies are 
oreated after certain types of gravitational interaotions and 
last for about 2 x 109 yr thereafter. The companion,. galaxy 
involved in the interaction, travelling at ~bout 200 bn/s, can 
therefore lie anywhere within asphers of radius about 400 kpc 
(or about 20D, where D=20 kpo is the nominal diameter of a 
galaxy) centred on the IrII gal:axy. This calculation therefore 
validates the approximate maximum range ohosen for the histograms 
(Fig. 5.4). 
The ohance that the companion galaxy apparent1l lies within 
one diameter of the IrII (where it could be treated as a double 
galaxy) is thus the volume of a cylinder of radius 1D and length 
40D (along the line' of sight) divided by the volume of the sphere 
radius 20D, or about 0.4%. The fraction of the alleged Irll 
sample actual1l classified as double galaxies or having a close 
companion within one diameter is about 25%, much greater than 
expected. To explain this in terms of the ideas above requires 
that, either the lifetime of an IrlI galaxy formed after an 
interaction should be reduced from 2 x 109 yr to about 0.2 x 109 
yr, or the mean separation velocity of the galaxies should be 
reduced from 200 km/s to about 25 kID/s, or a compromise of the 
two. 
In summary: the statistioa1 interpretation of nearest 
neighbour distances for a sample of IrlI galaxies is subjeot to 
many difficu1"ties, and no conclusive evidence can be shown for 
a greater tendency for close companions in the IrIl sample than 
in the control sample of Sc galaxies. The theory that all lrll 
galaxies originate in gravitational interaotions must therefore 
await a detailed examination of the dynamics of a large srunple 
of IrII galaxies and their companions. 
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6 SUMMARY 
IrII galaxies are apparently a mixture of peculiar systems. 
In addition to their oharaoteristio optioal appearanoe (irregular 
morphology, presenoe of dust lanes, absenoe of individual stars 
or HI] regions) they also exhibit: 
(1) An earlier speotral type than expected from their colour. 
(2) A wide dispersion in oolours. 
(3) A tendenoy to have 'flat' spectral indices. 
(4) A wide dispersion of ~/L, but with a mean value similar 
to that of SO galaxies. 
The tendenoy of the IrII sample to possess olose oompanions 
was investigated statistioally. No firm evidence was found for 
a greater tendenoy in the IrII sample than for a control sample 
of So galaxies. 
A detailed study of individual objects is necessary, and 
for NGe 3448 and NGe 2814 this is pursued in Chapters 6 and 7, 
respeotively~ 
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CHAPTER 6 
t .... 
1 IN~:RODUCTI01!.. 
Arp 205 (Arp 1966) (Plate 6.1) consists of NGC 3448, a 
12.2 mpg galaxy alias UGC 6024 (Nilson 1973, UGC), and a 
dwarf companion UGC 6016, 3.8 arcmin to the west of NGC 3448, 
a pair noted to be interacting in RC2. UGC 6016 which has 
Inp N 17, is classified • dwarf irregular' in UGC and SE( s)d pec 
,g 
in RC2. NGC 3448 oonsists of a bright main body of size 2.7 x 
1.0 arcmin with faint extensions along the major axis (RC2). 
It contains (Hodge 1966.) bright knots, possible He( regions 
and dust lanes. It is classified 10 in UGC and RC2, While 
Krienke & Hodge (1974) place it as type 11'11 (alias 10). 
Vorontsov-Velyaminov ~~. (1962-74, MCG) and Nilson (1973) 
point out that the faint extensions suggest the existence of 
a bridge between the two galaxies. 
'&:1'p 205 is e, member of the G28 group of galaxies - Ursa 
Major leX) (de Vs,uoouleurs 1975), estimated'to be at a dista-
nce of D == 10. 7 ~1pc. Adopting this d.istance for Arp 205 gives 
a li,nee,r scale of 1 arcmin ;; 3.1 kl)C. Previous HI observations 
of Arp 205 have been of relatively low angular resolution 
(Lewis & Davies 1973; Peterson & Shostak 1974; Huchtmeier & 
Bohenstengel 1975; Bottinalli, Duflot &, Gouguenhe::i.m 1978). 
All exoept Peter.son & Shostak (1974) find a lar.ge Mll/If Da.tio, 
consistent with a late-type galaxy. 
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Plate 6.1 Composite photogra ph of Arp 205. The central region was reproduced with 
permission from Arp (1966) , while the outer region is a photogr aph of the (blue) 
Palomar Sky Survey (Copyright by the National Geographic Society). The e!"'e'Si3'e'S borS 
indicate the star,s used for aligment with the radio ma p. 
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2 OBS:8RV AT IONS 
....... ,",I'i" ~ ._ 
The survey of Arp 205 conststed of 48 equally-spaoed 
interferometer baselines as detailed in Table 6.1. Although 
observations at two of the spaoings were lost due to instrum-
ental faults, nearly full ooverage of the u-v plane was ~l.ohi­
eved. The HI emission WfJ,S measured using the digital speotr-
ometer over a 4-MHz bandwidth. Continuu.m radiation in the 
10-MHz bandwj.dth oentred at 1417 MHz W&\S also measured and 
both the attrveys were oalibrated by observations of 30 380 
and 30 196. 
Channel maps were made at three different spatial resol-
utions by seleoting dif:F.erent sets of interferometer baselines 
(Table 6.1); the maps at low resolution were more sensitive 
to low-brightness features than those at -the full resolut-
ion. At eaoh resolution, a o0rrection for continuum emission 
was made by averaging those channel maps which oontained no 
line emission (1002 to 1055 km/s and 1583 to 1715 kID/s) and 
subtracting the resulting map from'those whioh did. 
Table 6.1 
~~---
Details of the observations of Arp 205 with 
the Cambridge He.lf--Mile telescope. 
Dates 
Map Oentre (1950) 
RA 
dec 
Interferometer baselj.ne 8 
number 
smallest 
increment 
largest 
lost due to faults 
Calibrator 
name 
flux 
referenoe 
Response 
structure absent 
radius of first grating 
response in RA: 
Continuum survey 
bandwidth 
centre frequency 
Hydrogen-line survey 
bandwidth 
heliocentrio velocity 
range 
channel separation 
ohannel width 
Resolution and sensitivity 
no. of interferometer 
baselines inoluded 
1977 February 
~ 
10h 51m 41 8 .1 
54 0 34' 2211 
48 
12.2 m 
6.1 m 
298.7 m 
243.8, 280 .. 4 m 
3C 380 
13.8 Jy 
Elsmore & 
Maokay (1969) 
10 MHz 
1417 MHz 
4 MHz 
3C 196 
13.9 Jy 
Kallermaruru 
at al.(1969) 
--
950 to 1767 km/s, 
26.4 km/s 
32 kID/s (FWHP Gaussian) 
6-4 
angular resolution 
1:1.& x de c (aromin) 7.4 x 9.1 2.5 x 3.1 1.9 x 2.4 
:rIDS noise levels (mJy) 
continuum 
one HI-line 
ohannel 
2 
48 20 18 
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J RESU~~J2. 
.l:.t-_,the, .... oxer.al~ .It! g.j. str_i.bu.:t.i2!1 
Fig. 6.1 displ~1,ys the continuum-free channel maps of 
Arp 205 at the full resolution of 1.9 x 2.4 aromin_ The average 
of the rms noise levels iS18 mJy (~). Fig. 6.2 displays 
the emission greater than 3~ in a right ascension-velocity 
plot,(construoted as described in Ohapter 1), and identifies 
the most significant components o:f emission (01-08). Fig .. 6.3 
shows the relationship between the 3~ envelope of 01-08 and 
the optical emission. It should be emphasised that the 
'components' are not necessarily separate physioal entities 
or even real features. The emission :i.n Fig .. 6.1 h~l.s a 
rell:ttively low signal/noise ratio (a maximum S/N. of 6), 
which makes interpretation difficult, and it is to aid this 
interpretation that the nomenclatul~e is used. It is olear 
tha,t more sensitive observations would show a more continuous 
distribution of hydrogen not needing -this type of des,cription. 
There is little doubt that components 01-05 are real. 
1\)11 appear greater than. 30'" on at least three adjacent 
channels, and all are seen with equal or better SiN! ratios 
on the maps macle at the lowest resolution. ~~he reality of 
06, 07 and 08 is uncertain: 06 appears On two adjacent 
channels above the 3~ level, but it is possible to find 
two negative features in Fig. 6.1 (assumed to be unreal) 
which {~tlso satisfy this criterion (at 1372 and 1398 km/s, 
and. at 1530 and 1556 km/ s). 07 appears on J!'ig. 6.1 in three' 
,ad.j acent channels above the 3cr level, but only allpeara at <'\.I 2<.J 
on -the low-resolution maps. This implies that if 07 is real, 
it must be isolated emission with an t"tngular scale of less 
than 2 arcmin. 08 is seen at the 40'" level, ,but only on one 
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Figure 6.1 Oontinuum-free channel maps with HPFW resolution of 1. 9 x 2.,+ !ilrcmin 
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or subsequent diagrams. 
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RIGHT ASCENSION 
Fi~re 6.2 Right asoension-velooity plot oonst!~cted from the data of Fig. 6.1, 
including only signals above 3~. The oontour interval is uniform and the units 
are arbitrary. The HPFW resolution is 1.9 aromin x 32 km/s. The hatched rectan~ 
gles represent the optioal positions and velocities of the labelled galaxies, 
Eight oomponents are identified (01-08) for disoussion purposes. 
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of the HI 'oomponents (Fig. '6.2) with the'optic~l emission. 
Each contour is the outer envelope of emission from the oontinuum-free channel 
maps (Fig. 6.1) at 3<r. The shading rept'esents the regions of optical emission 
from the galaxies, the smaller crosses are star positions, and the larger cross 
is at the map centre. 
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ohannel. 
01 agrees in position with the dwarf galaxy UGO 6016 
and shows a systematic sh:i.ft from channel to channel (lIl ig .. 6.1), 
• 
so is presumably due to HI in ordered rotation about UGO 6016. 
02 is coincident with the eastern edge of NGO 3448 and shows 
a similar shift with velooity. 04 is in positional agreement 
wi th the western edge of NGC 3448 and also shows el, sj.milar 
shift, but is separated from 02 because of the lack of 
emission (greater than 30") joining these two components on 
the channel map at 1319 km/s. 02 and 04 may be plausibly 
interpreted as forming the HI in rotation about NGO 3448, 
deepi te the lacle of emission at 1319 km/s. Such emission is 
in fact seen at about 26'" on this channel map, and the absence 
of emissj"on above the 30- 1~ve1 may simply be due -to the 
poor SiN ratio", An alternative interpretation would be to 
treat 02, 03 and 05 as form.ing a single rotating sys'tem, but 
this is unlj.kely because of the lack of corresponding optical 
features, and the spatial end velocity discontinuity of the 
HI (Figs 6.1, 6.2). The presence of HI to the weet of NGC 
3448 (03 and C5) is interpreted as clear evidence tlu:tt NGO 
3448 is a disturbed system. If 07 Imd 08 are real features, 
they also give an indication that the HI surrounding UGO 
6016 1.e disturbed. The origin of these disturbances is 
discussed in Section 4. 
By including only the 12 smallest interferometer baseli-
nes, continuum-free maps were mstde at a resolution of 7 .. 4 x 
9 ~l,romin. Nineteen of these channel maps over the velocity 
range 1082-1556 km/s were combined as described in Chapter 1 
to malce an integrated HI map (Illig. 6.4).. This map is more 
sensitive to low-brightness emission than a similar map made 
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Figure 6.4 Low-resolution integrated HI map of Arp 205 inoorporating 19 continuum-
free channel maps over the velooity range 1082-1556 km/s. The HPFW resolution of 
7.4 x 9 aromin is shown by the hatched ellipse. The outer dashed contour is 20 
K kIn/s, while the first solid 'contour is at 50 K km/s and higher contours are at 
intervals of 30 K km/s. The noise on this map varies as the number of channels 
added at any point, and is typically ·8 K kIn/so The shading and crosses are 
as in Fig. 6.3. 
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at high resolutj.OI1. The peak of HI emission in Jlig. 6 .. 4 is 
displaced 3.2 arcmin to the west of the nucleus of NGC 3448, 
and an extension to the northwest at the 20 K km/s level is a 
prominent feature. These features indioate the presence of 
low-brightness emission surrounding Arp 205, nO'h seen in the 
maps at higher resolution. No oorresponding optical emission 
is seen on the PSS plates. 
The total HI mass in Arp 205 was derived using the 
relation given in Seotion 2.4c of Chapter 1. The result 
(Table 6.2) agrees well with that of Bottinel1i !.i~. (1978). 
The fraction of the total mass con-bained in each of the comp-
onents (Table 6.2) was evaluated by comparing the emission 
seen above the 30- level on the maps at high resoluti.on (Fig. 
li'ig. 6.5 shows the high-resolution map of HI integrated 
over "the veloc1.ty r~mge whioh inoludes all the significant HI 
(1082-1556 km/s). The morphology of the HI resembles two 
systems joined by a bridge, implying that both galaxies are 
physioally very close to each other and conf1.rming the 
optic!ii1.l evidence of interaot:ton referred to in the Introduo·t· ... 
ion. The isolated emission il). the west of Fig. 6.5 is due to 
oomponent 7, which does not appear to be coincident with any 
galaxy or othGlr optioal feature. 
3.2 UGe 6016 
.. ~'It.I.' ....... ,t. 
Param.sters for UGC 6016 are displ~l\,yed in Table 6.3. 
The systemic velooj.ty was derived by oalCl;tlating the • oentre 
of gravity' of oomponent 1 in Fig. 6.2, and the value is 
slightly higher than that of Botinelli ~~. (1978). The 
neutral hydrogen diameter was measured along PA 70°, and 
6-14 
!!le!e .. 6,.!.?. The distribution of hydrogen in Arp 205 
Item 
Arp 205 total 22 ± 5 Fig. 6.4 
21.8 Bottinelli at al. (1978) 
--
Individual oomponents 
01 (UGO 6016) 6.8 31% of Arp 205 total (Fig. 6.1) 
02 (NGe 3448 east) 8.4 38% do. 
03 * 1.3 6% do. 
04 (NGO 3448 west) 3.1 14% do. 
05 * 1.1 5% do. 
06 ? 1.3 6% do .. 
* ? 07 1.4 .:!:. 0.3 }I"ig. 6.1 
* 08 ? 0.9 ±. 0.3 ]'ig. 6.1 , 
UGe 6016 6.8 01 
3.6 Bottine11i et al .. (1978) 
--
NGO 3448 11.5 02 and 04 
18.2 Bottine11i !!.t !1· (1978) 
* It is argued in Section 4 that 03 and 05 form part of a 
tidal arm of NG·O 3448, and that 07 and 08 is matter 
olose to UGO 6016. Refer to Fig. 6.7. 
? The reality of this emission is in some doubt - see 
Seotion 3.1. 
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F;g~e 6.5 High-resolution integrated HI map of Arp 205 incorporating 19 continuum-
free channel maps over the velocity range l082-l556 lan/so The EPFW resolution of lo9 
x 2.4 arcmin is sho'hn by the hatched ellipse. The dashed contour is lOO K lan/s, and 
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Table 6.3 PaJ:'8llleters for UGC 6016 
Par8llleter 
Optical nucleus (1950) 
RA 
dec 
Classification 
Photographic magnitude,mpg 
Optical dimensions 
Systemic velocity from HI 
studies 
P.& of optical maj or axis 
PA of HI major axis 
Distance,D 
Photometric linear di8llleter,ao 
HI di8llleter,aH 
Total width of the HI line 
profile, AV 
Inclination wrt plane of sky,i 
HI mass MH (oc.D2) 
Total mass MT (oCDl) 
(within 5.6 kpc of nucleus) 
Luminosi ty ,L (<X.D2) 
MH/L 
MT/L 
Mn/MT 
~/ao 
Value 
10h 51m.2 
53 0 34' 
SB(s)d pec 
Source 
UGC 
RC2 
dwarf irregular UGC 
N17 UGC 
""15 # MCG 
2.2 x 1.6 arcmin 7# UGC (blue PSS) 
2 x 1 arcmin MCG 
1500 .:t 10 lon/s 
1480 .:t 20 lon/s 
80 .:t 50 
70 ±. 50 
10.7 Mpc 
6.8 kpc 
11. 7 ±. 0.5 kpc 
132 ±. 16 lon/s 
180 lon/s 
45 0 # 
range 45 to 62 0 
(6.8 + 1.7)~108 M 
- 0 (3.0 + 1.0)XI09 M 
- e 
(1.7 ±. 1.0)xl08 L0 
4 
18 
0.2 
1.8 
Fig. 6.2 
Bottinelli et ~. (1978) 
blue PSS print 
Map not shown 
de Vaucouleurs (1975) 
Optical dimensions 
Map not shown (PA 700 ) 
Fig. 6.2 
Bottinelli et al. (1978) 
see text 
Table 6.2 
see text 
Based on mpg 
This table 
This table 
This table 
This table 
# identifies adopted values wher'e more than one value is quoted. 
The HI par8llleters assume UGC 6016 to be composed solely of Cl. 
(See Section 4 and Figs 6.2, 6.3 and 6.6). The value marked? 
is uncertain. 
takes aooount of oonvolution with the synthesised beam. 
11lmission from UGO 6016 appears on five oonsaouti va ohanneds 
at high resolution, giving a profile w:l.dth, AV ,of 132 lan/so 
, 
This value is significantly less than that of Bottinelli et 
-
!1.. (1978), but their larger beam area will have inoluded HI 
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other than that of oomponent 1. The inolination Was computed 
as desoribed in Section 2.4e of Chapter 1, taking the ratio 
of the observed major to observed minor axis from Table 6.3 
and the ratio of the intrinsic prinoipal axes of the light 
distribution as 0.2 (Heidmann, Heidms,nn & de Vauoouleurs 
.1971). The ml:tjority of the error in inclination arises from 
the unoer'tain optioal dimensions. The total IDl'iSS, MT, W~l,S 
estimated as described in Section 2.4f of Chapter 1. 
The integral parameters of UGO 6016 are, in genera,l t 
typical of a dWarf irregt,tlar (1m) galaxy, in a~greernent with 
Bottinel1i ~!!_ (1978). Because of the small number of 
beam areas over this galaxy, modelling has not been attempted, 
but the velocj.ty field ~not shown) resembles that expected from 
rotation of a HI diso with the PA and inolination as given in 
Table 6.3. 
Pe,rameters for NGO 3448, obtained in the sam.€! way as for 
UGC 6016, are d.isp1ayed in Table 6.4. The HI parameters 
assume NGC 3448 to be composed of components 02 and 04, 'and 
they are (in g,eneral) similar to those expeoted from so-type 
galaxies (J3alkowski 1973); this is an earlier "bype th!':u:'l. the 
Sd or Sm cat®gory suggested by Bottinal1i !~ ~ .. t but there 
is better agreement if NGC .3448 also j.ncludes oomponents 03 
and 05, as suggested in Section 4. The velooi'!;y field (not 
T.able) 6.4 Parameters for NGC 3448 
Parameter 
Optical nu.oleus (1950) 
RA 
dec 
Peak of HI (1950) 
RA 
dec 
Classification 
Total 'face-on' magnitude 
corrected for galaotic and 
internal absorption 
Isophotal major diameter 
correoted to face on 
Ratio of major to minor 
diameter 
Systemio velooity from HI 
study 
P~ of optical major axis 
Bright nuoleus 
Faint outer emission 
PA of HI majpr axis 
Distance, D 
• 
Value 
10h 51m 39s .6 
54 0 34' 30" 
10h 51m 41s .1 
54 0 34' 12:'1.5 
10 
11.59 mag 
4.27 arcmin 
2.88 .±. 0.03 
1370 .±. 15 km/s 
65 .±. 5,0 
80 .±. 50 
75 .± 50 
10.7 Mpc 
Photometric linear 
HI diameter, aH 
Total width of the 
profile, b. V 
diameter,ao 13.2 kpc 
17.4 kpc 
Incination wrt 
HI mass, MHi 
Total mass, MT 
Luminosity, L 
:NIH/L 
HI line 
plane of sky, 
317 km/s 
i 73°+ 1° 
- 8 (11.5 .± 2.6),)(10 ME) 
( ) 10 1.40.± 0.5 x10 Me 
(3.9 .± 0.3~109 La 
0.30 
0.48 
3.6 
0.08 
1. 32 
0.92 
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Souroe 
RC2 
RC2,UGC 
RC2 
RC2 
RC2 
Fig. 6.2 
Blue PSS print 
Map not shown 
de Vaucouleurs (1975) 
RC2 
Map not shown (PA 70°) 
Fig. 6.2 
See text 
Table 6.2 
See text 
This table 
Bottinelli et ale (19'78) 
This table 
This table 
This table 
Bottinelli 2.! a1. (1978) 
Note The HI parameters assume NGC 3448 to be composed solely of 02 and 04. 
See Section 4 and Figs 6.2, 6.3 'and 6.6. 
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show.n) :iis diffioul t to interpret because of beam-smearing 
effects, but may well be compatible with normal differential 
rotation. 
NGC 3448 has a continuum 'source associated with its 
nucleus. Observations of this h~3,ve been. made at various 
frequencies and the results are displayed in Table 6.5, 
from which the spectral index (OC, defined as S~1P-«) has a 
value of about 1.0, typical of many normal spiral galaxies. 
F1u.x densities quoted by Haynes ll!1 .. (1975) are inconsistent 
wi-bh those presented here, being 8, factor ",,2 higher, but 
the observations by Pf1eiderei' would have included flux from 
e, background source about 10 arcmin north of NGC 3448. 
The radio lu.minosity of the nuclear source at 1417 MHz, 
based on a flux density of 30 mtTy and tl distanoe et~timate of 
10.7 ripe is 4.1 x 1021 lV/Hz. This value is typical of normal 
spiral galaxies, ~',nd is in acoord with the findings of Burke 
& Miley (1978) and o·thel"'S that radio luminosities of peculi-
ar galaxies are not significan't1y different from those of 
normal ones. 
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Table 6.5. Radio continuum observations of the nuclear source in NGC 3448 
Telescope 
Frequency (MHz) 151 
Resolution 
RA x dec 4 x 5 
arcmin 
Inte~rated flux (mJy) 260 
Position (1950) 
RA 
dec 
One-Mile 
408 
1.2 x 1.4 
arcmin 
60 ;t 30 
10h51m37~6 
54 °34 1 27" 
* C. R. Masson, private communication •. 
#Convolved from 4 x 5 arcsec. 
One-Mile 
1407 
26 x 32 
arcsec 
31 ;t 8 
h m 8s 10 51.3 .6 
54 °34 t 20~'4 
Half-Mile 
1417 
1.9 x 2.4 
arcmin 
30 ;t 5 
10h51m38~1 
54°34'22" 
5-km 
2700 
23 x 29# 
arcsec 
15 
10h51m39s 
54°34'20 11 
~"' ANA;LJ.~I:§' 
'J!he o:ptioa,l morphology of Arp 205 is peO'l .. 1.1iar (Plate 
6.1); outer emission seen both to the east and west of NGO 
3448 oontrasts with its bright nu..,cleus - the outer emission 
is muoh. fainter the.n the nuclear emission, signific~~ntly 
bluer, and oriented at a signifioantly d1.fferent position 
angle (Table 6.4). The observations presented in Section 3 
also show that the HI around NGO 3448 is clearly dist'urbed 
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(03, 05 and poss:i.bly 06) and around UGO 6016 (07 and 08) the 
HI is possibly disturbed. This section examines two different 
theories to account for this di.sturbance • 
.1 .. 1 Nq.9 3i4~8 ,as ~ flouble .. ..i!lj;~~r:ft.c.:!ii1::!,g s~]l 
Bottina1li ~!!. (1978) obtained optical spectra in the 
eastern part of the nuoleus of NGO 3448, which showed a 'very 
unusual double-valued veloci. ty field'. One interpretettion of 
this was that NGe 3448 consists of two separate but interact-
ing galaxies. This section examines the HI evidence for this 
hypothesis. 
A Case can be put forward tha,t the HI compone:nts 03 and 
05 form an independent rotating system, but such a system 
does not coincide with 8J1.y clearly defined optical feature t 
and is ruu. :tn the region where the optioal spectra are dOUble .. 
This region exhibits ordered rotation of the HI (oomponent 2), 
with no sign of double liI profiles. This evidence also argues 
agej.nst an hypothesis by Hodge (1975), who considers that a 
patch of emission near the eastern end of the nuclef:1-r disc 
(clearly shown in Hodge 1975, Fig. 4) may constitute a 
separate rotating system.. A dust lane seems a more likely 
in'Gerpretation. 
It is possible that the faint optioal extensions 
surrounding NGC 3448 are part of a separate system along 
6-22 
the same line of sight as the bright nuoleus, perhaps a long 
• 
stream of matter joining UGC 6016. It is interesting that 
components 02 and 04 more closely match these faint optioal 
extensions that? they do the bright nucleus. Al though this 
hypothesis~ may also be able to explaj.n the double optical 
profiles of Bottinelli SIt J!1.., it does not unify a,11 the 
available optical and HI data. 
~.2 _~1~al~Ill~er~~~9.~!h~~r.i~~, 
In this section evidemce for a tidal interaction in Arp 
205 is discussed. One might hope that such an hypothesis will 
account both for the disturbed optical nature of Arp 205 as a 
natural consequence of gas compression during an interactl,on, 
and for the remaining HI components (notably components 03 
and 05 which have similar veloci·ty fj.elds). 
Are there any massive galaxies close to Arp 205 which 
,could be responsible for its peouliari ties'? All othHr members 
of the G28 group of galaxies (de Vaucouleurs 1975) are more 
o than, 2 awa;y;, and the only other galaxy wi thin a radius of 
1 0 .5, and brighter than 15 mag is ZWG 267.018 =: UG-O 05954 =: 
IC 664, a 14.4 mag galaxy 66 arcmin away with an unkown 
redshift. Non(:) of these galaxies seems capable of' producing 
th(~ dist"u.ption observed in Arp 205, so only UGC 6016 and NGO 
3448 themselves could have been involved. 
Since both UGO 6016 ana. all the observed HI components 
lie close to the plane of' NGC 3448, any proposed orbit is 
most likely to be approximately co-planar. Other constraints 
are the radial velocities of both galaxies and their mass 
6-23 
ratio (DaO 60l6/NGO 3448)""" 0.5. The distribution 0:1:' test part-
icles following various idealized gravitational interc-t.ctiorrs 
are given by Toomre & Toomre (1972) land Wright (1972), and 
• 
shown in the Appendix.The galaxies UGO 6016 and NGO 3448 are 
rotating with nearly the opposite sense (Fig. 6.2 and inclin-
ati.ons in 'llables 6.4 and 6.5), and so a retrograde collision 
for one galaxy will be a prograde collision for- the other. 
Hetrograde c011isio1:1S have been shown to be less likely to 
cause disruption than prograde oollisions, and have no 
appreciable effect if the mass ratio(intruder/galaxy) is as low 
as u"'0.5. Henoe orbits in which NGC 3448 suffers a retrogr~ 
ade oo11iszLon (with UGC 6016 as the intruder) can be ruled 
out. Furthermore), this orbit also implies a prograde oollis-
ion for UGO 6016 with u..v2 which would produce much more 
disruption to uac 6016 than is observed" However, orbits for 
whioh UGC6016 has a perigalaoticon on the ea,st s:l.de of NGC 
3448 cause the 1a,tter to suffer a ,l?!'ograq!, oollision with u 
1\1'0.5, which is capable of pulling an arm of materi.al from the 
disc, an(l thus explaining both the positions and velooi t::i.es 
of oomponents 03 and 05. These orbits also imply a retrogr-
ade collision for UGO 6016 with u"... 2, which could have produoed 
enough disruption to explain 07 and 08 if more sensitive 
observations confi.rm their reality. 
Fig. 6).,.6 represents a reasonably self-oonsistent model 
of Arp 205 which explains the optioal and HI peculiarities 
described earlier. The positions and radial veloci ti.es of 
the optical galaxies and the HI components (except 06) are 
correotly represented, and this model can result from "the 
type of gravitational interaotion described above, namely, 
a co-planar orbit which involves a prograde collision for 
D 
UGC 6016 1 0 
tf> 
- 8-
fJ ® Il \; ; 
!l <f 
-(J 
NGC 3448 
i observer 
Fi6B~e 6.6 Sohematio model for Arp 205, arranged suoh that the plane of the paper 
,represents the plane oontaining NGC 3448. The hatohed areas a.re the brightest p'arts 
of ths optical emission, as in Fig. 6.3. The approximate extent of the HI oompone-
nts are shown, together with their velooity veotors relativebo the systemio 
'velocity of NGC 3448 and UGC 6016 (arrows). This model is consistent with the 
observations (of. Figs 6.::! and 6.3), and oan be produoed by a gravitational 
interaction (see text). The orbits of the galaxies are indioated by the dashed lines. 
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NGO 3448 and a retrograde collision for UGC 60l6.The gal~txies 
are aparently seen about 4-8 x 108 yr after a perigala-
cticon at a distance of about 10-15 kpc. If the orbit were 
inclined by a small angle from the plane of NGC 3448 (so that 
UGC 6016 was slightly below the pl~:me of NGO 3448 at perigal-
acticon), then it is possible to explain the observed warp of 
the optical filaments - downward on the east side of NGO 3448 
and upward on the west side. The HI is also warped sinoe the 
orientation of 02 and 04 ma.tches more closely the posj.tion 
angle of the optical filflllents than that of the bright 
nuoleus. (Jomponent C6 has not been included in Fig. 6 .lfi, 
because its position and v(~loci'hy are not continuous with 
that of 03 and 05, so it is u:nlikely to be part of the tide.I 
arm pulled from NGO 3448.If 06 is real, it is more likely 
to be ou:tlying HI in a rotation pe;ttern similar to that of 02 
and 04 (cf. Fig. 6.2). 
-
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
fII_ ~_~ •• v , ... I OIjClOi ou >III Ii *~ 
Arp 205 consists of HI :i.n rotation about NGC 3448, plus 
HI rotating in almost the opposite sense about UGC 6016, a 
• 
dwarf irregular galaxy" The system also contains emission 
to the west of NGe 344'8, with a smaller reoessiLon velooi ty 
than NGC 3448. Parameters observed for NGC 3448 and UGC 
6016 are displayed in Ta,bles 6.2 and 6" 3. Radio continuum 
observations of the nuclear source in NGC 3448 (Table 6.5) 
revesJ. a spectral index and rad:i.o lurninosi ty typical of 
nuclear sources in many normal spiral galaxies. 
The HI data provide little evidence to support the theory 
of Bottinell! .!1 & .. (1978) that NGC 3448 may be a double 
interacting system. The HI dynamics in Arp 205 can be model~ 
led as shown in Fig. 6.ti, suggesting that there ha.s been a 
planar tidal interac'bion between NGC 3448 and UGC 6016. 
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1 INTHODUCTION 
~ ..... , .. ----.~~--
N,GO 2805, 2814, 2820 a.nd 10' 2458 form a compact group of 
galaxies of whioh NGe 2805 is the brightest. Optical da.t!il. from 
R02 are given in Table 7.1, and Plate 7.1 includes a reproduc-
tion of the Palomar Sky Survey print of the region. NGe 2805 
is a • disturbed' late-type spiral v::i.awed nea:rly face-on, fmd 
olosely resembles 1\-1101 (Arp 1966). NGe 2820 is an edge-on disc 
system, proba:bly of late spiral type, having a olose companion, 
10 2458, of uncertain type" which is number 108 in Markarian's 
list of obj €lets with ultraviolet excesses (lVlarkarhm 1969), 
and f~hows strong emission lines. The Palomar Sky f3urvey 
prints reveal a fila.m,entary structure whioh appears to link 
the e~1,atern edge of NGO 2820 with 10 2458; since these 
fils.menta appear on both the red and blue pls:tes, they must 
contain some old stars. NG·O 2814 was originally classified 
IO? by de Vauoouleurs &; de Vaucouleurs (1964, H(1), but the 
classification was subsequently withdrawn (RC2).Krienke &; 
Hodge (1974) point out that photographs of NGC 2814 have a 
t smooth texture I with no resolution j.nto sta.rs and lUI regions, 
and also ind.ications of dust lanes, all characteristics of 10 
(alias IrII) galaxies. 
Acoord.ing to de Vaucou1eu.rs (1975), NGG 2805 is one of 
six galaxies forming the G41 (alias NGC 2768) group at a 
dis·banoe of 13.7 Mpc, but NGO 2820, 2814 and IC 2458 are not 
li.sted as members of "this group although they all have similar 
redshif'ts. The distance 0:1:' 13.7 Mpo has been assumed for all 
the galaxies dj.soussed in this Chapter, leading to a linear 
scale of 1 arcm:i.11. s 4- kpc, but it should be noted t,hat this 
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Table l .. l Optical parameters (from RC2 unless stated) 
Name NGC 2805 NGC 2814 IC 2458 NGC 2820 
Mk108 
RA 1950.0 09h 16m.29 09h 17ffi,4 09h 17ffi ,45 09h 17ffi .n 
Dec 1950.0 64° 19'.1 64° 27'.9 64° 27'.1 64°28'.3 
Classification SAB(rs)d IO?* SB(s)cpec* 
Total 'face-on' B magnitude corrected 11.40 13.61 151' 12.37 
for galactic and internal absorption 
Isophotal major diameter (arcmin), 6.2 1.2 0.5 3.0 
corrected to 'face-on' 
Ratio of major to minor diameter R 1.26 ±0.02 3.39 ± 0.03 2.14 ± 0.04 6.03 ± 0.03 
Heliocentric radial velocity(km/s) 1726 ± 11 1663 ± 95 1467 ± 20 1686 ± 18 
Colour index (B-V) 0.51± 0.07 0.55 ± 0.04 0.50 ± 0.07 
* Prom Nilson (1973). 
l' Photographic magnitude from Markarian (1969). 
Plate 7.1 Hydrogen integrated over the velocity range 1451-1767 km/s, and super-
imposed on a blue photograph from the Palomar Sky Survey (copyright by the National 
Geographic Society and reproduced with permission from the Hale Observatories). The 
dashed contour is 200 K km/s. Solid contours start at 300 K km/a and are at intervals 
Q~ 100 ]( laB/s. Small crosses are star positions for alignment. The large cross 
is a~ ~h. map centre. The labels refer to the medium-sized crosses which ars a~ tha 
cp~ical ce~. of ~o.e galaxies. The hatched ellipse represents the HPFW ~ao~­
uti on of 2.5 :II: 2.8 a't'OIIin. 110 polar dj.agr_ correctiQn ~ been applied. 1111\ 1ihia 
correction increases values at the nucleus of HGC 2805 b.r only 1 per cent, and 
values at the nucleus of NGC 2820 by 3 per cent. 
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value is unoertain by about fit fac·tor of 2 9,ud the assumption 
Ho ::::: 75 km/( s lWpc) le~'I,ds to distances of about 20 lVfpo. 
~I!he only published radio obs(~rvations are a. detection of 
the 2l-cm line in NGC 2805 by Dickel & Rood (1978), but 
Bottinelli & Gouguenheim (private commun1.cation) have used 
the radj.o telescope at Nan9ay to obtain an HI line profile 
centred on NGC 2814. This profile shows two emission peaks -
one from NGC 2805 tlt about 1710 km/s, and one at about 1456 
Itm/s. The present survey was undertaken p:r'i.marily "1;0 discri-
minate between the HI from the various galaxl.es in thi.s group. 
Bosma (1978) is currently preparing a paper on similar obser-
ations made with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telesoope. 
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2 OBSERV AT ION'S 
I ... _ ...... ~ ........ _ 
This survey oonsisted of 36 equally-spaced interferometer 
baselines as detailed in Table 7.2. HI emj.ssion was measured 
using the digital cross-correlation spectrometer over a 4-MHz 
bandwidth.. Continuum emission was simultaneously measured 
over the 10-lIllHz bandwidth, and both the surveys were oalibre,t-
ed by observations of 3~ 268.3 and 30 468.1 (the latter was 
used for phase calibration only). 
The HI ohannel maps were oorrected for the presenoe of 
continuum emission by averaging those channels which oontained 
no significant line-emission (1952 to 1820 km/s and 1372 'to 
1293 km/s), and subtracting the resultjJag map from those 
whioh did. The resul ti,ng 'oonti11.u.um-I'ree,' ohannel maps 
were analysE~d to produce an integrated HI map, a RA-veloci ty 
plot t a dec-velooi ty plot and the veloc:i,ty field as desoribed 
in Chapter 1. 
Details of the observations of NGC 2805, 2814, 
2820 and IC 2458 with the Cambridge Half-Mile 
'.re1escope 
Dates 
Map centre (1950) 
RA 
dec 
I:rafter:E'erometer be,selines 
number 
smallest 
increment 
largest 
Calibrators 
name 
flux denmi ty 
reference 
Response 
1978 January/February 
09h 16m 309 
64° 24' 00" 
36 
12.2 m 
6.1 m 
225.6 m 
3C 268 .. ,3 
4.4 Jy 
Elsmore & 
Mac]cay (1969) 
30 468 .. 1 
5.3 Jy 
See text 
synthesised beam (I(PFW) 
RA x dec 2.5 x 2.8 arcmin 
structure a'bsent greater than 1 0 
radius of first 
grating response 
Oon"tinuum Survey 
bandwidth 
centre frequency 
noise per beam area, 
Hydrogen-line survey 
bandwidth 
heliocentric velocity 
rctnge 
channel separation 
channel width : 
mean nns senei ti vi ty 
per beam area per 
channel 
10 MHz 
1415 MHz 
2 mJy 
4 MHz 
1266 to 2084 lan/s 
26.4 km/s 
32 kIrt/s (FWHP Gaussian) 
28 mJy 
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Plate 7.1 shows the integrated HI superimposed on a blue 
lrrint of. the :Palomar Sky Survey, and it can be seen that HI 
surrounds NGC 2805, 2820 and IC 2458, but not NGC 2814. 
Fig. 7.1 and 7.2 show the RA-velocity and the dec-velocity 
plots. The bars indicate the optical positions and velocities 
of the galaxies from RC2. According to Dickel & Rood (1978), 
the mean velocity errors quoted in RC2 are underestimates, 
and the velocity error-bars have therefore been increased by 
50 % from the RC2 values. The HI systemic velocities, vsys ' 
derived by calculating the' centres of gravity' j.n Figs 7.1 
and 7.2 are gi van :Ln Table 7.3 and are confirmed by the Nan\,ay 
line-profiles~ The systemic velocity of NGC 2805 derived in 
this study agrees with the optical value (Table 7.1) and with 
the value of 1733 km/s quoted by Dickel & Rood. The optical 
and HI positions for NG·C 2805 also agree well (Figs 7.1 and 
7.2) • 
From the integrated HI distribution alone (Plate 7.1), 
it appears that the gas seen around the NGC 2820/10 2458 
system is confined to an envelope around the disc ga.J.axy NGO 
2820, as might be expected if the galaxy was undisturbed. 
However, there are several reasons to suppose that this is 
not the oase. 
that ~he systemio velocity (V
eYB m 1561 !. 13 km/s) of' HI 
surrounding the system, taken as a. whole, is signj.ficantly 
different from the optioal va.lues for both NGO 2820 and 10 
2458 (differences of 125 !. 21 and 94 :!:. 33 kID/s respectj.vely). 
The optical redahi!t for NGC 2820 is based on two measurements, 
both by Pa.ge (1970). He used red-sensitive plates, so avoiding 
KEY 
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HPFW 
gh20m 9h 18m 
Right Ascension 
Figure 1.1. Right asoension-velooity plot oonstruoted as desoribed in Chapter 1. 
Each shaded reotangle represents the HI intensity in a '70 ar06eo X 32 lon/a oell 
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1266 
1319 
1372 
1424 
1477 
1530 
1583 
1636 
1688 
1741 
1793 
1847 
( arbitrary uni'ts). The orosses represent the optioal poai tiona and velooi ties of 
the labelled galaxies. The HPFW resolution of 2.5 aromin x 32 km/s is shown by the 
hatohed ellipse. Only signals which exoeed 3~have been inoluded in this plot. 
CJ) 
-E 
~ 
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-'0 
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·c 
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<V 
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0 
Q.j 
:::c 
N28 
N 2814 
® 
HPFW 
Heliocentric Velocity (km/s) 
Figure 7.2. Deolina'tion-velooi ty plot construoted as desoribed in Ohapter. 1. 
The key to the symbols is the same as for Fig. 7.1. The crosses represent the 
optioal posi'tions and velooities of the labelled galaxies. The HPFW resolution 
of 2.8 aromila x 32 km/s is shown by the hat.ohed ellipse. Only signals above 30"' 
have been included in this plot. 
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:fab1e 7.3. HI properties. 
Piibnneter Symbol NGC2805 Total NGC2814 
NGC2820/ 
IC 2458 
system = NGC2820 + IC2458 + Bridge 
Optical type (from Table 1) SAB(rs)d SB(s)c pec 7 107 
H I systemic velocity VSYS (± 26) km/s 1726 ± 13 1561 ± 13 1692 1480 1591 
H I velocity width Do V (± 26) km/s 158 341 79 158 104 
HI mass distance- 2 MH/D 2 x 10 7MQ Mpc- 2 1.9±0.2 1.5 ±0.2 0.4 (24%) 0.8 (52%) 004 (24%) <0.07 
HI diameter aH arcmin 12±1 5.8 ± 0.5 <2.5 <2.5 <2.5 
Inclina tion i degree 38±2 90 90 77± 1 
Distance DMpc 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 , 13.7 
HI mass MH XI0 9MQ (D 2) 3.2±Oo4 2.9±Oo4 0.7 1.5 0.7 <0.14 
Total mass MT X 10 9MQ (D) 50±20 50± 10 2±2 1 ± It 10* 
Luminosity L XI0 9M Q (D 2 ) 8±1 3.1 2.7 0.3 0.9 
Integral parameters MH/L (DO) 004 1.0 0.3 5 <0.16 
MT/L (lID) 7 16 0.8 4.0 
MH/MT CD) 0.06 0.06 004 1.5 
* AssumingMT/L = 11 (Dickel & Rood 1978). 
t Assuming an inclination of 90° . 
? Uncertain. 
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the Roberts (1975) correction, and it is most unlikely that 
the redshift is in error by 125 km/r3. It is also unlikely 
that all the HI is associ~l,te~ with IC 2458, since this 
results 11'1 an abnormal MH/IJ ratio. Figs 7.1 and 7.2 
show that the HI around NGC 2820 and IC 2458 has two distinct 
peaks of emission at 1714 and 1450 lan/s, corresponding 
closely with their ~.=!:9~.± ve10ai t:i.es (differences of 28 km/s 
for NGC 2820 and 17 km/s for IC 2458).. ~~his suggests that 
the optical velocities are correct to within -~heir quoted 
errors" from which the following conclusions can be drawn 
about the HI surrounding the NGC 2820/10 2458 system: (l)the 
HI seen on the channels between 1662 and 1715 km/s surrounds 
the eastern half of the stellar disc of NGC 2820; (2)the HI 
seen on the channels be'tween 1398 and 1530 km/s surrounds 
IC 2458; (3) the rem~idl'l.ing HI (i. e. on channels be"bween 1556 
and 1636 km/s inclusive) forms s,n lE,t!'r.B!.!~:ctic.,,12tiE.s:~ between 
the two galaxies.. ~'his is discussed further in Sect:i.on. 4 .. 
Fig. 7.3 shows the velocity field.. The.t over NGC 2805 is 
typical of a. spiral ga.ltt1,xy wi·th PA a.bou-~ 1250 • Model-fitting 
was not attempted,because of the small number of beam areas 
over the galaxy. The velocity field between NGC 2820 and Ie 
2458 is apparently disoontinuous, hEwing veloci-hies over 10 
2458 of about 1478 km/s and then abrup'tly ohanging to about 
1689 km/s over NGO 2820. This apparent discontinuity is to 
be expected from the fitting procedure used (see Jj'igs 7.1 and 
7.2) and does not neoesse.rily imply a true discontinuity. In 
vj.ew of the HI bridge between NGC 2820 and 10 2458, and the 
disturbed nature of NGO 2805 (Nilson 1973), a search was made 
for faint HI between the other ga1a.xies.. Oontinuum-free 
channel maps were constructed for this purpose using data 
KEY 
1768 
1741 
1715 
[[] III rJ 
[f] 
@ 
HPBW 
@] ~/ ~ [11 
~i5Bre 7.l. The velocity field. obtained by fitting Gaussian profiles at eaoh 
pOint as desoribed in Chapter 1, Each symbol represents ths fitted heliooentrio 
ve100ity (km/e) in 70 x 78 aroseo oells. The orosses indioate the optioa1 nuolei, 
and the line represents the major axis PA of NGC 2805 (1250). The llPFW reeolutiolli 
of 2.5 x 2.8 aromin is shown by the hatched ellipse. 
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from the 12 smallest interferometer baselhles. These maps 
were mo:r>e senf!i tive to low-brightness emission than the maps 
made at full resolution, and had a resolution of 7.4 :x: 8.2 
~ 
aromin and a mean rIDS noise lev~l of 50 mJy. No convincing 
evidence was found for HI except between NGC 2820 and IO 2458. 
The hydrogen masses (T~Itble 7.3) of NGC 2805 and NGC 2820/ 
10 2458 were determined from the low-resolution channel maps 
(desoribed above) as described in Section 2.40 of Chapter 1. 
On these maps the NGC 2805 and the NGC 2820/10 2458 systems 
were each unresolved, but sti,ll well separated. The hydrogen 
masses agree to within a factor of 2 with those determined from 
the maps at high resolution, and from the Nanqay Ij.ne-profiles. 
In Table 7.3 the HI masses ofNGO 2820, IC 2458 and of the 
intergalactic bridge were evaluated from Figs 7.1 and 7.2 by 
oalculating the fraction of the total HI m.ass of this system 
which efJ,oh ocoupies. This was done in aooordance with the 
earlier assumption that HI in the ohannels oentred between 
1398 and 1530 km/s is associated with IO 2458, HI between 
1662 and 1715 km~s is associated with NGC 2820, and HI 
between 1556 and 1636 km/s forms the intergalaotic bridge. 
The neutr!:l.l hydrogen diameter 8.;t1 was measured at FA 700 
for NGC 2805 and the NGC 2820/IO 2458 system, and the values 
'take acoount of convolution with the synthesised beem. The 
inol.ination was eompu:ted. as deseri bed in Section 2. 4e of 
Chapter 1, taking the ratio of the observed major to 
observed minor axis from Table 7.1, and assuming the ratj.o of 
the intrinsic principal axes of the light distribution to be 
0.2 (Heidmann, Heidmann & de Vaucouleurs 1971). 
~lhe observed radial veloei ties along the major axis of 
NGC 2805 are shown in. »'ig. 7.4. From this el..;l't"ve, a. difference 
v (km/s) 
.,. 
1780 ~ 
1760 ~ 
1740 ~ 
1720 -
1700 ~ 
1680 I-
I I I I I I 
-4 -3 - 2 -1 o 1 
R (aremin) 
HPFW 
RESOLUTION 
I I I 
2 3 
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Figq~e 7.4. Rotation aurve for MaC 2805. derived by interpolating velocities from 
Fig. 7.3 alolilg' a line defined bY' 'the optioal oent~e and position angle (Table 7.1,). 
The errors are rme (solid line) and fitted widths. at half power (da.shed line). 
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of 34 + 4 kro/s from the systemic velocity is observed at a. 
-
radius of 3.5 arcmin. In fact this velocity difference is 
underestimated because of beam-smearing, for which a simple 
correction is to take velocitiei at the 10 % level of the 
Gaussian profiles, rather -than at the peak. Thj.s correction 
gives 78 .:!:. 8 km/s at 3.5 a:rcmin from the nucleus and, following 
the method outlined in Section 2.4f of Cha.pter 1, results in 
total mass for. NGC 2805 of lVIT N 50 GMe • 
All the values of M.r quoted in Table 7.3 are Indica,tive 
total masses, and for NGC 2805 the value is in close agreement 
wi th tha.t quoted a,bove. Luminosi ti.es are based on va,lues 
from T~~,ble 7.1 and the distance estimate of 13. 7 l\~pc. All 
the galaxies have typical luminosities (Roberts 1975). The 
Jli[T value and oolour ind.ex of NGC 2805 are typica.l of i"Us So. 
type, while the ME/L value is more consistel'lt wj.th an Sc type 
(Balkowski 1973). If the HI seen around NGC 2820 and Ie 2458 
comprises one system, its WIT value is typical of a Sc galaxy, 
a,l though the MH/I) and Ma(MT both indicate the system to be 
of a later type (So. to Ir). As independent galaxies, NGe 
2820 and Ie 2458 both l:1Bve total masses which are low f 
especially f'or NGe 2820 (a Sc type). The resu];ting Mrr/lVIT 
and lVIT/L values for NGC 2820 (l,nd Ie 2458 are also abnormHl .. 
Both. the 1iVL ratio and colour of NGC 2820 are typiot\il of a 
So galaxy, but the MH(L value of' Ie 2458 is very high and 
pOints strongly to its being of Ir type. 
The 1\\[(L limi-t of NGC 2814 is indicative of a SO galaxy, 
las Hre ·the MH/L values of many other 10 galaxies (Chal)'ter 5). 
Its colour (B-V == 0.55) is somewhat redder than those of the 
other galaxies in this group, although still rather blue for 
a SO galaxy. 
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Fig. 7.5 shows the radio continuum map, which in fact 
also includes line emissi.on over the 10-lVfFIz bandwidth. The 
t line emission accoun·ts for about 10 mJy in the region of NGO 
2820, 10 2458 and NGO 2805. The continuum d:l.stribution can 
be explained solely as a result of two (or possibly three) 
nuolear sources, as shown in Table 7.4, and there is no need 
to invoke disc components or intergalaotic emission. The 
radio luminosities (Table 7.4) are charac'beristic of normal 
I • 
galaxies, as Burke &, Miley (1978) also found for a sample of 
opti9ally 'peculiar' galaxies. 
Table 7.4 
-~-~ 
Gala.xy 
NGC 2805 
NGC 2820 
NGO 2814 
IC 2458 
* 
Radio-Oontinuum properties of NGO 2805, 2820, 
2814, and 10 2458. 
* S151 
c', 
i:>1415 L1415 
(mJy) (roJy) (1021 W/Hz) 
130 10 0.2 
130 50 ;to 10 1.1 -I- 0.2 
-
130 20 + 10 0.4 + 0.2 
- --
130 20 ;t. 20? 0.4 ;t 0.4? 
From the Cambridge 60 survey (C.J. lVlayer, J)rivate 
cormnunication) • 
'{ Uncertaj.n. 
N2820 
+ 
@ N2805 
HPBW 
Figure 7-2. Map of radio-oontin~um emission over a 10-MHz bandwidth centred at 
1415 MHz. Solid oontours start at 10 mJr and are in 10 mJy intervals. "l!he dashed 
oontour is -10 mJr. The HPBW resol~'tion of 2.5 :x: 2.8 aromin is shown by the 
hatohed ellipse. The orosses are as in Plate 7.1 
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In order to investigate if an.y of the g~'tlaxy pairs are 
in bound orbits, the minimum mass necessary to sus·cain 
circular motion was evaluated, 
7-18 
where Me is expressed in solar masses, Sproj is the projected 
linear separation (kpc) of the two galaXies, and Va is the 
difference in radial velocities (km/s). If Mc is greater 
'than the mass of the satellite galaxy, then -che system is not 
bound .. On the basis of' the val.ues given in Table 7 .. 3, 
neither the NGe 2820/10 2458 pair nor the NGO 2820/10 2458/NGC 
2805 system has the necessary mass, about 100 GM@. It is 
nevertheless Vf:n,,~y hard to believe that such a compact group 
of galaxi.es is not in fact bound, and i-I; seems likely that 
the MT values in Table 7.3 are underestimates • 
.4.:,g ..... ~ida1. Il"l~,!.~t i,o;n. . ..li;[}2othe 131 s 
One interpretation of the NGC 2820/10 2458 system, 
whj.ch cor.reo'ely represent~3 the positions and velocities of the 
two galaxies, as well as those of the HI, is shovm in Fig. 7.6, 
where NGC 2820 is more distant than 10 2458 and the two 
galaxies are connected by an HI bridge. It is suggested 
that there has been a tidal interaotio~ in which a 
perturbing body has disrupted a. proto-NGC 2820, consisting of 
a normal late-type galaxy (e.g. So or Sd), drawing out HI to 
form a l~]l,rge tidal arm. On this picture, IC 2458 represents 
stars either drawn from NGC 2820 or the perturbing body, or 
formed as a result of gas compressed during the encounter. 
./ 4 PERTURBER ;. 
" /' 
/ "J.' ~. '.' :- " .... ~ 
PERIGALACTICON/ 
.. , 
+ ... 
: 
I I.·: 'S .. 
-t . . ., . .,..' . I 
. . 
I T = 0.3 Gyr 
I u = 1 co-planar 
, direct 
, IC 2458 
, 
, 
( EAST) f OBSERVER'S (WEST) LINE OF SIGHT 
"'7 
Figure 7.6. Illustration of the proposed model for the NGC 2820/10 2458 system, 
drawn in the plane of NGC 2820. The diagram (which is not to eoale) shows the 
distribution of HI (dotted areas), and its approximate velocity relative to the 
centre of NGC 2820 (arrows). The tlTpe of orbit required to produoe the di.arupt:!.ol'il 
ie indioated by the dashed line. The inset (reproduced with permission from Wright 
1972) shows the disruption of' test particles and the poai tion of the per'tUrb:lng __ 
body 0.3 Gyr after a oo-planar, direot oollision with u = 1, and with a perig~l~ 
aotioon of one galaotio radii. 
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Two obvi.ous oandidates to oause such disruption to the proto-
NGC 2820 are NGC 2805 and 2814. 
Toomre &; Toomre (1972) and ,Wright (1972) have shown 
that, in idealized models, gravitatj.onal interactions alone 
can produoe a variety of 'bridges' and 'tails'. Simulations 
which reproduce the tidal arm are shovnl in the Appendix. 
They require a co-planar, direct oollision with mass ratios 
(parturbar/galaxy), u, between 0.25 and 1, and are seen at a 
time of about 0.3-0.7 Gyr at'tar a perigalaotioon of about one 
galactic radii. One such distribu'l;ion of test particles is 
reproduced in ]'ig. 7.6 (inset). The proposed orbits are 
consistent with the sense of the velOCity gradient along the 
tidal arm (.£! •. Fig. 7.1) t and the arm appears to join NGC 
2820 on its eastern side and bend westward toward IC 2458. 
It is no't easy ·to identify whether NGC 2805 or 2814 is 
the correct candidt.."tte for the role of perturbei'>. Both 
galaxies could be i.n orbits (illustrated in Fig. 7 .. 6) which 
would. produce the requisite disrup'tion to the proto-NGC 2820 
a.nd also ma-tch the posi ti,ons and radial velocities of the 
galaxies. For ~m enoounter between the proto-NGC 2820 a.nd 
2805, -the mass rati.o u is of oro.er 1, while, for a.n .encount·~ 
61" with NGC 2814, u is of order 0 .. 5 (Table 7.3). Although 
the larger disturbance envisaged in ~'ig. 7 .. 6 would favour 
the larger mass-ratio (implying NGC 2805 as perturbsr), one 
cannot rule out perturbatj.ons by NGe 2814 ill a rel!!Ltively 
closer orbit. 
'J:he gravitational influence of NGC 2820 is not likely to 
produce any extensive t bridges , or 'tails' to the perturbers, 
since nei-ther suffer su:f'ficiently prograde or co-planar 
collisions. ~\idal effects maw, however, account for the 
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peculiar optioal appearance and associated IO? classification 
of the gas-poor galaxy NGe 2814, or ·hhe I disturbed' nature 
of NGC 2805. ~'he IO classification was disoussed in Chapter 
5, and NGO 2814 may be another example of this type of 
galaxy whose properties have resulted from a tidal interacti-
on. 
Neither NGC 2805 nor 2814 are in the plane of NGC 2820's 
disc (Plate 7.1), so that the orbit of either perturbeX' oann-
ot be exactly co-planar. Although a slightly inclined orbit 
:for either body would still produce a tidal arID (e.g .. fig. 9 
in Wright 1972), such an orbit would be expected to leave the 
arm warped slightly out of the plane .~n :!!!gLJ!1~12!L. of_.1!2-~, 
,:Qert.:urbi:t}g J?Q~l __ 9.~f_Q.r,,!_,:Qg,r;igf~l!:\.gti.Q.S?.U. In fact IC 2458 lies 
slightly below the plane of NGC 2820 (Plate 7.1), and accord-
ing to the model so also does the HI arm.. This is compatible 
with NGC 2814 as the perturber, since its orbit is below the 
plane of WGC 2820 before perigaJ.aoticoll and above it after-
wards, but not with NOC 2805 as perturber since it is now 
below NGC 2820' s plane and was presu.mably above it bE'3fore 
perigalacticon .. 
fJlhe filamel'l:ha:ry structure whioh appears to link NGC 2820 
and. IC 2458 on the PSS pla"tes adds weight to the interpretat.;~ 
ion of the HI data in terms of a tidal arm, however caused. 
The!:'~e filam(~nts appear on both red and blue plates, and th~~r­
efore must con"tain some old stars. If these were newly 
formed in the encounter, there has been time for them to 
evolve to their present colour during the 0 .. 3 Gyr ~~inoe peri~· 
ga,laoticon (Freeman 1975). 
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In this Cha);,l'ter HI and radio oontinuum observations 
of the olose group of galaxies NGC 2805, NGC 2814, NGC 2820 
and IC 2458 have been presented. HI was detected in all 
except NGC 2814, and there is good evidenoe for a HI bridge 
linking NGO 2820 and IC 2458. The radio continuum emission 
is not significantly diff'erent from that of t normal' galaxies, 
being consistent with nuclear sources in NGC 2820, NGC 2814 
and possihly 10 2458. 
It is postulatf~d that the HI bridge and disturbed nature 
of this group are the result of a tidal interaction, in 
which either NGO 2814 or NGC 2805 passed within one galactic 
radii of a proto-NGO 2820 about 3 Gyr ago, in an approximately 
co-plane,I" orl)i t. As a r9 Bu1 t the HI (originally surrounding 
NGC 2820) was drawn out to form a large tidal arm, in which 
10 2458 is now embedded. 
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OHAPTER 8 
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THE P~OULIAR GALAXIES NGO J3l0 AND NG~ J4J~ 
J. INTRODUCTION 
The galaxy NGC 3310 is number 217 in Arp (1966) and the 
pb.t;>tograph is reproduced in Plate 8.le.. The main optical 
parameters are shown in Table 8.1. NGe 3310 is classified as 
'SAB(r)be pec' in R02, and an excellent review of its properties 
appears ill van dar Kruit & de BruyX'l (1976). The galaxy is 
notable for: a disturbed ('bow-and-arrow') structure in the 
outer parts to the north-west; a very symme'hrioal spiral struct-
ure in the inner parts of the diso, whioh is espeoially olear 
on H« plates such as Plate 8.1b; highly intense optical emission 
lines; a high value for the radio-continuum flux and a very blue 
oolour. 
Recently the ionized gas in NGO 3310 was investigated by 
van del" Kruit (1976), who assumed a flat pl~e and large-scale 
organisation of the velocity field to model the observed velocities 
in terms of (a) circular rotation plus streaming motions 00-
incident and parallel with the two spiral arms, or (b) a kinematic 
density wave. He ooncluded that something very. similar to a 
strong density wave exists in NGe 3310. He points out that this 
is consistent with all other known properties of ths system f 
and these also suggest the phenomenon is relatively young 
(probably 109 yr or less). 
A study of the physical conditions in the nuoleus of NGO 
3310 (Andrillat & Oollin-Souffrin 1976) shows that there is an 
overabundance of oxygen, 8.1\d that 'the synthesised stellar pop-
• e · 
(a) 
(b) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Plate 8.1 (a) Photograph of NGC 3310 from Arp 1966. The photo-
graph measures approximately 10.7 x 8.3 arcmin. (b) H~ photo-
graph from va. der Kruit & de Bruyn 1976. The photograph 
measures approximately 1.8 x 1.4 arcmin. Both photographs have 
north at the top and east at the left. 
l')arf;uneter 
"'!WI 4 d..._._ .. _ 
Optical nucleus (1950) 
Hit 
dec 
Classification 
* Total B magnitu.de 
* Colour Index, (B-V) 
Inclination wrt plane of 
sky, i 
Distanoe, D 
IJinear Scale 
Dimensions (major axis x minor axis) 
Systemic velooity 
PA of major axis 
lOh35m39s .5 
530 45' 54'1 
SAB(r)bc pec 
10.9 
0.24 mag 
32 + 60 
-20.5 lVJpc 
1 arcmin = 5.96 kpc 
3 .. 6 x 3.5 arcmin 
994 + 7 km/s 
-
1019 ± 3 km/s 
172 ±. 40 
Source 
RC2 
R02 
IW2 
RO:? 
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van der Kruit 1976 
van. der Kruit &: 
de Bruyn 1976 
IW2 
RC2 
van der Kruit 1976 
van der Kruit 1976 
---------------------~---'-...... --- .. ~' "'" -~ ...... ----~-
* oorreoted fov galactic and internal absorption, and to t fa.ce-
on' view. 
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ulation contains a large fractio~ of 0 and B stars which account 
for the intense ultraviolet continuwn f,rom the nucleu$_ Seaquist 
& Bignell (1977) have presented aperture synthesis observations 
of the radio continuum at 2.7 and 8.1 GHz~ The maps show the 
emission resolved into oomponents associated with the nucleus and 
inner spiral struoture seen in H~ • 
NGC 3432 is classified ·SB{s)m sp' in RC2, and the main 
optioal parameters are displayed in Table 8.2. NGC 3432 is 
number 206 in Arp (1966) and the photograph (Plate 8.2) olearly 
shows two condensations: one about 3 aromin to the HE of the 
nucleus whioh was reported by Vo:rontsov-Velyaminov (1959), and 
one to the west which was noted by Bertola (1966). The latter 
author found evidence for non-circular motions of about 30 km/s 
in the oentral part of:'the disc from an optical study. The 
western condensation (a dwarf companion aocording to RC2) 
appears as number 05983 in UGC whioh catalogues the main body 
plus the condensation to the N'E as number 05986. Vam. del" Kruit 
(1973) has published a radio continuum map of NGC 3432 at 1415 
MHz, whioh. shows a disc of' emission ooinoident with the main 
body of the galaxy and an extended source olose to but not 
coinoidellt with the WE companion (and presumed not to be assOc-
iated with it). 
Previous published HI observations of WG·C 3310 (Bottine11i 
ll!:!.. 1970; Balkowski 1973; Peterson & Shol5rtak 1974) and NGC 
3432 (Roberts 1968; Balkowski 1973; Bottinelli & Gouguenheim 
1974; Diokel & Rood 1978) have us.ed single-dish instruments. 
Both galaxies were observed ill Februar1 1978 using the Half-Mile 
telesoope, and the resu.lts (which are described together in this 
ohapter) provide the first detailed maps of the HI distribution 
and radial velooity field. Van der Kruit & de Bruyn (1976) 
mention that HI observations of NGC 3310 with the WSRT are in 
preparation. 
Opt:lcal nucleus (1950) 
RA 
dec 
Classification 
*' Total B ma,gui tude 
* Colour Index, (B-V) 
Inclination wrt plane of 
sky" i 
Distance, D 
Linear scale 
Dimensions (major axis x minor axis) 
Systemic velocity 
PA of major axis 
Value ~out£! 
lOh49m42s.6 
360 53'06 f1 
RC2 
SB(s)m sp RC2 
11.0 RC2 
0.30 RC2 
8-5 
77° Dickel & Rood 1978 
7.9 Mpc van del' Kruit 1973 
1 arcmin ~ 2.3 kpc 
6.2 x 6.1 arcmin RC2 
636 :t 13 km/s RC2 
38 :t 1° Plate 8.2 
___ ,--._~ ___ ~;o __ .. ____ ~ .. ~= '"' _""' .. ,_ ... ; ... ,_ .. ~ _______ , "_. _"_. ___ • ___ ~~_I ...
'* corrected for galactic and internal absorption, and to 
'face-on' view. 
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Plate 8.2 Photograph of NGC 3432 from Arp 1966. North is at the 
top and east is at the left. The photograph measures approxima-
tely 10.7 x 8.3 arcmin 
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2 OBSBRV AT IONS 
--
The surveys of both NGC 3310 and 3432 oonsisted of 12 
equally-spaced interferometer bal,selines as indicated. in Table 
8.3. The HI emission was met:tsured using -the digital spectrom-
eter over a 4-lVJHz bandwidth, and continuum radie:tion was mea,sured 
:l.n the 10-MHz bandwidth centred on 1417 niHz.· The survey of' 
NGC 3310 was calibrated by observations of 30 380 and that of 
NGC 3432 by observations of 30 48. 
In order to correc-t for -the presence of continuum emission, 
the channel maps which contained no significant line emission 
(649-728 plus l203-1335 km/s for NGe 3310, and 390-417 plus 
839-1024 kID/s for NGO 3432) were averaged and subtr~Stcted from 
those which did. The rasul ting t oontinuum-free' channel m~aps 
are shown in :H'igs 8.1 and 8.2. 
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Table 8 .. 3 De'tr:3,ils of 'the obs~~rv8:tionE3 of NGC 3310 an.d 3432 with 
the Call11,-ridge H!:1,lf-Mile -telescope. _111--~-"""--'" 
Da-t(~s 
Map centre (1950) 
ItA 
dec 
Interferometer baselines 
number 
1:Jma11est 
increment 
largest 
Calibrator 
name 
flux density 
reference 
Response 
synthesised beam (H]?FW) 
RA :x dec 
Btruo-ture absent 
radius of first grating 
response in l1A 
Continuum survey 
bandwidth 
centre frequency 
sensitiVity/beam area 
Hydrogen-line survey 
·bal1.dwidth 
heliocentric velocity 
range 
channel separation 
channel widtih (]'WHP 
Ge;ussian) 
mean rms sensitivity/ 
beam ~trea 
NGO 331.0 
-~~
1978 February 
10h35m39s .0 
530 45 1 54" 
12 
12.2 m 
6.1 m 
79 .. 3 m 
30 380 
13.8 
:E1smore & Mackay 
(1969) 
7.4 x 9.2 arcmin 
>1 0 
"'2° 
10 MHz 
1417 lV1Hz 
2 .. 8 mJy 
4 lVlHz 
570-1388 km/s 
26.4 km/s 
32 km/s 
38 mJy 
NGC 3432 
" __ ...... ,,.~ .... jodl$lf) 
1978 ]Iebruary 
10h49m42s .. 6 
36°53'06'* 
12 
12.2 ill 
6.1 ill 
79.3 ill 
30 48 
15.3 
Ke 11.ermr.1,nlll' !i !l,1. (1969) 
7.4 x 12.3 arcmin 
>1 0 
1V2° 
10 MHz 
1417 MHz 
2.8 mJ'y 
4 l\1Hz 
232-1050 krn/s 
26.4 lan/s 
32 km/s 
34 mJy 
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Figure 8.2 Channel maps for NGC 3432, free from continuum emission. Contours start 
at 50 mJy with the same contour interval (~~ 35 mJy). The large cross is the map 
centre and the small crosses are star positions for alignment with optical photo-
graphs. The hatched ellipse represents the HPBW resolution (Table 8.3). The numbers 
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3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
. 
.l.l NGC ~~10 
3.1.1 RADIO CONTINUUM 
At the resolution of these observations the oontinuum 
radiation in a 10-MHz bandwidth cen:tred on 1417 lVlHz oonsists of 
two unresolved sources near NGC 3310. The first, of flux density 
0.40 ~ 0.01 Jy, lies exaotly at the map oentre, RA lOh35ID39s .0 
dec 53 04;'54" (Table 8.3). High-resolution observatiol'us (van 
del" Kruit & de Bruyn 1976) oonfirm this flux denSity and reveal 
that the emission originates from the two spiral arms seen in 
Hot light. !L'he seeolldsouroe seen in the present observations 
is of flux density 0.10 ± 0.01 Jy, and is at RA lOh36m27s dec 
53°55'16". A box is positioned at these ooordinates on Plate 
8.3 and encloses iii. possible identification with an elliptioal 
galaxy near the plate limit (not visible on Plate 8.3). 
3.1.2 INTEGRAL PARAMETERS 
The integrated spectrum of NGO 3310 is d.isplayed iN. Illig. 8.3, 
and was used to derive an estimate for the sys"cernie velooi ty of 
999 ± 10 km/s (Table 8.4), in good agreemellt with the optical 
value of 994 ± 7 kID/s by RC2 but somewhat lower than the value 
of 1019 + 3 km/s by van del' Krui t (Table 8.1). By evaluating 
-
the area under the integrated speotrum, the total mass of hydro-
gen was estimated to be (5.5 ± 1.3)x 109 M@ at the adopted dist-
ance of 20.5 Mpc (Table 8.1). This value agrees with the 
previous determinations (Table 8.4). The resultant MH/L ratio 
is 0.20, typical of galaxies of type Sb or So and thus oonfirming 
the optical olassifioation. 
The total wj.dth of the line-profile is 211 ± 20 l(m/s. Using 
the formul& given in Section 2.4(f) of Chapter 1 (whioh assumes 
circular rota.tion), and adopting values given in Tables 8.1 and 
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0-4 NGC 3310 
0:-3' 
:>. 
..... 
-x Q-2 
3 
u. 
O-t 
HEliOCENTRIC VELOCITY (km/s) 
0-8 NGC 3432 
:>. 0-6 ., 
- V\ x 3· 0·4 u.. 
0-2 
HEUOCENTRIC VELOCITY (km/s) 
Figu~e 8.3 The integrated HI spectra fcr NGC 3310 and NGC 3432. The lines join 
the points but have no other signifioance. 
Parameter 
_CIiI'!!I~oW<' "... .. .. 
HI dimensions (t~~king into 
account convolution with the 
synthesised. beam) 
major axis 
minor axis 
HI systemio velooity 
Total width of HI line 
profile at 30"' level. 
HI n1(~'I,S8, ME (ae D2) 
Total mass within 2 aromin 
of nucleus, IT (~D) 
Luminosi ty, I1 (oCD2) 
1\1H/1 
1VI:(I/l~ 
Value 
--
4 .. 4 arcmj.J:l 
unresolved 
999 ± 10 km/s 
211 + 20 km/ s 
-
(5.5 ± 1.3)x 109 M. 
9 9.1 x 10 1'vI 
5.6 x 109 1\11: 
11 
'" 1.2 x 10 M. 
2.69 x 1010 J.J@ 
0.20 
"'4.4 
4-
'" 10 
0.05 
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Souroe 
-
Illig. 8.3 
l!i'ig. 8.3 
Balkowski 1973 
Peterson & 
Shostak 1974 
This table & 
Table 8.1 
Table 8.1 
this table 
this ta,b1e 
Peterson & 
Shostak 19'74-
Ba1kowsld 1973 
this t~:Lbl~!;) 
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8.4, the total mass, MT, was found to be of the order loll MG -
3.1.3 THE HI DISTRIBUTION 
Significant emission (greater th~Ul 3~) is seen on Fig. 8.1 
in the ohannels between 913 and 1071 km/s. This is assumed to 
be assooiated with NGC 3310, since there is a systematic shift 
from NW to BE with increasing radial velooity. The isolated 
emission seen to the east of the nuoleus at 992 and 1018 km/s is 
probably real, and joins smoothly with the brighter emission 
around the galaxy at 1045 and 1071 rom/s. This feature will be 
termed the 'Eastern Extension'. 
Plate 8.3 shows the map of integrated HI superimposed on 
a blue PBS photograph. The eastern extension is prominent, but 
no oorresponding optioal feature can be Seen. The HI in the 
extension reach.es 10 aromin (or about 60 kpc) from the optioal 
nuoleus of NGC 3310, whj.ch is itself displaoed 1.5 aromin to 
the SW of the peak of HI emission. The bright emission surr-
ounding the nuoleus is resolved il1l deolination and has an ang-
ular size of about 4 aromin. 
The velocity field. of NGC 3310 is shown in Fig. 8.4. 
The maximum velooity gradient is at approximately FA 00 in the 
norther~ half of the galaxy and PA 1400 in the south (cf. the 
optical PA of 172 ± 4° given in Ta.ble $.2). The velooity 
contours olearly indioate a. rotating diso, but the limited 
spatial resolution does not permit a more detailed. analysis. 
The sma.ll irregularities displayed by some of the oontours 
result from looal enhancements of the HI column density (li'ig. 
e.l). As would be expected, there is no sign of the denSity 
waves apparent in the H~ velooity field. 
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Plate 8.3 Map of integrated HI superimposed on a blue photograph of NGC 3310 
(copyright by the National Geographic Society - Palomar Sky Survey, reproduced 
by permission from the Hale observatories), The integration was performed over 
the velocity range 860-1124 km/s and employed a gate of 60 mJy. The contours 
start at 20 K km/s and are at the same interval. The rms noise is t ypically ~ 6 
K km/s. The large cross is the map centre and the smaller crosses are star posit-
ions used for alignmen~. The hatched ellipse represents the HPBW of 7.4 x 9.2 
arcmin. No polar diagram correction has been applied. The box is centred at RA 
10h36m27 s dec 53 0 55'16", the position of a bright radio-continuum source (see 
text) • 
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+ 
_ 530 3D' 
£:~ .. d. Velooi ty field of NGe 3310 ()ol't'esponding 'to the integra.ted HI map 
of Pla.te 8 • .3 
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The isolated patch of emission seen at RA 10h33m dec 53°50-
in Plate 8.3 ean be traced to emission at the 3~level on the 
chan!lels at 965 and 992 km/s (Fig. 8.1). The emission is prob-
ably real but no corresponding optical feature is evident. The 
isolated emission at RA 10h38m dec 53°30' arises from a super-
posi tio%). of two separate 30'" pealts on the channels at 939 and 
1071 lon/s(Jlie;. 8.1). This is reflected in tbe large velocity 
gradient shown in Fig. 8.3, and the feature is probably not real, 
nor the 1.5-~extension seen to the west of the bright emission 
on the 913 km/s ohannel (Fig. 8.1). 
The three channel-maps at 1150-1203 km/a (Fig. 8.1) show 
an interesting feature looated about 14 arcmin to the NW of the 
nuoleus. This emission, almost certainly real, shifts system-
atioally from 8m to NW with increasing radial velocity. There 
is no corresponding optical emission, although the tbow' (see 
the Introduction) points towards the HI emission. There is no 
evidence from the present observations that this HI emission is 
contiguous with the bright emission surrounding NGO 3310. Note 
tha,t the veloci t;r range encorporated in Plate 8" 3 excludes this 
feature. 
The eastern extension and isolated HI to the NW of the 
nucleus (noted above) are unexplained featur'9:s which "indicate 
some disturban,ce to the HI in the outer parts of NGC 3310. Van 
del' Kruit & de Bruyn (1976) disoussed tidal theories to explain 
the unusual optical properties of NGC 3310, but concluded that an 
interaction with either of the two nearest bright galaxies (NGC 
3353 and 3448, whioh are both about 2°.5 away - the latter being 
the subject of Chapter 6) was unlikely. UGC 05734 is a d;i.sturbed 
SOa galaxy (14 mag) which lies 39 arcmin to the SW of NGe 3310, 
and UGC 05720 is a peouliar galaxy (13.2 mag) whioh lies 54 aromin 
to the NW. Both galaxies are more likely candidates for an interao-
tion. 
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3.2.1 RADIO CONIJ:'INUUlVI 
The radio-continuum emission at 1417 MHz within the area. 
shown in ]:>18.te (3.4 consists of three bright sour<.1e6. ]\irst1y 
there is the emission from NGC 3432, with a peak coinciden:b with 
the m,ap oentre (ItA 10h49m43 s dec 36 0 53'06 11 ). This souroe appears 
to be very slightly resolved towards th(~ NW. The flux density 
on the broad-band map is 145 t.. 10 mJy, but this includes the 
effects of line emission. A better estimate of the flux density, 
115 + 10 m<Ty, was derived from the map of 'average-oontinuum f 
-
radiation (Seotion 2). 
The seoond and brightest source lies at "RA 
indioated by a box on l'late 
8.4. IJ:I,he souroe is eSgenti8.11y unresolved in these observations, 
and has a flux density of 280 ±. 10 mJy (after a polar diagram 
correotion has been applied). One possible identification is a 
Seyfert-like g~.tlaxy seen at the southern end of the 10- box. 
The third source has a peak flux den9~ty of 112 + 13 mJy 
-
(oorreoted for polar diagram) and lies at coordinates RA 10h4Sm 
51 s±.2 dec 36°31' ±l:. The source appears resolved, but this is 
probably due to the oonfusion of several distinct point sources. 
No obvious optical feature is coincident with this object", 
The area surrounding NGC 3432 oOl'ltains two other 
interesting 
10h53mOOs dec 
a:j; RA 
objeots: a.n edge-on spiral gala.xy (UGO -6036 at RA 
37°07' ) and Q peeu1iar galaxy (MOG+06-24-0l9 
10h47m21 s dee 36°37')", Nei ther of these 
features is coincident with. a:ny of the oontinuum sources. 
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3.2.2 IN~EGRAL PARAMETERS 
The integrated spectrum of NGC 3432 is displayed in Fig. 
8.3 and the systemic velocity derived from it is 606 + 10 kID/s. 
-
This v/9,1ue is in good agreement with the determination by Dickel 
& Rood 1978 (Table 8.5). By eva1uati~g the area under the 
integrated spectrum, the total mass of hydrogen in NGO 3432 was 
estimated to be (19 ±. 2)x 108 Me at the adopted di.stanoe' of-
7~9 Mpc. This value is 20 per oent larger than the previous 
determinatio~s (~ab1e 8.5), but is not inconsistent with them 
when a.llowance is made for the errors. The resulting MH/L ratio 
is 0.53 + 0.10 and suggests a galaxy of type Sod to 8m, oonfirm-
-
ing the optioal olassification. 
The total width of the integrate.d, speotrulll was 264 .t 2:(5 km/S 
(cf. 272 km/s by Dickel & Rood 1978). The tota.l mass withi» 3 
aromin of the nuoleus was computed ilfj. the same way a.s desoribed 
for NGO 3310, and foulad. to 'be, 0 '., lVIT'itI, (30 .t 10)x 109 Me-
in Table 8.5 refleots the 
different methods of calculation used. 
3.2.3 THE HI DISTRIBUTION 
Signifioant HI emission is seen on the ohannel maps (Fig. 
8.2) betweem 496 and 760 kID/a. The peak emission on each ohannel 
shifts from· NE to SW with -inoreasing radial 
velooity. Plate 8.4 shows the map of integrated HI superimposed 
on a blue PSS photograph. The peak of HI emission is nearly 
ooinoident (AI 0" 5 aromin to the NE) wi'th 'the n.uoleus of NGO 3432, 
and the HI is distributed with an apparent major axis a.t PA 
20 ± 5°" After oorreoting for the oOlllvolution with the synthes-
ised be~un, the HI dimensions are 6.3 x 2.0 aromin. 
The HI shows an appareJat extension (Plate 8.4) reaohing 2 
Parameter 
___ .. ~ I'll ... 11 __ ........ 
PA of HI major axis 
HI dimensions (taking into 
account convolution with the 
synthesised beam) 
major axis 
minor axis 
HI systemic velocity 
Total width of the HI line 
profil€~ at 3cr lev~~l 
Total mass within 3 arcmin 
of nucleus, Mrr (<xD) 
Lund-nosi ty, L (c(!D2) 
y.~q_u~. 
20,i 5° 
6.3 arcmi.n 
2.0 arcmin 
606 -I- 10 kID/s 
615 
264 + 26 km/l:3 
272 
(19 + 2)x 108 Me 
15 ; 108 :1\1. 
16'" 08 n/' x 1 0 
(30 ± 10)x 109 M~ 
M 
o 
M0 
(36 .i 3)x 108 L @ 
0.53 ± 0.10 
0.42 
0.45 
8 ± 3 
31 
13 
0.063 
0.013 
0.036 
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Plate 8 .. 4 
:Plate 8.4 at PA 200 
1l'ig .. 8.3 
Dickel & Rood 1978 
1'1' 8 3 .1 J.g.. .. 
Dickel & Rood 1978 
Ii'l' g 8~ 3 
. .'. . .. 
Dickel & Rood 1978* 
* Balkowski 1973 
this -table & 
Table 8.2 
* Dickel & Rood 1978 
Ba1kowskj, 1973* 
~Pable 8.2 
this table 
Dickel & Rood 1978 
1~ 
BalkoilVski 1973 
this table 
-)<. 
* Dickel & Rood 1978 
* Balkowski 1973 
this table 
* Di.ckel & Rood 1978 
* Balkowski 1973 
,~~ 
Corrected to a dierbance of 7.9 Mpc end, where applicable, using 
the luminosity given in IIlable 8.2 .. 
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Plate 8.4 Integrated HI map of ,NGC 3432 superimposed on a blue photograph (copy-
right by the National Geographic Society-Palomar Sky Survey, and reproduced with 
permission from the Hale Observatories). The contours start at 20 K km/s and higher 
contours are at intervals of 40 K km/s. The rms noise level is typically about 4 
K km/s. The large cross is the map centre and the smaller crosses are star posit-
ions used for alignment. The hatched ellipse represents the HPBW of 7.4 x 9.2 
arcmin. No polar diagram correction has been applied. The box indicates the 
position of a bright radio continuum source (see text). 
• 
• 
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aromin to the west of the dwarf oompanion (UGO 5983). Examin-
ation of Fig~ 8~2 reveals ~ ohamnel-to-ohannel shift - of 
the pe&ks of HI emission in the velooity range 654-'76C> 
km/s, predomina:tll.tly along &tlll- Elast .... to .... west 
line. This is at varianoe with the HI peaks at remaining velooities, 
whioh shift· along a NE-SW 1ine (approximately- ooinoident with 
the optioal major axis of NGO 3432). 
It is diffioult to determine from the present observations 
whether the feature noted above is a warp of the HI layer (e.g. 
similar to that seen in M33), or is due to HI around the dwar~ 
oompanion UGC 59a3. There is a large displaoement (about 2.3 
aromin) between the peaks of HI emission on the ohannels at 
628 knI/s and 654 km/a, whioh suggests that the emission at 
velooities greater than and inoluding 654 kID/s may belong to 
a separate feature, in aooordanoe with the latter theory. The 
peaks of HI emission at 654, 681 and 707 kID/s lie very olose to 
the position of UGe 5983 and so do not exolude this theory. 
Fig. 8.5 shows the ve100ity field. As disoussed above, the 
velooity gradient to the 8W of the nucleus lies along an east-
west line, whereas to the NE of the nuoleus the gradient is more 
along the the optical m~jor axis of NGC 3432. It is also appar-
ent that the magnitude of the velooity gradment to the SW of the 
nuoleus is approllfimately twioe that in the NllJ. 
The inverted velooity gradient seen at the extreme NE end 
of the major axis is an artefact. In faot these near-to-systemio 
velooities arise from very bright HI near the nucleus whioh has 
been spread outwards by the response of the synthesised beam. 
The phenomenon is enhanoed by the extremely sharp out off in 
emission at velooities 1ess than 496 km/s (Figs 8.2 and 8.3). 
+ 
620-1/))----"\ + 
540-:~ " 
______ j) ~" __ 680 
520 I "", 
+ \ 700 
560 ----- \ I \ I 
, / , , 
\ .-, .-
' ...... -- -... ~., 
Fi~re 8.5 Velooity field of NGC 3432, oorresponding to the integrated HI map 
of Plate 8.4. 
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F'ina1ly, the presenoe of' a 3c:r unresolved souroe about 13 
arcmin to .the BE of the nuoleus on the ohannel at 390 lon/s is 
noted (Fig. 8.2). The emission is nearly ooinoident with a 
very faint elliptical galaxy, but is probably not real since 
it appears on only one ohannel. For a similar reason, the l.5-~ 
tails apparently emerging from the brighter emission of NGC 3432 
at 496 and 733 km/s are also probably unreal. 
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3 CONCLUSIONS 
•• ~ ..... u.,. ... ~ 
In this ohapter,radio~oontinuum and neutral-hydrogen 
observations of NGC 3310 and NGC3432 have been presented. 
The spatial resolution was 7.4 aromin in RA, and the ve100ity 
reso1utio~ was 32 km/s. 
The HI in the outer parts of NGC 3310 appears to be dist-
urbed, as wit~essed by an extension reaohing 10 aromin to the 
east of the nuoleus, and isolated emission 14 arcmin to the NW 
of the nucleus. No corresponding optical emission is seen, 
and it is likely that these disturbanoes have been oaused by a 
gravitational interaction ... 
The HI surrounding the galaxy NGC 3432 is generally cons-
istent with a rotating diso which is nearly edge-on~ However, 
at the SW end of the major axis~ the HI extends westward, away 
from the optical major axiS, reaching 2 aromin to the west of 
the dwarf companion UGO 5983. It is not clear from the present 
observations whether the H.I in this feature is in rota-bion about 
NGO 3432 or forms a separate rotating system surrounding UGC 
5983. 
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CHAPTER 9 
SUlVIMARl 
~his thesis has described hydrogen-line observations using 
the Cambridge Half-Mile telescope. This chapter is intended 1J·e 
summarize the main con'olusions of this work. 
Chapters 2 and 3 described observations of two nearby galaxies 
of late-spiral type, namely M33 and NGC 2403. The severe warping 
of the HI layer in the outer parts of M33 was clearly seen, and 
a revised geometry for the warp was presented. A gravitational 
interaction between M31 and M33 is a possible explanation for the 
large-scale distortions observed in M33. 
Sensitive low-resolution maps revealed only a very slight 
warp in NGe 2403. Comparison of the magnitude of this warp with 
that in M33 was hampered by unoertainties ~n the distance of 
NGC 2403, a~d even more sensitive observations are required for 
a detailed study of the warping in NGC 2403. HI maps at a higher 
resolutioD. allowed the dYllamical parameters to be investigated, 
and cOllfirmed the values of Shostak (1973). Several HI spiral 
features were seen, and these appear (as far as the limited resol-
utioR allowed) to be correlated with the optical spiral arms and 
HII regions. The velocity field showed several perturbations 
associated with the optical spiral arms, in qualitative agreement 
with the density-wave theory of spiral structure. 
The remaining chapters described observations of irregular 
and peculiar galaxies. Chapter 4 described observations of a 
dwarf irregular galaxy, NGC 1569. This galaxy has been the sub-
ject of interest due to its prominent H« filaments, which previous 
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authors have thought to originate from an explosion in the nucleus. 
Observations revealed that the overall HI distribution was that 
expected of a disc in normal rotation, although several unusual 
features were noted. No correspondenoe was observed between the 
ve10ci ty fields of the HI and HO(, -the latter (de Vauoouleurs et 
al, 1974) being ohaotio and displaying a general velocity 
gradient perpendicular to the major axis. The similarities 
between NGC 1569 and the well-studied galaxy M82 were noted, 
and it was suggested that many features of NGC 1569 are due to 
the galaxy having drifted into a tenuous cloud of dust and gas, 
as originally advocated by Solinger !i !l. (1977) for M82. 
Irregu.lar galaxies of class II (IrII) were the subject of 
particular interest in this thesis. In Chapter 5, a list of 
46 galaxies alleged to belong to this class was presented, and 
as many optical and radio d~lta as possible were collected and 
examined for unusual oorrelations and well-defined properties. 
Apart from their oharacteristio optioal appearance (irregular 
morphology, presence of dust lanes, absence of stars or HII 
regions), the sample displayed few common properties. A tend-
ency was noted. for: (i) an earlier spectral type than normal 
for their colour; (ii) 'flat' spectral indioes; (iii) a wide 
dispersion in rJIH/L, but with a mean value similar to tha.t of 
SO galaxies. The tendency of the 11'11 sample to possess close 
companions was investigated statistically, in o.rder to verify 
the hypothesis that all suoh galaxies have a tidal origin. 
No firm evidence was found for a greater tendency in the Irll 
sample than a control sample of Se galaxies. A detailed study 
of individual objects is necessary, and for NGC 3448 and NGC 
2814 this is pursued in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. 
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Arp 205 consists of an IrII galaxy (NGe 3448) and a dwarf 
irregular comp.anion (UGC 6016) less than one diameter away. 
Observations revealed HI in rotation about NGC 3448, HI rotating 
in almost the opposite sense about UGe 6016, plus emission to 
the west of NGe 3448 with a. smaller recession velocity than it. 
A model was oonstructed for the HI dynamics which suggested that 
there had been a planar tidal interaction between these two 
galaxies. 
NGe 2805, NGe 2814, NGe 2820 and Ie 2458 form a compaot 
group of galaxies of which NGe 2805 is the brightest. HI was 
detected in all except NGe 2814, and there is good evidence for 
a HI bridge linking NGC 2820 and IC 2458. It is postulated that 
the HI bridge and disturbed nature of this group are the result 
of a tidal interaction, in which either NGO 2814 or NGe 2805 
passed within one galactiC radii of a proto-NGC 2820 about 3 Gyr 
ago, in an approximately eo-planar orbit. As a result the HI 
(originally surrounding NGC 2820) was drawn out to form a 
large tidal arm, in which 10 2458 is now embedded. 
Thus two more IrII galaxies are likely to have been invol-
ved in gravitational interactions. It is becoming inoreasingly 
olear that gravitational interactions are the originators of 
many of the galaxies classified as IrII. Nevertheless, as a 
whole the IrII category exhibits such a diversity of properties 
that it is wise to treat the cases individually, rather than as 
members of a homogeneous olass with the same mecha.nism of form-
ation. 
Finally in Chapter 8, observations of two optically pecul-
iar galaxies, NGC 3310 and NGC 3432 were described. The HI in 
the outer parts of NGC 3310 appears to be disturbed, but no 
corresponding optical emission is seen. It was postulated 
that these disturbances were caused by a gravitational inter-
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action. The HI surrounding the galaxy NGe 3432 is generally 
consistent with a rotating disc which is nearly edge-on. 
However, at the SW end of the major axis the HI extends westward 
towards the dwarf companion UGa 5983. Observations with higher 
spatial resolution are required to determine if this feature 
is HI in rotation about NGe 3432 or a separate rotating system 
surrounding UGe 5983. 
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APPENDlli 
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF GRAVITAT~AL INTERACTIONS IN GALAXIES 
This appendix is based on the work of Wright 1972. The 
galaxy to be simulated is taken in each case to be a point mass 
surrounded by test partioles,which CaB be eozasidered a.s mass 
elements of a pressure-free gas. Izait i ally , the test particles 
are distributed iza a flat diso, each particle having a ciroular 
velocity appropriate to its partioular radius. The intruder 
galaxy, represented as a point mass, is allowed to approaoh the 
main galaxy from a distanoe. Each test particle is oonsidered 
to experience the attractive foroes of the main and intruder 
galaxies (represented as point masses) and thus the equation of 
motion can be solved. The main galaxy is assumed to have a 
spherically-symmetric gravitational potential, whioh does not 
ohange with time (during whioh the galaxy may become disorted). 
This assumption is reasonable in all but the most violent inter-
actions where the nucleus is disturbed. Self-gravitation effects 
are ignored. 
In this idealized eituation., the free parameters are: 
(1) The mase ratiO, u = mass of intruder ala ) 
mass of main galaxy • 
(2) The eocentricity of the illl.truder's orbit, e. If e > 1 then 
the orbit is hyperbolic, if e = 1 the orbit is parabolic, a.d if 
e < 0 theN. the orbit is elliptical (i. e. m. bound orbit). 
(3) Tae perigala.cticon distance, . or distance of closest approach. 
between the nuoleus of the main galaxy and the point-mass intruder. 
(4) Two aagles defining the orientation of the intruder's orbit 
relative to the disc of the main galaxy. The exaot definitions 
are given in Wright (1972) and Toomre & Toomre (1972) but are 
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not inolud.ed here since only co-planar (or approximately co-planar) 
orbits are employed in this thesis. There are two types of 
co-planar collisions: • prograde' (or 'direct·) and 'retrograde' 
(Fig. A.l). 
(5) The viewing time, T. T = 0 corresponds to perigalactioon. 
I 
p G PROGRADE OR DIREOT 
p G RETROGRADE 
I 
F,iErs A.l. The definition of prograde am.d retrograde collisions. 
'I' indicates the intruder galaxy (arrow shaWl its velOCity). 
'G' is the disc of test particles (arrow shows sense o:f'rotation). 
'P' marks the periga.la.cticon. 
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Figs.A.2, A.3 and A.4 show examples of the simulations, and 
a summary of the discussion relevant to this thesis is reproduced 
below: 
(1) 'Tails' are n:ol'!1'11ally produced whenever a galaxy suffers a. 
direct, close approach from a similar, or smaller galaxy along a 
parabolic, or near parabolic orbit. 
(2) Tails are both easier to form and substantially more long-
lived than 'bridges'. 
(3) Purely retrograde interactions do not produce either tails or 
bridges, although a small amount of inclination cam produce such 
effects. 
(4) • Overhead' enoounters produce some evidence of both tails and 
bridges lying in the plane of the main galaxy, but these are both 
small aad short-lived. 
(5) The production of tails is very sensitive to the perigalacticon 
distance of the perturbing body. 
(6) The amount of mass eaptured by the perturbing galaxy from the 
main galaxy is small, and even in the most favourable cases does 
not exceed a few peroent of the total mass. 
(7) The amount of material which escapes completely from closely 
interacting systems is often a substantial fraction (lO-20~) of 
eaoh galaxy·s initial mass. 
(8) In an interaction between two galaxies, one having a lower 
mass but being more oompact, and the other having a greater mass 
but being more diffuse, the compact galaxy is much less susceptible 
to distortiol\\1II . 
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